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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

This curriculum guide will be created in response to the Common Core Learning Standards 

which requires all students to be college and career ready in the following areas: Reading for 

Literature, Reading for Informational Texts, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language.  

The Reading 7 & 8 classes and the Reading & Writing 7 & 8 classes will continue to use 

Achieve3000 as the primary literacy tool for middle school students.  Teachers from both middle 

schools in the Bellmore-Merrick Central High School District will collaborate to write mini-

lessons highlighting literacy skills required for each grade level support class.   

 

Contained in the guide will be a yearly overview, divided by quarter, suggested mini-lesson 

plans, activities, and Achieve3000 articles to help teachers meet the Common Core Learning 

Standards.  All of the mini-lessons will identify the grade level specific Common Core Learning 

Standards that are addressed.  
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Achieve3000 

Curriculum Map 

Quarter 1 

● Achieve intro 

● logistical routine 

● note-taking 

● summarizing/main idea 

● citing evidence 

● multiple-choice strategies 

● writing a paragraph (CD & CM) 

● context clues/vocab 

● word walls 

● graphic features 

● Career Center 

○ Helps with Lexile conferencing 

 

Sub-skills 

● refer to text 

● split screen 

● topic sentences 

● paragraph writing 

● reading connections 

● highlighting 

 

 

Academic Vocabulary 

● context 

● synonym/antonym 

● fact/opinion 

● contrast/compare 

● chronological 

● cite 

● prior knowledge 

● lexile 

 

Resources 

● "easy" rubric 

Quarter 2 

● Multiple-choice types 

● Sequencing 

● Comparison/Contrast 

● Cause and effect 

● problem & solution 

● build towards author's 

purpose/choices/evidence reasons (end 

MP2-beginning MP3) 

● Mid year conference (Lexile and data 

review) 

● inferencing 

 

 

Sub-skills 

● evaluating evidence 

● vocab for sequencing (transition words) 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic Vocabulary 

● chronological 

● sequence 

● inference 

● analyze 

● evaluate 

● evidence 

● purpose 

 
 

 

Resources 

● multiple-choice game (end of quarter 

summation) 

● cause and effect graphic organizer 

Quarter 3 

● paragraph writing/essay writing 

● push for multiple choice data 

● writing types 

● evaluating quotations 

● using transitions 

● improving vocab 

● prioritizing key points 

 

 

 

 

 
Sub-skills 

● student choice articles/TQ choice 

○ Choose 3 articles to read, review 

the TQ for each, choose 1 to 

write for a grade 

● Push for steps 2&3 

● breaking down thought question 

(writing prompt) 

 

Academic Vocabulary 

● explain 

● persuade 

● support 

● evokes 

● highlights 

● illustrates 

● concrete detail 

● commentary 

 

Resources 

● self-assessment 

○ peer review tip sheet 

○ rubrics 

● advanced rubric 

Quarter 4 

● End of year Levelset 

● Self-assessments 

● Reinforcement 

● Multiple-choice specifics/analysis 

● Research project 

● Bonus lesson/Writing from Sources 

● Reflection letter 

● Student selected articles 

● Editing 
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When you see this, sign in with your 

regular Mepham account (no 

@bmchsd.org) 
 
 

When you see this, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sign in with your Google credentials 

(@bmchsd.org) 
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Google Commands 

 

 

 

Cntrl + C = Copy 

 

Cntrl + V = Paste 

 

Cntrl + X = Cut 

 

Double-finger Click = Right click 

 

Cntrl + “+” = Enlarge screen 

 

Cntrl + - = Reduce screen 
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READING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 1 Understanding Context Clues              One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can I effectively use context clues to increase my understanding of words in context? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

RI   7    4, 10 

W   7    9, 10 

SL   7    1, 4, 6 

L   7    1, 3, 4, 5, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 Read sentence on board, “Tom desperately needed to use his glockum in order to solve the 

problem.”  Ask students to figure out what glockum means to them and explain their 

reasoning.  Discuss how their prior knowledge, personal experience, and other reading 

factors can help us to determine the meaning of unknown words in context. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Context Clues Worksheets (Attachment 1) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Teacher will define the context clue strategies: Deducing, Chunking, Parts of Speech, Prior 

Knowledge, and Synonyms, and show sentence strips with each explanation on the board. 

 Students will review examples of each context clue type.  As a class, we will read sample 

paragraphs which contain many unknown (made up) words.  The students will determine the 

meaning of the unknown word, and highlight or underline story clues. 

 As a class, we will discuss which context clue strategy the students used to help them 

determine the meaning of the unknown word. 

 Students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Mary Wins the Gold.”  While reading, 

students will try to determine the meaning of the highlighted vocabulary words in context, 

using the strategies they have just learned. 

 As a class, we will review the dictionary definitions, and see if the students were able to 

define the words correctly. 

 Next, we will use each word, in context, in a sentence.  These will be written on the 

Smartboard.    

 We will then read the Stretch Article together, discussing how the vocabulary words are used 

in this article. 

 

 

Summary:   

 How can we use Deducing, Chunking, Parts of Speech, Prior Knowledge, and Synonyms, 

help us determine the meaning of unknown words in context?      
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Google’s Grand Plan 

2. Space Cafe 

3. 3 weeks, 3 Walks 
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Attachment 1 

 

Name ____________________     Reading 
Date _____________________     Period _____________ 
 

Unknown Words with Multiple Meanings 
 

Directions:  Read the following paragraph and determine the meaning of the bold-faced 
word. 
 
John traveled a long distance to get to his friend’s house in California.  The TAXLIA 
took three days on the bus.  He was exhausted when he arrived in California and was 
very happy to end that bus ride.  He was glad to find that his friend was waiting for him 
when he got off the bus.   
 
What is the meaning of the word TAXLIA?  Write as many possibilities as you can think 
of, and what clues you used to help you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Read the following sentence and determine the meaning of the bold-faced word.   
 
“Tom decided that he desperately needed the glockum if he were to solve the 
problem.”   
 
What do you think “glockum” means?  How did you come up with your answer?  List all 
the clues that helped you.   
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Name ____________________________     Reading 7 
Date _____________________________     Period _______ 
 

Context Clues 
Directions:  Read each sentence and determine what the bold-faced word means.  Next to 
each sentence, write what type of context clue or strategy you used to get your answer. 
 

1. The fist review on the Harry Potter movie was favorable.  Many people attended and 
enjoyed the movie.  Some even saw it 3 times! 
a.  negative  b.  uncertain  c.  positive  d.  clear  

 
2. Her quiet, timid ways made us guess at her true feelings about the story because she 

kept her ideas to herself and never spoke in the class.   
a.  shy   b.  boisterous  c.  kind   d.  seriously 

 
3. He was found running down the street after curfew, and his parents were penalized.  

The ticket read:  “Illegally in the streets at 1:00AM.”  Now his parents would have to pay 
a fine.  
a.  crooked  b.  fined  c.  delicate  d.  informed 

 
4. The woman crossed her fingers as her daughter did the cheer.  She was hoping that 

everything would work out for her daughter as she vied for a position on the squad.  Her 
daughter really wanted to be a cheerleader. 
a.  shouted  b.  enclosed  c.  expanded  d.  tried 

 
5. The boy knew that the lake was teeming, and overflowing with bass, so he brought a big 

net to help get the fish in the boat. 
a.  rare   b.  cave  c.  full   d.  sparse 

 
6. It was difficult to listen to Tommy speak because he droned on and on just like a buzzer 

that won’t stop buzzing. 
a.  ideal  b.  same tone  c.  lively  d.  scared 

 
7. The lithe girl was perfect for the basketball team because she was all muscle and could 

play well.   
a.  lean  b.  cubed  c.  thick  d.  eerie 

 
8. Thomas went to the apex of the mountain, and because it was so high, he had to take a 

tank of oxygen with him. 
a.  bottom  b.  breathe  c.  top    d.  clear 

 
9. The apparatus that Jill used to connect the fabric was similar to a sewing machine, but 

this one did all of the work while she just pushed a button. 
a.  idea  b.  zipper  c.  instrument  d.  singular 

  
10. The frigid air seemed to suck his breath away as he attempted to finish his first 

snowman of the season. 
a.  deficient  b.  sappy  c.  thick  d.  cold 
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READING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 2 Determining Main Idea and Supporting Details              One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine the main idea and its supporting details? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 2, 3, 5, 10 

 W   7                2, 8, 9, 10 

 SL   7             1, 2 

 L   7              1, 3 

  

Motivation:   

 Students will use a KWL Chart to express what they already know, and what they want to 

know about Firefighters.  This will be done on the Smartboard as a whole class.  Students 

will take turns coming up to fill in any details on either the K or W sections.   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 KWL Chart 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWord

Version/KWLChart/  

 Blog from Sports Illustrated for Kids, called “My Experience at the Women’s World Cup.”  

http://www.sikids.com/blogs/2015/07/08/my-experience-at-the-womens-world-cup 

 Concept Map 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/Cluster/ 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation, and each contribution made to the K and W sections.  

Explain that we will come back to the L section at the end of the period. 

 As a class, read one short article in a blog from the magazine Sports Illustrated for Kids, 

called “My Experience at the Women’s World Cup.”   

 Introduce the Concept Map graphic organizer to the class, explaining how the main idea goes 

in the middle bubble, and the supporting details are written on the branched off circles.  This 

shows how details connect to the main idea. 

 Fill in the Concept Map about the blog on the Smartboard as a whole class, and discuss how 

the details connect to the main idea. 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Can You Take the Heat?”  With 

partners, students will read the article, and fill in a Concept Map about Firefighters. 

 After reading, students will share some details from their Concept Maps, to add to a class 

CM about this topic (on Smartboard). 

 Finally, we will revisit our KWL chart, and add details to the W section. 
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Summary:   

 What details do we look for to support the main idea of a piece of writing?    

 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1.  A Job to Sink Your Teeth Into  

2.  Helping Students and Teachers: A Career in the Classroom 

3.  Hi! May I Take Your Order  
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READING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 3 Summarizing                  Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can I summarize a passage effectively? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 2, 5, 10 

 W   7          2, 4, 9, 10 

 SL   7        1, 2, 4 

 L   7         1, 2, 3, 6  

 

  

Motivation:  Explain to students that articles and blogs can give us a very detailed account about 

a topic.  It is up to us to extract the most useful information, to use in a summary.  When 

summarizing, we describe something we read, touching upon main ideas and some details, while 

not retelling the entire passage. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Sports Illustrated for Kids blog, “Thirteen things you need to know about Tour de France” 

http://www.sikids.com/blogs/2015/07/06/thirteen-things-you-need-to-know-about-the-tour-

de-france 

 Post- Its 

 Youtube video: ‘Would a Soda Ban Help?” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZsnCXYFFn0 

 Key Points Graphic Organizer 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/KeyPoints/ 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1: 

 First, show students a blog from Sports Illustrated for Kids and explain that we need to 

summarize this passage.  Explain that we will be using a technique called, “1-sentence 

summary,” where students will write a 1-sentence summary on a Post-It, next to each 

paragraph.   

 Model the technique by reading the first paragraph, thinking aloud, and writing a 1-sentence 

summary on a Post-It.   

 Read the rest of the blog together, and students will volunteer suggestions for 1-sentence 

summaries for each paragraph.  Next, combine each 1-sentence summary together to create a 

complete paragraph summary of the entire passage. 

 Next, play a short Youtube video about banning soda: “Would a Soda Ban help?” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZsnCXYFFn0   

 Discuss the points made in the video clip, and students’ opinions of the topic. 
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 Next, students will open up the Achieve3000 article, “Sweet Drinks Drop Out of School.”  

Students will complete the Before Reading Poll and read the article.  While reading, students 

will write their own 1-sentence summaries in the Summarization box (the tab under each 

paragraph in the article).  After they have finished this step, students will share some of their 

1-sentence summaries with the class. 

 

Day 2: 

 Students will use their 1-sentence summaries to complete a Key Points graphic organizer, 

listing the summaries in each of the 5 point boxes.  Next, they will write a detailed paragraph 

summary of the article, incorporating all of the points they chose to use on the graphic 

organizer. 

 Students will use this Key Points GO to help them complete their Thought Question, which 

they will work on for the remainder of the period. 

 

Summary:   

 How can I use 1-sentence summaries of paragraphs to help me write a complete summary of 

a passage? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Hospitals to Workers: Wash Up! 

2. The Plastic Problem 

3. A Bike That Can’t be Stolen 
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READING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 4 Fact/ Opinion                      One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we determine the difference between Facts and Opinions? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7            1, 3, 10    

 W   7              9 

 SL   7            1, 4,  

 L   7           3, 6  

  

Motivation:   

 List sample statements on the board: (ex. Today is sunny out, blue is a great color, today is 

Monday, Halloween is the best holiday)  Explain that some of these are facts because we can 

prove them, and some of these are just what someone thinks, which is known as an opinion.  

Ask students to identify and explain each. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Sports Illustrated for Kids blog “What it’s like to cover a game at Yankee Stadium” 

http://www.sikids.com/blogs/2015/07/01/what-its-like-to-cover-a-game-at-yankee-stadium 

 Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h02llQAlN6o 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, read a blog from Sports Illustrated for Kids, called, “What it’s like to cover a 

game at Yankee Stadium.”   Choose random sentences from the passage and ask students if 

the statement is a Fact or an Opinion, and explain why. 

 Next, show a short Youtube clip about Halloween safety, called, “Halloween Safety Tips.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h02llQAlN6o.  Discuss ideas from the clip, and students’ 

opinions, as well as favorite Halloween Traditions. 

 Next, students will open the Achieve3000 article, “Making Trick or Treat Sweet.”  Students 

will complete all 5 steps.   

 After reading, post the article up on the Smartboard, with random sentences highlighted.  Ask 

the students if each statement is a Fact or an Opinion, and why.  If it is a fact, we will find 

details in the article to prove it. 

 

Summary:  How do we know when we read a fact vs when we read an opinion? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Clothes by Madonna and Lola 

2. The Sweet Stuff isn’t so Sweet 

3. Broadcast Your Food 
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READING 7 

Quarter 2, Lesson 1 Understanding Sequence                  Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we determine the sequence of events in a passage? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        2, 5, 10 

 W   7              2, 4, 9 

 SL   7            2, 4,  

 L   7            1, 2 

  

Motivation:   

 Make a PBJ sandwich for the students and ask them to take notes on what they observe me 

doing.  Have sentence strips listing each step of making the sandwich.  Students will take 

turns putting each strip in the correct order on the board.  Then review the sequence of events 

of making the PBJ sandwich.   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Transition Words List (Attachment 2) 

 Sequence of Events Chart 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/SequenceOfEventsChart/ 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions:  

 Introduce Transition Words to the students, and explain that we can use them to help describe 

the sequence of events in our writing.   

 Students will come to the board and choose 1 transition word from the list, and write it in 

front of each sentence strip in the PBJ activity.  Students will then read the entire sequence 

(with transition words) aloud, and see how it sounds as a whole “story.” 

 With a partner, students can write out all the steps to an activity they do daily (ex. brush 

teeth, make breakfast, get to school, a lunch period, etc..), as well as add transition words 

before each step.  Volunteer pairs may share their work with the class 

 Next, students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Just One Great Idea.”  While reading, 

students will use the Highlighting Feature and highlight important events in the passage.  

Students will use the “collect highlights” button, and copy and paste their highlights into the 

Thought Question Box, to be saved for use in writing their TQ. 

 Students will select events from the highlights to write on their own Sequence of Events 

Graphic Organizer.   

 On the Smartboard, students will add events to the class SOE GO, and we will make sure the 

events are listed in the correct order. 

 Exit Card: In your opinion, which event was the most significant in Mark Zuckerberg’s life, 

and why? 
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Day 2: 

 Student will use the notes saved from their highlights to complete the Thought Question.  

We will grade them together on the Smartboard (with student names hidden) 

 

Summary:   

 Why should I use transition words when writing?  How can I use transition words correctly? 

 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Ewww!  Don’t Touch That! 

2. Teen takes Her Place in History 

3. A New Space Plan 
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Attachment 2 

 

Transition Words: Beginning 

 

First…    

In the beginning… 

Once…    

One day… 

To begin with…   

To start… 

Today…   

 

 

Transition Words: Middle 

 

Second, Third, etc… 

Next…    Again… 

Soon…    However… 

Then…    Later… 

Also… 

After… 

Eventually… 

In addition… 

For example… 

 

Transition Words:  

End 

 

Finally…    At last… 

In the end…   Lastly… 

In conclusion…   All in all… 

Conclusively…   Eventually… 

As a result… 
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READING 7 

Quarter 2, Lesson 2 Compare and Contrast                    One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we compare and contrast ideas? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 2, 3 

 W   7          1, 2 

 SL   7        1, 2, 4 

 L   7        1 

  

Motivation:   

 Students will pick different pairs of topics from a hat, to use on a Venn Diagram (ex. 

Winter/ summer, ice cream/ cake, football/ baseball, pizza/ tacos, elementary school/ 

middle school).  The class will contribute ideas for each section of the Venn Diagram (on 

Smartboard).  Discuss similarities and differences in the selected topic pairs. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Venn Diagram 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/CompareAndContrastWithAVennDiagram/ 

 Children’s book, Somebody’s New Pajamas, by: Isaac Jackson (Attachment 3) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, read the children’s book, Somebody’s New Pajamas, by: Isaac Jackson.  Compare 

and contrast the two main characters, Jerome and Robert, on a Venn Diagram.  Discuss their 

similarities and differences from what we see in our notes on the GO. 

 Next, the students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “The Robot Teacher.”  Students will 

complete all 5 steps in Achieve3000. 

 In small groups, students will complete a Venn Diagram, comparing and contrasting 

emotions of robots to emotions of humans.  Once this is completed, volunteers from each 

group will come up to the Smartboard to add ideas to the blank class Venn Diagram.  Discuss 

the similarities and differences we see. 

 

 Summary:  How can specific examples and details help me to compare and contrast two 

ideas/ concepts? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. New Fence for NY Mets 

2. As Good As Ice Cream 

3. Books That Move  
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Attachment 3: 
 

Name _____________________________    Reading 
Date ______________________________    Period __________ 

 
Making Inferences in Literature: 

Somebody’s New Pajamas By: Isaac Jackson 
 
 Jerome had always liked Robert, the new kid in school, even though he was tall, skinny, and 
usually didn’t like to get his clothes dirty.  If Robert made a joke, Jerome would be the first one to laugh 
and get everyone else laughing.   
 Jerome chose Robert for his side on the kickball team at recess.  Robert was a good sport.  
Once, when he did fall down and tear a hole in the leg of a new pair of corduroys, he didn’t make a fuss 
about it.  He just jumped up, brushed the gravel from his knees, and he yelled twice as hard when it was 
Jerome’s turn to kick.   
 One day Robert and Jerome were walking home from school together.  “Would your parents let 
you stay over at my house this weekend?” Robert asked.  “My mother said she’d take us out to dinner 
and a movie.” 
 “Sure!” Jerome said.  He figured his parents would probably say it was okay. 
 Jerome said good-bye to Robert outside of his apartment house and went upstairs.   
 “Jerome, don’t run the hot water, okay sweetie?” his mother called as he headed for the kitchen.  
The hot water must be out again, Jerome thought.  He kissed his mother on the cheek and asked if he 
could help her do anything. 
 “Just keep the noise level down.  The baby is sleeping.  I swear I don’t know what we’re going to 
do about this building.  We’ve been telling that landlord for weeks that the broiler doesn’t work.”   
 “Uh-huh,” Jerome said as he walked out.  He decided to wait until later to ask about visiting 
Robert.   
 The hot water had returned by dinnertime and Jerome helped his mother set the table.  “I’m going 
to make you some banana bread for being such a good boy,” his mother told him with a smile. 
 In less than an hour the bread was in the oven and a warm glow hung over the rest of the 
evening, over into dinner.   
 Jerome waited until the banana bread was nothing but two big smiles on his parents’ faces.  Then 
he asked about staying overnight at Robert’s house.   
 Jerome’s father got up and cleared the table.  “Robert.  Hmmm.  Isn’t he the boy you talked about 
having those fancy clothes?  Well, I guess he’s all right,” he said.   
 By the time Saturday came, Jerome was very excited.  A night away from home!  Robert lived in 
a big brownstone.  His family had the whole building to themselves.  They weren’t cramped into a five-
room apartment like Jerome’s.  Robert had said they could play running games up and down the stairs 
and through the halls.  The house was so big, they could even play indoors if it rained.   
  As Jerome was getting ready to go, however, his mother got all fussy and nervous.  “Don’t act as 
if you’re too hungry at dinner,” she told him.  “Don’t let them think we’re not feeding you.”   
 “Oh, c’mon Mom,” Jerome moaned.   
 
Stop!!  Make an inference about Jerome’s family.  Why is his Mom nervous?  How is Jerome’s family 
different from Robert’s?  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 “I know child.  Don’t mind me.  You go and have a good time with Robert.  Tell Mrs. Williams that 
Robert is invited to spend the night over here too,” she shouted down the hall as Jerome left.  He smiled 
and waved good-bye, then stepped into the elevator.   
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 Robert and Jerome went boating in the park, and sipped ice-cream sodas at a café under the 
bridge.  They saw tall old ships go by and strained their necks trying to see the very tip-tops of the 
skyscrapers.  They had dinner with Robert’s parents at a fancy restaurant and saw a scary movie.   
 At the Williamses’ house Robert and Jerome were able to make a lot of monster sounds and 
watch TV late, because Robert’s room was down a long hallway, far away from his parents’ room.  At 
Jerome’s house you could hear everything.  Even on weekends Jerome’s father sometimes had to get up 
early and go to work, so Jerome couldn’t stay up late making noise.   
 Finally Robert’s mom came to the door and said, “Okay, boys, lights out.”   
 Robert and Jerome got ready for bed.  After the boys washed up and brushed their teeth, Robert 
took out a pair of blue pajamas with white trimming.  “Where are your pj’s?” he asked Jerome.  When 
Jerome didn’t answer immediately, Robert added, “If you left them at home, I can lend you a pair of 
mine.”  Jerome didn’t want to tell his friend that he’d never slept in pajamas before.  He always slept in his 
underwear- a clean pair, of course. 
 Jerome cleared his throat before saying, “Umm, yeah, I guess I left my pj’s home.  If you wouldn’t 
mind lending me a pair, that’d be great.” 
 “Sure, otherwise you’d have to sleep in your underwear!” Robert said.   
 
Stop!!  Make an inference about how Jerome must be feeling right now—write evidence to support your 
answer:  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Jerome felt uncomfortable for a moment.  But then the silky coolness of the pajama top touched 
his cheek.  The cloth felt great, and before going to sleep Jerome told himself that he would get his 
parents to buy him a pair of his own.   
 But when he asked about it after he went home, Jerome’s father said, “A pair of what?  Boy, you 
got to be crazy.  Your mama and I are doing the best we can to keep you and your sister well-fed and 
clean.  I don’t have any money to waste on pajamas for you right now, Son.” 
 Jerome went to bed pretending his underwear was really the smooth pair of red and black 
pajamas he’d worn at Robert’s house.  But for the next few days he was much quieter than usual.   
 On Sunday Jerome’s dad was setting the table for a big family dinner.  Grandma was coming to 
visit with two cousins from out of town.   
 The old tablecloth had a few holes in it and Jerome could still see the place where he had spilled 
a jar of cranberries last Thanksgiving.   
 “Why are you using that old tablecloth for Grandma?” Jerome asked. 
 “It may be faded, but I grew up with this old piece of cloth.  There’s been so much laughing 
around this tablecloth, it could tell its own jokes.  This family has its own way of doing things.  Grandma 
wouldn’t have it any other way.” 
 Jerome thought about it for a minute.  He began to feel much better.   
 
Stop!!  Make an inference about Jerome’s father- What kind of a person is he?  What is important to him?  
Give details to support your answer.  
 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 The weekend that Robert came over to visit was a good one.  The boys had a lot of fun.  
Jerome’s father took them to the park to play baseball.  His mom made an extra-special dinner and baked 
a cake.   
 After eating, Mr. and Mrs. Bradley went into the kitchen to wash the dishes.  Jerome took Robert 
into his room to unpack Robert’s backpack.   
 “Oh, you don’t need your pajamas here tonight,” Jerome said. 
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 “Thanks, but you don’t have to offer me a pair of pajamas to sleep with just because I did it for 
you….” 
 “No, Robert, that’s not what I meant.  In my house we don’t sleep in pajamas.” 
 “What?  Then how do you sleep?” asked Robert. 
 “In our underwear.  Want me to give you an extra pair?” Jerome said it so matter-of-factly, Robert 
acted as if it was the most natural thing to do and left his pajamas packed.   
 A few months later, on his birthday, Jerome received a present in a big flat box.  In it were two 
pairs of new pajamas.  He changed into one pair immediately and paraded around the house.   
 “Somebody’s new pajamas are a hit,” said Mrs. Bradley.   
 “They really are great,” said Jerome.  “But I think half the time I’m still going to sleep in my 
underwear, ‘cause this family does things its own way.” 
 
 
How does Jerome feel about his family now?  Make an inference!!  
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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READING 7 

Quarter 2, Lesson 3 Problem and Solution                   Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we use critical thinking skills to examine a problem and its solution? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 

 W   7                1, 2, 4, 9 

 SL   7             1, 2, 3, 4 

 L   7    1, 3, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 Distribute buttons and will instruct students to fasten them to their left sleeve.  Students will 

discuss and comment on their feelings as to why they have to wear these buttons.  Explain 

that many schools make students wear uniforms, while some people may be FOR or 

AGAINST this idea.  Discuss how many controversial issues like this are a problem, which 

necessitate a solution. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Article from TODAY Show Website, “Are School Uniforms Helping or Hindering?”  

http://www.today.com/parents/are-school-uniforms-helping-or-hindering-

6C10945768#parents/are-school-uniforms-helping-or-hindering-6C10945768 

 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, read an article from the TODAY Show website, called “Are School Uniforms 

Helping or Hindering?”  Students will highlight key points on both sides of the issue.   

 Explain to students that we will learn a procedure called “Argumentation,” where you 

analyze key points on both sides of an issue, before coming to a solution (or consensus) to a 

problem.   

 Break students into groups of four, assigning pairs a position that will advocate for either the 

pros or cons.  Students will meet with their partners for 5-10 minutes to formulate an 

argument for their position.  Next, students will regroup and share their arguments.  The pairs 

will then reverse their roles and consider the other perspective in the problem. 

 A brief open discussion will take place amongst the groups, and a consensus will be reached 

and discussed as a whole class.  This will be our solution to the Uniform/ Dress Code 

problem. 

 Next, students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Crunching the Numbers.”  While 

reading, students will use the Highlighting Feature to highlight key points in both sides of the 

issue discussed in the article (listing all nutritional and calorie information on vending 

machines in schools).   

 Students will break into their groups of 4 and complete the “Argumentation” process, just as 

they did in the mini-lesson.   
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 Once completed, the groups will present their arguments for both sides, and the class will 

come to a consensus (solution) to the issue.   

 

Day 2: 

 

 Students will complete their Thought Question, using their highlighted notes and work from 

their “Argumentation” from last class. 

 

Summary:   

 How can observations and discussions help to create a solution to a problem?      

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Send in the Clowns 

2. When a Flood is Good News  
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READING 7 

Quarter 2, Lesson 4 Inference                      One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can I effectively make an inference about details or events in a passage? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7       3, 4  

 W   7           2, 4, 9  

 SL   7        1, 4      

 L   7         1, 3, 5 

  

Motivation:   

Write the following statement on the board: “I can’t believe this is happening to me!” Michelle 

said, sobbing.  Tears rolled down her cheeks.  “If only I had planned ahead!” Ask students to 

“guess” how Michelle is feeling and why she might be feeling this way.  Discuss student 

responses and then pass out Inference sheet (Attachment 4) .  Read the next two sentences in 

Michelle’s story and discuss if we were right/wrong about the situation.  Explain that making a 

“guess” like that is called making an inference.  

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Inference Introductory Worksheets (Attachment 4) 

 Inference Scenario Worksheet (Attachment 5) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Explain to the class the equation of making an inference as, “Story Details + Prior 

Knowledge/ Personal Experiences = Making an inference.  Explain how using these factors 

together can help us figure out what an author is saying, without them actually saying it.  It is 

also “reading between the lines.” 

 As a class, read a short scenario and answer multiple choice questions to help make 

inferences (Attachment 4). 

 In small groups, students will read various short scenarios and make inferences about what is 

going on (multiple choice, short answer) (Attachment 5).  Review as a whole class, and 

students will explain which details, prior knowledge, and personal experiences they used to 

help make their inferences. 

 Next, the students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Say Please and Win.”  Before 

reading, the students will answer two questions: Why are manners important? and: What do 

you remember learning in preschool?  We will have a brief discussion while students share 

their responses. 

 Students will complete steps 1-4 in Achieve3000 with a partner.   

 After reading, the pairs will make an inference, based on what they read in the article and 

their prior knowledge/ personal experiences to answer the question: Does learning from 

consequences improve children’s behavior, or is learning from reinforcement more effective?  
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This will be a 2 paragraph response, in lieu of the Thought Question.  If time allows, student 

pairs will share their responses. 

 

Summary:  How can I use prior knowledge, personal experiences and story details to help me 

read between the lines and make an inference? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Those Lucky Dogs 

2. Still Giving 

3. Lena Horne: More Than Just a Great Singer 
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Attachment 4  

 

Name _________________________     Reading 
Date __________________________     Period __________ 

 

Making Inferences and Drawing Conclusions 
 
Read the following sentences and try to picture the character: 
 
 “I can’t believe this is happening to me!” Michelle said, sobbing.  Tears rolled down her 
cheeks.  “If only I had planned ahead!” 
 
How do you think Michelle feels?  What might her situation be?  Now read on to find out.   
 
 Michelle attempted a weak smile.  “I didn’t think to prepare a speech,” she said in a 
whisper.  “I was sure I wouldn’t win.  I can’t believe I’m the new Student Council President.  
Thank you everyone.  I am speechless!” 
 
  When you read the first group of sentences, did you draw the conclusion or make the 
inference that Michelle was upset by some terrible mistake or accident?  What made you think 
that?  After reading on and learning more details, you were able to conclude or infer that 
Michelle was not upset, but overcome with happiness and surprise.   
 

Authors want the reader to get involved in a story, and they do not state everything at 

once.  Instead, they show what characters say and do so that readers can ask themselves 

questions about what is happening, and try to come up with likely answers.  Getting involved 

in a story means using what is stated in the story (specific details), along with personal 

experiences and knowledge to draw conclusions and make inferences.  You are “reading 

between the lines”  

to make an informed guess about what is happening.  This is a very important reading skill.   
 

 
Read the following scenario and make an inference about what is going on: 
 

It’s Friday morning.  Just before the bell rings, you and your friend Jamie rush into your 
classroom and take your seats.  Mr. Smith, your usually cheerful teacher, stands stiffly in front of 
his desk.  He’s holding his arm outstretched; a crumpled piece of paper is pinched between his 
fingers like the tail of a dead animal.  He glares at each student in turn.  Nobody dares to move.  
It’s so quiet, you can almost hear the goldfish swim in the fish tank.   
 You glance at Jamie.  The confused look on your face asks, “What’s going on?”  Jamie 
shrugs as if to say, “I don’t know.”  Then she starts to whisper, “Mr. Smith is…”  But one look 
from the teacher stops her in mid-sentence.  Even though Jamie didn’t finish her sentence, her 
message was very clear. 
 
 Jamie thinks Mr. Smith is: 
 a.  happy b.  bored c.  terrified d.  furious 
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Chances are, you think Jamie was going to say, “Mr. Smith is furious!”  You know this by the 
look on his face and the way he is standing.  As soon as you walked into the room, you started 
gathering details that helped you infer how Mr. Smith is feeling.   
Inference can be used in many ways to help you respond fully to a piece of reading.   

 You can infer a general fact or exact information 
 You can infer emotions and feelings of characters in a passage.   
 You can infer information about the author— his/ her opinions, feelings and point of 

view. 
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Attachment 5 

 

Name _________________________     Reading 
Date __________________________     Period __________ 

 

Making Inferences and Drawing Conclusions 
 

Directions:  Read each scenario and infer/ conclude what is going on. 
 

1. I found it in the middle of the sidewalk on my way home from school one spring 
morning.  It was very tiny and hardly breathing when I picked it up.  I fed it seeds 
and other treats for several weeks.  Soon, it became strong and started to move 
around.  One day, someone left a window open, and when I came home from 
school, I discovered that it had disappeared.   

 
What is it? _________________  Underline clues in the scenario to help you.   
 
2. Adam had on a special suit and helmet.  They had to be on in order for him to be 

safe.  His partner made sure Adam’s air tank was full.  Adam went out carefully.  
He bounced because he felt so light on his feet.  He picked up some rocks.  He 
checked out a crater.  Adam went back to the vehicle.  As he looked back, he 
thought about how cool his job was.   

 
What does Adam use to travel for his job?  Underline clues in the scenario to help 
you.   
 a.  a bus b.  a spaceship c.  a cruise ship d.  a tractor 
 
3. Bobby and Brooke were in English class together.  Brooke was a great poet and 

always got A’s, while Bobby couldn’t rhyme a word at all and was failing the 
class!  Their assignment was to write an original poem.  Brooke wrote hers and 
was called down to guidance.  Bobby took Brooke’s poem, wrote his name on 
top, and handed it in at the bell. 

 
Why did Bobby pretend the poem was his?  Underline clues in the scenario to help 
you.   
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Melanie was doing her homework.  She kept busy, but was always checking her 

watch for the time.  When it was finally 8:00pm, she smiled and put her 
homework away.  She went into the living room and picked up the remote.   

 
Why did Melanie smile when it was 8:00pm? 
a.  It was time for her mom to come home b.  She found the remote 
c.  A sad news report was on   d.  Her favorite TV show was on  
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5.  The tow truck took Dan’s car into the mechanic’s garage.  The mechanic used his 
equipment to lift the car.  “What do you think happened to the tire?” Dan asked.  In 
response, the mechanic pointed to a small hole and said, “I think I have an idea.” 
 
What happened to the tire?  Underline clues in the scenario to help you.   
a.  The car was in an accident  b.  The tire was old 
c.  Dan drove over a nail  d.  Dan ran out of gas 
 
6. Cara spread her large beach towel on the sand.  She rubbed some suntan lotion 

on her skin and opened her novel to read.  She decided to lay out for just an hour 
since the sun was very strong today.  Soon her eyes became heavy and she fell 
asleep.  When she woke, her back felt hot and painful.   

 
What happened to Cara?  Underline clues in the scenario to help you.   

 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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READING 7 

Quarter 3, Lesson 1 Improving Vocabulary                 Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can I gather and explore information about an unknown idea, in order to improve my 

vocabulary skills? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        2, 3, 4 

 W   7          2, 9 

 SL   7        1, 2 

 L   7        4, 6 

 

Motivation:   

 Explain to the students that in order to organize information in a way that is helpful, there are 

a number of options.  First, take notes.  Next, transfer them to a graphic organizer.  Finally,  

study them more easily.   Next, introduce the Frayer Model for vocabulary improvement to 

the class. Explain each of the 4 sections (definition, characteristics, examples, and non-

examples).   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Frayer Model Template (Attachment 6).  

 Story: “The U.S. Olympic Hockey Team: 1980”  (Attachment 7) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1: 

 As a class, fill in a Frayer Model for the concept “Friends,” completing each section with 

student-driven ideas (on the Smartboard).  Discuss each section of the chart at length. 

 Next, read the story, “The U.S. Olympic Hockey Team: 1980.” (Attachment 7)  

 Define various unknown words on a chart, listing context clues that helped from the story.  

Discuss how students constructed definitions. 

 Next, as a class, use a Frayer Map to organize and expand on the information gathered for 

one concept from the list of words.  Based on findings and understandings, students will be 

asked to list examples and non-examples of the concept, as well as its essential 

characteristics.   

 What is the effectiveness of the Frayer Map?  How does it help readers understand and 

expand on vocabulary in the context of this story. 

 

Day 2: 

 Students will pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Sleep Does a Body Good.”  We will 

review the highlighted vocabulary words and their definitions.   
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 In groups of 3, students will pick 1 vocabulary word to complete a Frayer Model for.  

When completed, the groups will present their FM to the class and explain their concept/ 

word in more depth. 

 We will read the article together as a class, and discuss how the vocabulary words were 

used in context. 

 

Summary:   

 How can I use a Frayer Map to define and explore ideas associated with new concepts? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Holiday Shopping Off to a Strong Start 

2. For Sale, Your Stuff 

3. Everything Old is New Again 
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Attachment 6 
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Attachment 7 

 

Name ________________________     Reading 
Date _________________________     Period __________ 
 

Vocabulary Development- Frayer Model 
“The U.S. Olympic Hockey Team: 1980” 

 
 In 1980, America badly needed something to cheer about.  Seventy-nine Americans 
were being held hostage in Iran.  The price of everything was up.  Many people were 
unemployed.  The U.S. government was angry at the Soviet government for invading the small 
country of Afghanistan. 
 The U.S. Olympic Committee was even considering a boycott of the 1980 Summer 
Olympics.  The games were to be held in Moscow, the Soviet Union’s capital city.   
 In those dark days of February 1980, American athletes gathered in the tiny village of 
Lake Placid, New York, to compete in the Winter Olympic Games.  No one expected the United 
States to do very well at the Games.  The Soviets, on the other hand, were expected to win a lot 
of medals. 
 One gold medal the Soviets were sure to win was in hockey.  Since 1964, the Soviets 
had won every Olympic hockey gold medal. 
 The American team was given little chance of winning any medals.  The team was a 
collection of college and minor-league players coached by Herb Brooks.  He was the hockey 
coach at the University of Minnesota. 
 But Herb Brooks and his ragtag team had other plans.  When he signed on as the 
hockey team’s coach, Brooks knew he had a lot of work ahead of him.  He had to take a group 
of confident, stubborn young men and teach them how to work together as a team.  If his 
players weren’t as naturally talented as the Soviets, Brooks was determined they would work 
twice as hard to make up for it. 
 Brooks had his players skate up and down the ice to build up their stamina and speed.  
He made them run as if they were training for a track-and-field event instead of a hockey game.  
And he didn’t give anyone a break, no matter how tired the player was.  Herb Brooks was one 
tough coach.   
 Training wasn’t the only way Brooks got his team ready for the Olympics.  The team 
played a series of 61 exhibition games.  They played all sorts of teams- college, foreign, and 
National Hockey League (NHL) teams. 
 The Americans won 42 games.  That should have made them pretty confident.  But in 
the last game of the tour, the Americans faced the Soviets.  They lost by the embarrassing 
score of 10 to 3.  Everyone expected the same thing to happen during the Olympics. 
 The Americans finally arrived at Lake Placid.  They had been training and playing 
together for six months.  They were friends and teammates.  But they still weren’t great hockey 
players.  In fact, the team was ranked seventh out of the 12 Olympic teams. 
 The teams were divided into two divisions.  The Americans’ first game was against 
Sweden.  Only a few thousand people came to watch.   
 The Americans trailed through most of the game.  But the team came back to end up 
with a tie.  Even though they didn’t win, the Americans were pleased with this result.  It proved 
that they could come from behind and not give up.   
 Next, the U.S. team faced Czechoslovakia.  Once again, the Czechs took an early lead.  
But America’s Mike Eruzione scored a goal to tie the game with 4 ½ minutes left in the first 
period.  After that, there was no stopping the United States.  They went on to win- and win big- 
by a score of 7 to 3. 
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 Suddenly, the Americans- whom everyone had expected to be eliminated by then- were 
tied with Sweden for first place in their division.   
 Hockey fans were beginning to notice the American team.  Instead of being half-filled, 
the Olympic Ice Arena was packed for their next three games.  And the United States didn’t 
disappoint their fans.  They beat Norway 5 to 1, Romania 7 to 2, and West Germany 4 to 2.   
 The Americans ended that first round with a record of 4-0-1.  That was good enough to 
move on to the medal round. 
 America’s first opponent in the medal round was the dreaded Soviets.  The two teams 
faced off against each other on February 22, 1980.  The Soviets had breezed through their 
division, winning all five games.  They would be a mighty foe. 
 But surprisingly, the U.S. hockey players weren’t scared to face the mighty Soviet team.  
Goalie Jim Craig summed up the team’s feelings when he said that they were eager to get a 
shot at the team.  Coach Brooks encouraged this attitude by making jokes about the Soviet 
players.  Doing this meant his team wouldn’t take their opponents too seriously. 
 As usual, the Americans fell behind early in the game, 2 to 1.  Then, with just one 
second left in the first period, American Mark Johnson slipped a shot past the Soviet goalie.  
The score was tied.   
 The second period was 20 minutes of tough, physical hockey.  The Soviets outshot the 
Americans, 12 to 2.  Amazingly, goalie Craig blocked all but one of those shots.  Still, the 
Soviets were leading 3 to 2 when the teams came out for the third, and last, period. 
 Over 10,000 fans in the Olympic Ice Arena began to chant, “U.S.A!  U.S.A!”  Their 
chants turned to cheers when Mark Johnson scored his second goal of the game to tie the 
score again. 
 Then, a little over a minute later, the U.S. team’s captain, Mike Eruzione, slammed the 
puck into the net from 30 feet away. 
 The crowd-and the team- went wild.  Eruzione was mobbed by his joyful teammates.  
The Americans weren’t just winning, they were winning against the “unbeatable” Soviets!   
 Ten minutes of play still remained.  But the heart seemed to have gone out of the Soviet 
players.  They played sloppily.  They skated slowly and took wild shots at the American goal.  
Jim Craig had no trouble blocking those shots and protecting the U.S. team’s lead. 
 The crowd exploded with cheers as the last few seconds ticked off the clock.  The 
spectators waved American flags over their heads.  And the entire U.S. team crowded onto the 
ice, hugging one another and throwing their sticks into the air.  
 Above it all, television announcer Al Michaels screamed, “Do you believe in miracles?  
Yes!” 
 The joy of victory spread out of the Olympic Ice Arena and all over the country.  People 
honked their car horns.  They cried.  They danced in the streets.  Total strangers hugged one 
another and sang the national anthem.  Suddenly, the dark cloud that had covered the United 
States was broken by a beam of light.   
 The only person not sharing in the celebration was Herb Brooks.  He was thrilled at what 
his players had accomplished.  But he remembered the one thing everyone else seemed to 
have forgotten.  The Americans hadn’t won any medals yet.  They still had one more game to 
play.  It was to be against a strong team from Finland.  The winner of that game would go home 
with the gold medal. 
 Two days after their incredible victory against the Soviet Union, the Americans were 
back on the ice to face Finland.  Once again, they quickly fell behind, 1 to 0. 
 Each team scored a goal in the second period.  But in the third period, the United States 
scored three straight goals to put the game away.  The final score was the United States 4, 
Finland 2.  The U.S. hockey team had won the gold medal!  Once again, a delighted crowd 
chanted “U.S.A!  U.S.A!”   
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 During the medal ceremony that followed the game, team captain Mike Eruzione stood 
alone at the top of the platform to sing the national anthem.  But as soon as the music finished 
playing, he waved at his teammates to join him on the platform.  A group of underdogs had 
come together as a team to beat the odds and show the world that miracles do happen.   
 
 
Directions:  Think about your understanding of the bold-faced words from the story that are 
listed in the chart below.  Reread the sentences they appear in, and use your context clue 
strategies and the FRAYER MODEL to come up with a definition for each term.   

 

Word Definition Context Clues 
eliminated 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

opponent 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

mobbed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

boycott 
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READING 7 

Quarter 3, Lesson 2 Prioritizing Key Points              Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can I evaluate evidence in order to prioritize essential information? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7      1, 2, 3, 6, 8   

 W   7         1, 4, 9 

 SL   7        1, 2, 3, 4 

 L   7         1, 2, 6 

 

Motivation:   

 In groups, students will discuss the following question: How do you keep in touch/ 

communicate with friends and family?  When people use text messages to communicate with 

people, it can have positive or negative effects on the conversation.  What are some of the 

pros to texting?  Cons?  It is a quick and easy way to chat, but a lot of deep meaning is lost in 

the actual conversation.  Sometimes technology can have positive or negative effects on 

conversations. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 “Braces” short story (Attachment 8) 

 Youtube video: “Report: Teens Texting More, Talking Less” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGYfyFf6BHU 

 Both Sides Matrix Graphic Organizer 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/BothSidesMatrix/ 

 Thought Question Answer Rubric (Attachment 9) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1: 

 As a class, read a short health article about Braces.  Tell the students to highlight key points 

in each paragraph, while the teacher models this skill in paragraph #1.  After reading, share 

the highlights accumulated in each paragraph.   

 Show Youtube video discussing the debate on texting vs talking.  Briefly discuss (whole 

class) their opinions on video, as well as personal experiences.   

 Log into Achieve3000 and open up article, “To Text or To Talk?”  Read poll question aloud 

and students will “Turn and Talk” with a partner to answer briefly.  Share a few responses as 

a whole class.   

 Preview Thought Question (TQ) on SmartBoard, as a class.  Discuss the various parts of the 

TQ and what the students are expected to answer.  Explain that students will be taking notes, 

while reading, in the Setting the Purpose (STP) Reading Connections (RC) section of the 
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article.  They will be taking notes to support both sides of the argument posed in the TQ:  

What are some positive and negative aspects of technology? 

 Show the students the Thought Question Rubric that will be used for this activity in order to 

increase their understanding of how their responses will be graded, and how they can create 

an answer that will receive full credit. 

 Preview the vocabulary that is used in this article with the students.  Next, begin reading the 

article together on SmartBoard.  Review and model how to take notes in the STP RC section; 

students will help find evidence in the first paragraph to take notes on.  Ask a student to walk 

teacher through the process, explain how to take notes, and save them.  Model how to label 

evidence with POSITIVE or NEGATIVE, then save, and then check the TQ to see if the 

notes are saved there as well.   

 As a class, read one more paragraph and take notes together in the STP box, once again 

checking that these notes are saved in the TQ. 

 Students will read the remainder of the article and Dig Deeper article independently, while 

taking notes to help them answer their TQ in the STP box.  Teacher will circulate and sit with 

individual students, discussing evidence students take notes on.  Ask why students chose 

such information and how it relates to the TQ, as well as which side of the poll it supports. 

 Next, students will go straight to the TQ tab and view their collected notes.  Students will 

transfer their notes to their Both Sides Matrix graphic organizer.  They will organize their 

notes in the appropriate columns, POSITIVE or NEGATIVE, based on the poll question, 

“The benefits of technology outweigh the drawbacks.”  Students will add evidence they 

collected, showing positive aspects of technology, as well as negative effects of technology.   

 Next, students will share their graphic organizer with a partner at their table and discuss the 

evidence collected from the article. 

 On the board, label a t-chart: Positive/ Negative.  Different students will come up and write 

details on both sides of the chart, in the appropriate side.  

 

Day 2: 

 

 Students will complete the thought question, “What are some positive and negative aspects of 

technology? Be sure to discuss why some people are concerned about texting by teens. Also, 

explain how technology is being used in positive ways. Support your response with 

information from the lesson.”  They will include the notes that they saved from the STP RC 

section in their writing.   

 Class will grade the TQ’s together on the Smartboard (hiding student names). 

 

 

Summary:   

 What types of supporting evidence can I use as key points in a written response to a passage I 

have read? 

        

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Home Away From Home 

2. Interviewing  
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Attachment 8 

 

Name _____________________________    Reading 
Date ______________________________    Period _________ 
 

Vocabulary Development: Semantic Maps 
 
                                                                                                    
 
 
 

 
 Some kids can’t wait to get braces.  Others are a little worried about what it will 
be like and how they will look.  It can help to learn more about braces, which straighten 
your teeth and make your smile even better looking. 
 

Tooth Talk 
 Lots of kids don’t have perfect teeth, so don’t worry if yours aren’t straight.  Take 
a look at your classmates.  Many of them probably don’t have straight teeth either.  
Sometimes teeth just don’t grow in evenly.  Your teeth might be crooked, or your upper 
and lower jaws might not be the same size.  If your upper jaw is bigger than your lower 
jaw, that’s called an overbite.  If your lower jaw is bigger than your upper jaw, then you 
have an under bite.   
 Your dentist might notice one of these problems during a regular visit and 
recommend that you see an orthodontist.  This person may also be called a braces 
specialist.  He or she can determine whether or not you need braces. 
 

Types of Braces 
 If your parents had braces, you may have seen pictures of them with their 
mouths full of metal.  Today, braces are much less noticeable.  Metal braces are still 
used, but you might be able to get clear braces that are the same color as your teeth.  
There are even braces that are behind your teeth, where no one can see them.  The 
wires in braces today are also smaller and better than they used to be, and they’re 
made of space-age material that straightens your teeth faster and easier.  The rubber 
bands that go along with braces come in funky colors now, too.  You can even get black 
and orange ones for Halloween if you like! 
 

How Braces Work 
 Braces straighten teeth by putting steady pressure on your teeth and by staying 
in place for a certain amount of time.  The wires on your braces help to move your teeth, 
and the rubber bands help to correct the alignment, the way your teeth line up.   
 If your teeth need a little extra help, you may have to wear head or neck gear 
with wires attached to your teeth.  This would only be in the evening, when you are at 
home.   
 Everyone wears their braces for a different amount of time.  Most people usually 
wear them for about 2 years.  After braces, you still need to take special care of your 
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teeth.  You may need to wear a retainer, which is a small, hard piece of plastic with 
metal wires, which is shaped like a mouth guard.  It holds your teeth in place after your 
braces are off.  It is molded to your newly straightened teeth.   
 

Life With Braces 
 Braces act like magnets for food, so you need to keep your teeth especially clean 
while wearing them.  You’ll want to brush after meals and be extra careful to get out any 
food that gets stuck in your braces.  You may also use a special floss that can go in 
between your braces.   
 You don’t need a special diet while you have braces, but you should stay away 
from certain foods.  Popcorn, hard and sticky candy and gum are not good for braces.  
Sugary sodas and juices can cause a problem too, because the sugar stays on your 
teeth and may cause tooth decay.   
 Because braces put pressure on your teeth, you may feel uncomfortable once in 
a while.  If you have pain, ask your parents to give you a pain reliever.   
 
Though braces may seem like an inconvenience, you’ll be happy when they are 
removed and you see your perfect smile in the mirror!  
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Attachment 9 

 

Thought Question Rubric 

 

3 points:  Answers all parts of the question, 

using various details from the article to support 

the answer.  Answers are explained thoroughly, 

and are used appropriately in context. 

2 points:  Answers some parts of the question, 

using  1 or more details from the article to 

support the answer.  Answers are explained in 

some detail. 

1 point:  Answers only one part of the question.  

Does not use details from the article to support 

the answer.   
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READING 7 

Quarter 3, Lesson 3 Breaking Down the Thought Question Prompt           Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we determine what a short answer or extended response question is asking us to 

do? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7       1, 2, 4 

 W   7         2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

 SL   7       1, 4 

 L   7       2, 3, 4, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 I will have a math word problem sheet on the Smartboard.  Students will try to explain to 

me what each question is asking them to do.  We will break the questions down into 

parts, and highlight key words to determine the goal of the question.  See link.  

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Math Word Problems sheet: http://www.mathworksheetsland.com/7/18mulreal/ip.pdf 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1 

 As a class, read a sample Language Arts short answer question: 

“There are both good things and bad things about playing on a team, such as the school soccer 

team or the school volleyball team. Write a composition for your teacher in which you explain 

both what is good and what is bad about playing on a school team. Be sure to explain each point 

fully.”  Break the question down into parts, and determine what needs to be included in the 

response in order for it to be complete.  Discuss paragraph length, as well as how many details to 

include in each paragraph. 

 Students will work in groups of 3 to complete the sample question.  Share responses when 

they have finished. 

 Next, students will open up the Achieve3000 article, “Nonverbal Communication.”  Discuss 

the Before Reading Poll together, and then open up the Thought Question.  Break the TQ 

down into parts, and discuss what needs to be included in the answer to make it complete.   

 Students will read the article, take notes in their Setting the Purpose section to save for the 

TQ. 

 

Day 2 

 Review exactly what the TQ is asking us to do, and what must be included in a complete 

response. 

 Students will write their TQ responses, using the notes they saved from their last class 

session.   
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 Grade the TQ responses together on the Smartboard, hiding the students’ names.  Discuss 

what was missing from any response that did not receive full credit. 

 

Summary:   

 What do we look for when determining what an extended response question is asking us to 

do?      

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Networking as a Professional 

2. The Bright Side of Seeing Red 

3. What Adults can Learn from Babies  
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READING 7 

Quarter 3, Lesson 4 Evaluating Quotations                    One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine what a quote means, and how it may impact a passage? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7      1, 2, 3, 6, 8   

 W   7         1, 2, 9 

 SL   7        1, 2, 3 

 L   7         1, 5 

  

Motivation:   

 What people say tells us a lot about their character traits, intentions, and beliefs.  We 

analyze character quotes in fiction, but when we read nonfiction we can learn a lot about 

real people by what they say as well. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Famous Quotes Packet (Attachment 10) 

 Youtube clip: Natalie Portman’s Harvard Commencement Speech 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDaZu_KEMCY 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class complete page 1 of the Famous Quotes Chart (Attachment 10).  Read each quote 

and determine its meaning, as well as what it tells us about that person.  In small groups, 

students will complete the rest of the packet, and we will review their answers as a whole 

class. 

 Watch a segment of a Youtube clip from Natalie Portman’s Harvard Commencement Speech 

from 2015.  Discuss the message she conveyed in her words, and particular quotes from the 

speech which struck us as meaningful. 

 Instruct the students to open up the Achieve3000 article, “Are Many Sports Better Than 

One?”  Read the article as a whole class, and talk about the main idea and theme of the 

article.   

 In a box, create various sentence strips with quotes said by Tony Romo (the athlete that the 

article focuses on).  Students will take turns coming up, picking a quote out of the box, and 

telling the class what the quote meant in the article, and what it tells us about Tony Romo.   

 Exit Card:  What can you tell about Tony Romo as an athlete, after reading this article? 

 

Summary:   

 What information in a passage will best help us to analyze a quote and its impact on the 

passage? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Lost in the War 

2. Meals on Mars 
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Attachment 10 

 

Name __________________________     Reading 
Date ___________________________     Period __________ 
 

      
 

Directions:  In the chart below, write what you think each quote means.  
You must also write what this quote tells you about the person’s character. 
 

Quote/ Speaker What quote means What it tells you about 
the person 

 
Whatever the mind can conceive 
and believe, the mind can achieve. 
 
Dr. Napoleon Hill 

 

  

 
When one door of happiness closes, 
another opens; but often we look so 
long at the closed door that we do not 
see the one which has been opened for 
us. 

 
Helen Keller 
 

  

 
Worry is misuse of the imagination. 
 
Mary Crowley 

 

  

 
Give me a fish and I eat for a day.  
Teach me to fish and I eat for a 
lifetime. 
 
Chinese proverb 

 

  

 
You can’t direct the wind but you 
can adjust the sails. 
 
Anonymous 
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Quote/ Speaker What quote means What it tells you about 
the person 

The key to everything is patience. 
You get the chicken by hatching the 
egg, not by smashing it.  

Arnold H. Glasow 

  

 

Great minds discuss ideas, average 
minds discuss events, small minds 
discuss people. 

 Eleanor Roosevelt 

  

 

The only way to have a friend is to 
be one. 

 Ralph Waldo Emerson 

  

 

Faith is taking the first step even 
when you don't see the whole 
staircase. 

 Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

  

 

It's not what happens to you, It's 
what you do about it. 

W. Mitchell 

  

 
Lots of people want to ride with you 
in the limo, but what you want is 
someone who will take the bus with 
you when the limo breaks down.  
 
 Oprah Winfrey 

 

  

Character cannot be developed in 
ease and quiet. Only through 
experience of trial and suffering can 
the soul be strengthened, ambition 
inspired, and success achieved. 
 
Helen Keller 

  

http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/30186.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/30186.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/30186.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/30186.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/30186.html
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Quote/ Speaker What quote means What it tells you about 
the person 

The truth of the matter is that you 
always know the right thing to do. 
The hard part is doing it. 

 Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf 

  

 

No person was ever honored for 
what he received. Honor has been 
the reward for what he gave. 

Calvin Coolidge 

  

 
The most called-upon prerequisite 
of a friend is an accessible ear. 
 
Maya Angelou 

 
 

  

 
100% of the shots you don’t take 
don’t go in. 
 
Wayne Gretsky 

 

  

 

A grownup is a child with layers on. 

Woody Harrelson 

  

 

A friend is someone with whom you 
dare to be yourself. 

Frank Crane 
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READING 7 

Quarter 4, Lesson 1 Multiple Choice Specifics                    One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine what a multiple choice question is asking us to do? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        2, 4 

 W   7          9 

 SL   7        1, 6    

 L   7        1, 3, 4, 6  

 

Motivation:   

 Do Now: What is the difference between fact/ opinion?  Write 2 statements demonstrating 

each idea.  As a class, share the sample statements students have written.  Explain that many 

articles use facts and opinions to make the topic more interesting to the reader.  Explain how 

many multiple choice questions use words such as BEST, NOT, and ONLY to convey a 

specific type of answer choice.  Discuss how these key words help us to narrow down answer 

choices in MC questions, in every subject area. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Health Quiz: http://carefirst.staywellsolutionsonline.com/RelatedItems/40,TeenhealthQuiz  

 Social Studies Quiz:  https://www.teachervision.com/assessment/quiz/martin-luther-king-

jr/74211.html 

 Science Quiz: http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=middle-school-science-

test 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, review various types of questions from different subject areas; ex. Health, social 

studies and science (see Instructional Materials).  Highlight key words and determine what 

each question is asking us to do.  Students will work with partners on one subject only. 

 Next, the students will open up the Achieve3000 article, “Working From Home.” Students 

will complete the Before Reading Poll independently.  Before students begin reading the 

article, open up the multiple choice questions on the Smartboard, and ask what is the 

question is asking us to do.  Note key words and phrases. 

 We will read the article together as a whole class, and students will work on the multiple 

choice questions independently. 

 After students receive their scores, review which questions were difficult for the majority of 

the class (using the data gathered in the Admin section), and students will try the Stretch 

Article MC questions with a partner. 

 

Summary:   

 What key words can we look for when determining what a MC question is asking us to do? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Professionalism in the Workplace 

2. Performance Evaluations 
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READING 7 

Quarter 4, Lesson 2 Self-Assessments                  Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can we effectively assess our own work? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7       1, 2, 10  

 W   7          1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

 SL   7        1, 4, 6 

 L   7         1, 2, 3, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 Explain to students that it is an important skill to know how to evaluate and assess our own 

work.  This way we know we have done our best efforts and completed the necessary 

requirements, before submitting our work.  

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Article: How to Stay Cool During the Summer http://www.wikihow.com/Stay-Cool-During-

the-Summer  

 Thought Question Checklist (Attachment 11) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1 

 As a class read the article, “How to Stay Cool During the Summer.”   Students will highlight 

or take notes on important tips they learned from the article. 

 Explain to the students that they will respond to the question “What are the 3 most important 

ways to keep cool during the summer?  They will be required to have 3 paragraphs in their 

answer, with at least 1 detail in each paragraph.  They must also include an interesting 

opening sentence, and a good wrap-up sentence at the end of the article.  These requirements 

will be listed on the Smartboard, for students to self-check before they feel their work is 

complete.   

 Student volunteers who feel they have all the requirements completed may share their work 

with the class.  Assess whether or not they have fulfilled all of the requirements that were 

asked of them. 

 Next, introduce the Thought Question Rubric (Attachment #2) which the students will use to 

self-assess their work before submitting their TQ.  Review each part and what it requires the 

students to do.  Instruct the students to review the Checklist when they are done writing, and 

they should check off each item on the list after ensuring it was completed.  Only then may 

they submit their work. 
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Day 2 

 Students will open up the Achieve3000 article, “Billionaire at 25.”  Review what the TQ 

is asking us to do, and what needs to be included in a successful response.  

 Students will complete all 5 parts of the Achieve3000 activity.  After students have 

finished writing their TQ, they will use a Thought Question Checklist to self-assess and 

review their work before submitting. 

 As a class, grade their TQ’s on the Smartboard, covering each students’ name.  Use the 

Checklist as our guide, while grading, and discuss what was missing in any incomplete 

answers. 

 

Summary:   

 How can I use guidelines to self-assess and check that my work is complete? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. The Perfect Apple 

2. Teen’s Company Cleans Up 

3. Write it Down! 
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Attachment 11 

 

Name ___________________________     Reading 

Date ____________________________   

Checklist: What to Include in My Thought Question 
Article Title: __________________________________ 

 
 

I have an interesting Introductory sentence or question,  

establishing what the topic is about 

 

 

1-2 paragraphs, depending on question length 

 

 

2-3 details from the article in EACH paragraph, supporting the 

information I have used as evidence 

 

 

An explanation of details- why this detail is important, why it 

supports my answer, what I think about it… 

 

 

All spelling and punctuation was checked over 

 

 

** OPTIONAL**  I used vocabulary from the article in my answer 

 

 

I have a good closing sentence to wrap up my answer, so it 

sounds complete 
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READING 7 

Quarter 4, Lesson 3 Reinforcement of Skills                 Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can we use various reading skills in conjunction with one another? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 10 

 W   7          1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

 SL   7        1, 3, 4, 6  

 L   7        1, 2, 3, 6  

  

Motivation:   

 Students will read the Topic/Closing sentence sheet (Attachment 12) up on the Smartboard.  

They will determine whether a sentence is better used as a topic sentence or as a closing 

sentence.   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Topic Sentence or Closing Sentence?  Worksheet (Attachment 12) 

 Grammar Mad Libs (Attachment 13) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1 

 As a class, review many skills addressed throughout the year, which will improve our writing 

for Thought Question Responses.  Discuss the importance of supporting a claim with 

concrete details and explaining each detail.  Discuss how grammar and spelling affects 

writing.   

 Explain to the students that for this Achieve3000 activity, they will be working in Thought 

Question Stations, to help grade each other’s work and give suggestions for improving our 

written responses.  Each table will be responsible for a different task: grammar, spelling, 

interesting opening sentence, solid wrap-up sentence, use of details/ explaining details.  

Students will read a classmate’s TQ and write notes about the task they were assigned; 

suggestions on what to improve, or how the student did a good job with that part of their 

writing (if nothing needed improvement). 

 Next, students will open up the Achieve3000 article, “No Cell Phones? No Computers? No, 

Thank You!”  We will review the vocabulary, review the TQ ahead of reading, and read the 

article together.  Students will take notes in their Setting the Purpose section, to prepare for 

writing their Thought Question. 

 

Day2 

 Students will write their TQ responses.  They may self-assess their work with a TQ 

Checklist if they so choose.   
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 Students will break into their TQ Station groups after I assign topics.  They will work on 

their TQ stations until they have checked all their classmates’ answers.   

 Students will collect their own papers, and review the notes their classmates have made 

for them.  As a class, share some tips that we have learned from our classmates.  Discuss 

the effectiveness of the TQ Stations. 

 

Summary:   

 Which universal reading and writing skills can be most useful when writing a constructed 

response?      

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. The End of Sleepaway Camps? 

2. The Art of Funny? 

3. Writers Wait Tables at Camp 
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Attachment 12 

 

Topic Sentence or Closing Sentence?? 
 

Directions:  Read the following sentences.  Determine whether each is best used as a 

topic/ opening sentence, or as a closing/ wrap up sentence.  Next to each write T for 

Topic, or C for Closing. 

 

1. Have you ever ridden a bicycle? 

2. Ice cream is a scrumptious, refreshing treat in the hot months of summer.   

3. As you can see, riding a bicycle is a very popular activity. 

4. Now that you have learned all about ice cream, I bet you will run to your local ice 

cream shop and grab yourself a cone! 

5. Have you ever wondered how celebrities always look so put together? 

6. I hope you enjoyed learning about the different languages spoken in Europe. 

7. Traveling can be a very stressful, but enjoyable adventure. 

8. Now that you learned about traveling, where would you like to go next? 

9. What’s your favorite mode of transportation?  This article talks about many 

different kinds.   

10. As you can see, bicycles are very different than motorcycles! 
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Attachment 13 

 

Name _____________________     Reading 

Date ______________________     Period _________ 

 

Grammar with Mad-Libs!! 

 
Directions:  Now that you have mastered writing with nouns, verbs and adjectives, 

you can use them to turn a normal story silly!  On the lines below, fill in the part of 

speech that is asked for.  Next, complete the story (on the back) with the words 

you have written on the numbered lines—make sure you write the correct word in 

each numbered blank space.  Finally, reread the story and see what kind of a silly 

plot you have created! 

 

 

1.  Noun (Plural) ______________________________ 

 

2.  Verb ___________________________________ 

 

3.  Noun ___________________________________ 

 

4. Verb ___________________________________ 

 

5. Adjective _______________________________ 

 

6. Noun (#) ________________________________ 

 

7. Noun (famous person) _______________________ 

 

8. Noun ___________________________________ 

 

9. Verb ___________________________________ 

 

10. Adjective _______________________________ 

 

11. Adjective _______________________________ 

 

12. Adjective ________________________________ 
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Story:  Letter to Grandmother 

 
Dear Grandmother, 

 

How are you?  I hope your (1.)___________ are feeling better and 

that you are able to (2.)  _____________ to the library again.  My 

(3.) _____________, Tommy, and I are going to  (4.) 

____________ at the (5.) _____________ pool this afternoon.  

This will be my (6.) __________ time this summer.  (7.) 

_____________ said that I may ride my (8.) _________, as long 

as I stay on the side of the road and remember to    (9.) 

____________ it up.  It is a (10.) _____________ bike and she 

doesn’t want anyone to steal it.  I hope you are feeling (11.) 

_______________.   

  Love from your (12.) ___________ grandson, 

  William   
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READING 7 

Quarter 4, Lesson 4 Research Project                   Six Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can we use various reading skills to research and present a topic, at length? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7        1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 

 W   7          1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 

 SL   7        1, 3, 4, 6      

 L   7        1, 2, 3, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 Review various reading and writing strategies used throughout the year (ex. Summarizing, 

main idea, synonym/antonym, compare/contrast, problem/solution, cause/effect, vocabulary 

skills, evaluating evidence, evaluating quotations, breaking down the TQ, and self-assessing).  

Explain to the students that they will be demonstrating a mastery of these skills, by selecting 

a topic of interest to research with a partner.   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Research Project Outline/ Checklist (Attachment 14) 

 Key Points Graphic Organizer 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/KeyPoints/ 

 5W’s 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/The5Ws/ 

 Sequence of Events Chart 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/SequenceOfEventsChart/ 

 Frayer Model (Attachment 15) 

 Semantic Map/ Concept Map (Attachment 16) 

 TQ checklist (Attachment 17) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1-5 

 Assign students a partner to work with on their research project.  Explain the Research 

Project Outline/ Checklist (Attachment 14).  Pairs will select a topic of their choice and 

select 3 articles on this topic from Achieve3000 to read.  They will use the Summarize 

feature on Achieve3000, while reading, and transfer their notes onto the Key Points 

Graphic Organizer.   

 For each article, pairs will complete the multiple choice activity, as well as the Thought 

Question.   
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 Students may select any 2 of the following graphic organizers to use, to organize their 

work: 5W’s, Sequence of Events Chart, Frayer Model (Attachment 15), Semantic Map/ 

Concept Map (Attachment 16),  

 Pairs must use their TQ Checklist (Attachment 17), before submitting their work. 

 Students will have 5 class periods to work on this project, and will present 2 out of the 6 

articles (and all accompanying work) on Day 6.   

 

Day 6 

 Students will present their Research Projects to the class.  Pairs must be prepared to 

explain all key points, significant supporting details, and anything they learned from the 

project, which they found essential. 

 Classmates may ask questions about topics presented, and whole class discussions, 

including prior knowledge/ personal experience, will be welcome. 

 

Summary:   

 Which reading and writing skills are most useful in researching and organizing information? 
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Attachment 14 

 

Research Project Checklist 

 

 
 

We read 3 articles on Achieve3000 for our topic 

List titles: 

 

 

 

 

We used the Summarize feature on Achieve3000 for each article 

 

 

We used the Key Points GO for each article 

 

 

We completed all multiple Choice activities, as well as TQ’s for 

each article 

 

 

All spelling and punctuation was checked over 

 

 

We used 2 of the available Graphic Organizers to organize our 

work 

 

We completed TQ Checklists for each TQ, before submitting   
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Attachment 15 
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Attachment 16 
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Attachment 17 

 

Name ___________________________      Reading 

Date ____________________________   

Checklist: What to Include in My Thought Question 
Article Title: __________________________________ 

 
 

I have an interesting Introductory sentence or question,  

establishing what the topic is about 

 

 

1-2 paragraphs, depending on question length 

 

 

2-3 details from the article in EACH paragraph, supporting the 

information I have used as evidence 

 

 

An explanation of details- why this detail is important, why it 

supports my answer, what I think about it… 

 

 

All spelling and punctuation was checked over 

 

 

** OPTIONAL**  I used vocabulary from the article in my answer 

 

 

I have a good closing sentence to wrap up my answer, so it 

sounds complete 
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READING 8 

Quarter 1, Lesson 1   Summarizing/Main Idea                                                One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can text messaging help us write a main idea statement? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 5 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are shown a series of text message conversations between kids and their parents 

(Attachment 18). For each conversation displayed, students will discuss and clarify with 

their table members why the conversation is funny. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Funny kid/parent text conversations (Attachment 18) 

 www.polleverywhere.com 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “Based on what you just 

viewed, and considering your own life experiences, what can you conclude about the 

texting skills of today’s kids (which is clearly different from the texting skills of 

parents)?” (The class will conclude that texting is an area of expertise for today’s kids.) 

 The teacher will explain that, luckily for the class, today’s lesson will be about how we 

can use our texting skills to enhance our comprehension of what we read in all of our 

classes.  

 Ask: why do kids (who are the experts of texting) tend to write very short text messages, 

rather than very long text messages? Remind the class that Snapchat is limited to only 31 

characters. (The class will conclude that the best texts get “right to the point” and are 

“short and sweet.”) 

 The teacher will explain that, just like how texts need to be kept brief, great readers read 

long and complicated passages, and then check their understanding by writing brief main 

idea statements. The students are reminded that to find the main idea of a passage, the 

reader must ask him or herself, “What is the most important point the author wants me to 

understand about the topic?” 

 Students are presented with an example of a nonfiction paragraph and four sample main 

idea statements. In pairs, they are asked to read the paragraph and main idea statements 

http://www.polleverywhere.com/
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and determine which main idea statement is best. (One choice will be too general, one 

will be too particular, one will be a topic [rather than a main idea statement], and one will 

be a proper main idea statement.) 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Got a Tip? Just Text it!”  Have 

them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.” 

Emphasize the importance of the title and the first and last paragraphs of the article.  

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 In pairs, ask students to use their smartphone or other device and follow the directions at 

www.polleverywhere.com. With their partners, students will create a main idea statement 

for the article and text their response to polleverywhere.com. (As soon as the text is sent, 

it will appear instantaneously on the SMART Board.) 

 As a class, review each main idea statement and determine whether it is too broad, too 

specific, off-topic, or good/accurate.  

 

Summary:  

 Students independently revise their main idea statements and retext them to the SMART 

Board. 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Got a Tip? Text It!: Police are encouraging people to report crimes by sending text 

messages.  

2. Tents, Sleeping Bags, and … Cell Phones?: Yellowstone National Park is looking to 

expand wireless services while preserving the peaceful atmosphere of the park. 

3. Storm Warnings on Cell Phones: The government of one part of China warns people about 

typhoons by sending them text messages on their cell phones.  

   

  

http://www.polleverywhere.com/
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=5667&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=2325&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 18 
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READING 8 

Quarter 1, Lesson 2   Citing Evidence                                                 One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we cite evidence to support our argument? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 6 

         W                             8                               1, 10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                           1, 2 

        

Instructional Materials: 

 Motivation play script (Attachment 19) 

 “What is Text Evidence” informational video; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzMOAllSvnY 

 Fios 1 Merrick video; 

http://www.fios1news.com/longisland/node/66946#.VZLVE0CUzGc 

 Best Evidence Graphic Organizer; 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/TestPrep4/TestPrep4.pdf 

 

Motivation:  

 Two student volunteers perform for the class the following scene (Attachment 19): 

○ Student 1 (child): Mom, my Snapchat account was working yesterday, but now I’m 

trying to use it and it’s not working. 

○ Student 2 (mother): Oh, yes, I thought I told you. I went on your phone and deleted 

your account. 

○ Student 1 (child): You did what? But Mom, how could you do that? 

○ Student 2 (mother): Yes. I decided that you’re not going to use Snapchat anymore. 

I’m also going to be getting rid of your Facebook account. 

○ Student 1 (child): But how am I supposed to stay in touch with my friends? 

○ Student 2 (mother): Well, if it makes you feel better, your Snapchat and Facebook 

accounts won’t really be of much use anyway, because I’m taking your phone away, 

too. 

○ Student 1 (child): No way. This must be a joke. Why are you taking my phone away? 

○ Student 2 (mother): It doesn’t matter why I’m taking it away. 

○ Student 1 (child): It does to me! What’s your reason for taking it? 

○ Student 2 (mother): [Shouting] My reason? My reason is BECAUSE I SAID SO! 

 

  

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the mother. What do we think about her parenting style? How do we 

feel when a parent/guardian says, “Because I said so”? Next, the teacher will ask, “Why 

is ‘because I said so’ an unfair reason for making you do something?” Class will discuss 

how giving reasons or proof is necessary to support your argument. 

 The teacher will explain that, as much as kids hate it when a parent/guardian does not 

give reasons or proof to support their arguments, kids themselves frequently forget to 

give proof from the text, or text evidence, when they answer questions in class. 

 Students will watch the “What is Text Evidence” informational video. 

 After watching the clip, together the class will discuss the main idea of the video.  Ask: 

“What is text evidence?” “What is the purpose of using text evidence?” “What are some 

good ways to start a sentence in which you will be citing text evidence?” 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Keeping Watch: A Good Thing.”  

Have them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about _______ because 

________.”  

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 The teacher explains that the speed camera controversy was a major deal in Merrick last 

year. Students watch the Fios 1 Merrick video. 

 The students are divided up into pairs, depending on their opinion of whether speed 

cameras are a good idea or bad idea.  

 In partners, students reread the article (as well as the Dig Deeper and Stretch Article 

sections), highlight relevant evidence, and use the evidence to complete the Best 

Evidence Graphic Organizer.  

 Review as a class. 

  

Summary:  

 What do we look for when finding text evidence? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Keeping Watch: A Good Thing?: The village of Elmwood Place put cameras in its 

streets to catch drivers who were breaking the law. Was this the right thing to do?  

2. Should These Players Be Paid?: Some colleges make a lot of money from their sports 

programs. Should the athletes be paid? 

3. Paying the Price: Some people think there should be a tax on junk food. Others say this 

is not a good idea. 

4. Help Yourself?: Grocery stores are cutting or reducing self-serve checkout lanes in 

response to shoppers' preference for the traditional lanes. 

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16223&c=85&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15063&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15593&c=57&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=10645&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 19 

Student 1 (child): Mom, my Snapchat account was working yesterday, but now I’m trying to use 

it and it’s not working. 

 

Student 2 (mother): Oh, yes, I thought I told you. I went on your phone and deleted your 

account. 

 

Student 1 (child): You did what? But Mom, how could you do that? 

 

Student 2 (mother): Yes. I decided that you’re not going to use Snapchat anymore. You’re also 

going to get rid of your Facebook account. 

 

Student 1 (child): But how am I supposed to stay in touch with my friends? 

 

Student 2 (mother): Well, if it makes you feel better, your Snapchat and Facebook accounts 

won’t really be of much use anyway, because I’m taking your phone away, too. 

 

Student 1 (child): No way. This must be a joke. Why are you taking my phone away? 

 

Student 2 (mother): It doesn’t matter why I’m taking it away. 

 

Student 1 (child): It does to me! What is your reason for taking it? 

 

Student 2 (mother): [Shouting] My reason? My reason is BECAUSE I SAID SO! 
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READING 8 

Quarter 1, Lesson 3   Writing a Paragraph (CD + CM)                                    One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we read like detectives and write like witnesses? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               5, 8 

         W                             8                              1, 2, 4, 10 

         SL                            8                               1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                              1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are presented with the following “true” story: last night, someone broke into this 

classroom and stole the teacher’s gradebook. Now, Nassau County police are trying to 

figure out how the thief got into and out of the school, and where he or she brought the 

gradebook. The only evidence that was found by police was a 20-feet rope, messy hand 

stains on the teacher’s desk that appear to come from Italian ices, a street map of Merrick 

Avenue, and a ripped up newspaper advertisement with only the name “Ralph’” visible. 

The police are trying to determine how the gradebook was taken out of the school, and to 

where specifically it was brought. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Police Report graphic organizer (Attachment 20) 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 In small groups, students complete the Police Report graphic organizer (Attachment 20), 

which asks students to determine how the evidence might explain how the crime was 

committed. 

 Each group presents one of the pieces of evidence and their “police commentary.” (The 

students should determine that the thief used the rope to climb through the window, stole 

the gradebook, and brought it to Ralph’s Ices on Merrick Avenue. 

 The teacher connects this activity to paragraph commentary by explaining that, just as the 

police commentary did, paragraph commentary explains how our text evidence (which is 

like our crime scene evidence) backs up or proves our main argument. 

 The teacher tells the class that in today’s Achieve3000 lesson, we’re going to be “reading 

like detectives and writing like witnesses” by carefully explaining how our text evidence 

backs up our main argument. 

 Next, ask students to pull up last class’ Achieve3000 article, “Keeping Watch: A Good 

Thing?”   
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 With their partners from last class, students review their highlighted text evidence (found 

on last class’ graphic organizer) and work together to create meaningful commentary 

sentences for each (how does this piece of evidence prove, or back up, my argument?). 

This work is completed on the reverse side of the Police Report Graphic Organizer 

(Attachment 20). 

 The teacher presents a list of concrete detail transitional phrases. The pairs add these 

transitional phrases to their sentences. 

 Each pair chooses their best “chunk” and texts it to polleverywhere.com. The chunks are 

instantaneously displayed on the SMART Board and are read by the class. 

  

Summary:  

 Thinking back to both this article and the stolen gradebook investigation, what is the 

importance of evidence? What is the importance of commentary? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Keeping Watch: A Good Thing?: The village of Elmwood Place put cameras in its 

streets to catch drivers who were breaking the law. Was this the right thing to do?  

2. Should These Players Be Paid?: Some colleges make a lot of money from their sports 

programs. Should the athletes be paid? 

3. Paying the Price: Some people think there should be a tax on junk food. Others say this 

is not a good idea. 

4. Help Yourself?: Grocery stores are cutting or reducing self-serve checkout lanes in 

response to shoppers' preference for the traditional lanes. 

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16223&c=85&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15063&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15593&c=57&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=10645&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 20 

 

Name: ________________________________                             Period: ________ 

 

Police Report Graphic Organizer 

 

Crime Scene Evidence Police Commentary 
 

How can this evidence prove how the 

gradebook was taken, or where it was 

brought? (Complete sentences!) 

Rope  
 
 
 

Messy hand stains on the teacher’s desk that 

appear to come from Italian ices 

 
 
 
 

Street map of Merrick Avenue  
 
 
 

Ripped up newspaper advertisement with only 

the name “Ralph’” visible. 
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Text Evidence and Commentary Graphic Organizer 

 

Text Evidence 

 

Provide the exact quote from the text. 

Commentary 

 

How does this evidence prove, or back up, the 

topic sentence? (Complete sentences!) 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Concrete Detail:  

● According to the text, 

● According to the article, 

● For example, 

● In addition, 

 

Commentary: 

● This is important because 

● This supports the argument that ______ because 

● In other words 
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READING 8 

Quarter 1, Lesson 4   Context Clues/Vocab                                              Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can we use context clues to help us determine the meaning of unknown words? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                            4 

         SL                            8                                  1 

         L                               8                               4, 5, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are presented with a list of made-up words (Attachment 21). Students are given 

3 minutes to define as many of the words as they can (they are unaware that the words are 

made up).  

  

Instructional Materials: 

 List of made-up words (Attachment 21) 

 Made-up words sentences sheet (Attachment 22)  

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “Other than just telling you 

the definition of these words, what else could I give you that would help you determine 

the meanings of these words?” Students will determine that sentences with the words in 

them would help them define the words. (Students might suggest that using the root word 

could help as well; if this is brought up, the teacher will acknowledge that using the root 

word is a good strategy, but is not the strategy that we will be focusing on today.) 

 The teacher models for them how they can determine the definition of one of the made-

up words, “blabbity,” based on the sentence, “I took the blabbity off the shelf and opened 

it to page 94. Then I began to read.” 

 In pairs, students are given a worksheet with sentences for each of the remaining made-

up words (Attachment 21). Using the sheet, they come up with the likely definition of 

each of the words. 

 The class will discuss the correct definitions of the words, and clearly explain which 

context clues they used to help them determine the correct definition. Students are 

reminded that great readers treat a sentence with an unknown word like a crime scene, 

treating the other words in the sentence as clues to help them crack the code of the 

missing word. 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Food for Life.” Have them fill in 

the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 After completing the Five Step Literacy Routine, display the vocabulary words from the 

stretch article and give the students 5 minutes, in pairs, to find the words in the stretch 

article and use context clues to determine their meanings. 

 Play Kahoot with the students’ mobile devices. Pairs will compete against each other to 

prove that they are the best context clue detectives in the class. 

  

Summary:  

 How can practicing context clues make us all-around better readers? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Food for Life: Early diet advice sticks with children as they grow. 

2. Fresh Food on the Menu: More restaurants are growing their own fruits and vegetables 

in private gardens.  

3. Farming for Food and Fun: An increasing number of Americans have started their own 

farms, growing their own food in their spare time. 

4. A New Way To Grow Food: Scientists are growing crops indoors. This may help feed 

the world. 

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=3078&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=9052&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15483&c=57&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15025&c=62&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 21 

pontish 

roopided 

glapicas 

trastical  

rexidal 

tonder 

spelunker 

quanimoted 

mooble 

rish  

waron 

glubnub 

oscawod  

luzzkip 

frackle  

lacoonish 

garistic 
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Attachment 22 

1. I took the pontish off the shelf and opened it to page 94. Then I began to read. What is a pontish? 
 

2. The fighting army finally roopided, that is to say they surrendered.  
a. What does roopided mean?  

 

3. The surface of Africa consists mainly of glapicas, or large flat areas. What is a glapica? 
 

4. He was a trastical man, and never afraid. What does trastical mean? 
 

5. Oranges contain rexidal (vitamin C), so they are good to eat when you are getting sick.  
a. What is rexidal? 
 

6. A tonder is the area at the back of the car used for storing packages or luggage. What is a tonder? 
 

7. Someone who studies caves is known as a spelunker. What is a spelunker? 
 

8. Some diseases have been quanimoted. However, others are still around.  
a. What does quanimoted mean? 

 

9. The boy’s lunch that he brought from home was mooble, unlike the gross meat served by the 

cafeteria. What does mooble mean?  
 

10. Full-color photographs are printed using only three colors: yardfal, rish (a light blue) and sovant (a 

light purple). What color is rish?  
 

11. Sometimes at lunch they serve waron.  Waron is a drink that I don’t really like.  Some people say that 

chocolate or skim waron is good, but I just don’t like it. What is waron?  
 

12. We like to go to glubnub class.  Sometimes we run races or play ball. We learn the rules for different 

sports.  Glubnub is a fun class! What is glubnub?   
 

13. My oscawod is older than anyone in my family.  Sometimes we visit my oscawod and she tells us 

stories about our mother when she was growing up. She also bakes us great cookies. Who is my 

oscawod? 
 

14. Do you have a luzzkip?  Dogs and cats can make good luzzkips.  My friend Ann has a luzzkip named 

Swimmy. No matter what kind of luzzkip you have, you have to take good care of it. What is a 

luzzkip? 
 

15. He climbed the mountain and looked out at the view. He stood at the frackle of the mountain and 

could have fallen off. What is the frackle? 
 

16. When I eat a lacoonish amount of ice cream, I usually get a bad stomachache. What does lacoonish 

mean? 
 

17. Janice expected her friend’s house to be small, so was surprised to see that it was actually garistic. 

What does garistic mean? 
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READING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 1   Sequencing                                                   One Class Period 

 

Aim: How does sequence the events help us better understand a text? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               2 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 3, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are given the task of individually writing down a step-by-step recipe for making 

a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Students get in partners, compare recipes, and 

combine their efforts to create a perfectly accurate recipe. The recipe is submitted to the 

teacher, who then shares each one aloud with the class. (The recipes can be submitted on 

paper, through Google Drive, or through polleverywhere.com). 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 “Making Gasoline” sequence sheet (Attachment 23) 

 Sequence of Events Chart 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyPDFFor

mat/SequenceOfEventsChart/SequenceOfEventsChart.pdf 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “Why is it important to be 

able to put events in order?” 

 The teacher explains that when you read, you are reading a series of events. These events 

happen in order, or sequence. Paying attention to the sequence of events will help you 

follow what is happening, predict what might happen next, and make sense of the text.  

 The teacher explains that looking for signal words that put the events of a story in order 

will help you understand what you read. We can use signal words like first, then, before 

dinner, and later that evening to help us know the order of events in the story. 

 One student volunteer reads aloud the “Making Gasoline” worksheet passage. While the 

student is reading, the other students number each step in the process so that they have 

their paragraph notated as they answer the subsequent questions. 

 In partners, the students answer the three sequence questions. The class reviews the 

correct answers and identifies the signal words present. 
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 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “The Art of Funny.”  Have them 

fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. As students are reading, they should 

complete the Sequence of Events chart (Attachment 23). Students should write in pencil. 

 In partners, students will review their Sequence of Events charts and create a final copy 

that reflects the six most important events from the article in sequential order.  

 Review as a class. 

  

Summary:  

 How many sequence signal words can we remember?   

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. The Art of Funny: Some very funny kids are taking comedy classes at a program in New 

York City. 

2. 105 Years of Greatness: Baseball great Emilio "Millito" Navarro died at age 105. 

3. Post-WWII World: The Elephants Return: Violence drove elephants and other animals 

out of Sudan. Now that the nation is fairly peaceful, the animals are returning.   

4. Teen Takes Her Place in History: Nine months before Rosa Parks refused to surrender her 

seat on an Alabama bus, a 15-year-old young woman did the same—but few people have 

heard her story. 

  

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16211&c=85&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16217&c=85&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15887&c=65&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15889&c=61&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 23 

Making Gasoline 

 

Producing the gasoline that runs cars and trucks is hard work. First, wells are drilled deep into 

the earth. Then the oil is pumped out of the ground and taken to large refineries. There it is 

heated to 400°C in special furnaces. This high temperature causes the oil to boil and become a 

mixture of gases. Then the mixture is carried to the bottom of a large tower. There the different 

parts of the mixture cool on the way to the top and become the liquid we know as gasoline. The 

liquid is collected and stored in tanks. Finally it is delivered to service stations. 

 

1. Write the number 1, 2 and 3 next to each sentence to show what order the events 

happened in. 

 

______ Oil is heated in furnaces. 

 

______ Gasoline is sent to service stations. 

 

______ Oil is pumped from the ground. 

 

2. When is the oil pumped out of the ground? 

a. After the wells are drilled 

b. While it is heated 

c. After it is taken to the refineries 

 

3. What happens just before the oil becomes a mixture of gases? 

a. The oil is heated. 

b. The mixture cools. 

c. The oil boils. 

  

4. What happens after the oil is stored in tanks? 

a. It is collected. 

b. It is delivered. 

c. It is boiled. 
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READING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 2   Comparison/Contrast                                                One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we compare and contrast to help us understand an article? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                              1, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

● Students will listen to two versions of Taylor Swift’s “Shake it Off.”  In pairs, the 

students will complete the Compare and Contrast venn diagram. (In addition to, or 

instead of, the Taylor Swift song, the class can work with Ariana Grande’s “Break Free.”  

  

Instructional Materials: 

● Two versions of Taylor Swift’s “Shake it Off;”  

○ Taylor Swift, Shake it Off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0A3Ph4dRrk 

○ Shake it Off (vintage motown version): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tv94swj4sjo 

● Two versions of Ariana Grande’s “Break Free;”  

○ Ariana Grande, Break Free: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ek3WMM7I-0 

○ Break Free (Tower of Power ‘70s version): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d85tijy0pBs 

● Compare and Contrast Graphic Organizer; 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/CompareAndContrastWithAVennDiagram.pdf 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

● As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “How can this experience 

make us better music listeners?” 

● Students will connect the students’ answers to the act of reading by explaining that great 

readers compare and contrast information to help them better comprehend what they are 

reading. In our classes - especially social studies, science, and English - we are frequently 

asked to explain how two or more things are similar and different. 

● Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Here Comes SpaceX!” Have them 

fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

● Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

● In pairs, ask students to fill out the Compare and Contrast Graphic Organizer 

(Attachment 3), focusing on the similarities and differences between the Dragon and 

Cygnus spacecrafts. 

● Review as a class. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0A3Ph4dRrk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tv94swj4sjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ek3WMM7I-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d85tijy0pBs
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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Summary:  

● How are Venn diagrams helpful when reading compare and contrast text structures? 

What are some other ways we might organize the similarities and differences between 

two things?   

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Here Comes SpaceX!: For the first time, a commercial spacecraft operated by a private 

company docked at the International Space Station. 

2. Discovering Our World: Imagine walking across glaciers in subzero temperatures or 

trekking through uncharted land. Extreme explorers risk their lives to learn about new places. 

3. What the Toucan Can Do: Scientists have finally answered a question they've always had 

about the bird called the toucan. 

4. Rocks From the Red Planet: Scientists say rocks that fell to Earth in July 2011 are 

meteorites from Mars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15864&c=58&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15715&c=61&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15597&c=62&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15465&c=56&origin=search&asn=1
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READING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 3   Cause and Effect                                                One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we determine the causes and effects in an article? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 7 

         W                             8                              10 

         SL                            8                                 1, 6 

         L                               8                              1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

● Prior to the motivation activity, students are shown a cartoon of a child waiting for a shot 

and then crying as a result of the shot. Using this cartoon, the teacher explains to the class 

that an effect is what happens in a text, and the cause is the reason why the effect 

happened. In a text, effects often have clue words such as therefore, as a result, and so. 

Causes often have clue words such as because, caused, or since. The class is reminded 

that cause and effect can often get extraordinarily confusing, because causes may have 

more than one effect, effects may have more than one cause, and, like dominoes, what 

was once an effect becomes the cause of something else. 

● Students are presented with a series of cause and effect images. For each image, the 

teacher asks the students to infer what may have caused the image to happen, or predict 

what the effect of the image may be. The students are reminded that inferences and 

predictions are guesses that are based on the evidence that is presented. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Cause and effect cartoon; 

http://esl.cmswiki.wikispaces.net/file/view/CauseEffect1.jpg/208466222/CauseEffect1.jpg 
 Dominoes picture; 

http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_fa

lling.jpg 
● Cause and effect images  

○ Puddles: http://www.calfinder.com/assets/blog/images/puddles.jpg 

○ Cavity: http://www.xinweidds.com/English/2_adult/3_cavity/Early%206.jpg 

○ F on test: http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg 

○ Cigarette: http://pngimg.com/upload/cigarette_PNG4755.png 

○ Stamp Act and Tea Tax: 

http://sonsoflibertyx.weebly.com/uploads/1/8/3/6/18362253/5567745_orig.gif 

● Cause and effect graphic organizer (Attachment 24)  

 

http://esl.cmswiki.wikispaces.net/file/view/CauseEffect1.jpg/208466222/CauseEffect1.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://www.calfinder.com/assets/blog/images/puddles.jpg
http://www.xinweidds.com/English/2_adult/3_cavity/Early%206.jpg
http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg
http://pngimg.com/upload/cigarette_PNG4755.png
http://sonsoflibertyx.weebly.com/uploads/1/8/3/6/18362253/5567745_orig.gif
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

● As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “Who can think of a cause 

and effect relationship that you might find in your science class?” (Possible answer may 

include combining an acid and a base to get a chemical reaction.) 

● Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “What’s Under Those Lakes?”  

Have them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be 

about_______because________.”  

● Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

● In pairs, ask students to fill out the Cause and Effect Graphic Organizer (Attachment 

24). Students should focus on clue words that suggest cause and effect relationships (a 

list of these words - including therefore, as a result, so, because, caused, and since - can 

be displayed on the board for student reference).  

○ Note that this graphic organizer is unconventional in that it asks students to first 

determine the effect, and then determine the cause. This is a deliberate strategy as 

a response to students’ often having an easier time identifying what happened (the 

effect) and a more challenging time determining what caused that thing to happen 

(the cause). If the teacher does not prefer this graphic organizer, many traditional 

“cause and then effect” graphic organizers are available online. 

● Review as a class. 

  

Summary:  

● What hints does the author give to help us determine cause and effect relationships? What 

are the challenges of identifying causes and effects in a piece of writing? How can we 

overcome these challenges?  

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. What's Under Those Lakes?: Much of Texas experienced a drought in 2011, causing many 

lakes to shrink. As the water dried up, old objects were being found.  

2. Saving the Red Apes: The orangutans' rainforest habitats are rapidly being changed into 

palm oil plantations, threatening the "red apes" with extinction.  

3. Warming Earth, Changing Rivers: Researchers have determined that the flow of many of 

Earth's major rivers is decreasing, primarily as a result of climate change.  

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16220&c=85&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16163&c=62&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16169&c=56&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 24: 
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READING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 4   Inferencing                                                           One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we make great inferences?  

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 5 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 2, 4, 6 

         L                               8                               1 

          

Motivation: 

● Inference photos (Attachment 25). Students will analyze each photo. They will make 

inferences about what they are seeing. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

● Inference photos (Attachment 25) 

● Far Side cartoons (Attachment 26)  

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

● As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “What observations did you 

make that helped lead to your inference?” 

● Teacher will explain that great readers make inferences by combining what they observe 

with their background knowledge (e.g., a broken vase and a cat a few feet away + 

knowing that cats tend to knock things over = the cat broke the vase). Tell students that 

when they make a guess based on incomplete information, they are making an inference. 

For example, when we see someone yawning, we can infer that they are tired. Explain 

that good inferences are based on strong evidence, hints, or clues. For example, you can 

say you think the reason that a certain person is tired is that he or she stayed up all night 

playing video games, but do you have any evidence of that? Did that person mention 

playing video games last night? Does he or she have a video game habit that is getting 

out of hand? Has this person stayed up all night playing video games before? If the 

person in question doesn’t even own any video game equipment, your inference is not 

likely to be a sound one. 

● In groups, students will be given an assortment of Far Side cartoons (Attachment 26). 

The groups will choose the following four group positions: observer, inferencer, checker, 

and writer. Each group needs one piece of paper. 

● Each student performs his or her job as the groups go through the cartoons. For each 

cartoon, the group members rotate jobs so that each student is, at some point, responsible 

for each job. 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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● After each group has gone through the Far Side cartoons, the class quickly reviews each 

cartoon. 

● Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “What’s Best for the Elephants.”   

● The teacher shows the students this quote from the article as a preview of the text and as 

a way of transitioning from image-based to text-based inferences: “The study also found 

that Asian elephants born in zoos have shorter life spans than Asian elephants brought to 

the zoos from the wild.” What can we infer about the treatment of elephants in zoos? 

What evidence from this quote helped you arrive at that inference? 

● Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine, paying extra attention to the article's 

inference question. 

 

Summary:  

● The teacher tells the students, “The results of the study mentioned at the beginning of the 

article might lead one to infer that zoos are unhealthy places for elephants. Is this a valid 

inference? Why or why not? Use evidence from the article to support your answer.” 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. What's Best for the Elephants: A new study says that elephants in zoos do not live nearly 

as long as wild or working elephants. 

2. “Happy Birthday, "Yankee Doodle"?: Was the song "Yankee Doodle" written in 1758? 

Maybe.   

3. As Good as Ice Cream? Soft serve fruit is the latest food craze. It's made from frozen fruit, 

and fans say it's delicious and healthy. 

4. A Nation's Song: Do you know the story behind the national anthem? 

  

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=6273&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15328&c=64&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16128&c=63&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=15314&c=61&origin=search&asn=1
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Attachment 25 
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Attachment 26 
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READING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 1   Paragraph Writing/Essay Writing                                  Two class periods 

 

Aim: How can we work together to write the most organized paragraph? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                                 5, 8 

         W                             8                                 1, 2, 4, 10 

         SL                            8                                    1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                                 1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 “I Love Lucy” assembly line clip. Students will watch the clip, and then share what prior 

knowledge they have about assembly lines. Students will discuss what skills and 

strategies are necessary to run an efficient assembly line. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 “I Love Lucy” assembly line clip; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6LUg-siJVs 

 Paragraph sort sheet (Attachment 27)  

 Scissors and glue sticks 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 (Students will have gone through the 5-Step Literacy Routine with one of the articles 

listed below on the previous day.) 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will announce, “Today, we will be 

working on group assembly lines to put together the best, most organized paragraphs.” 

 Students will review the proper paragraph organization: topic sentence, concrete detail, 

commentary, concrete detail, commentary, concluding sentence. (As an alternative, the 

students can use the RAC2E2R paragraph format: restate the question, answer the 

question, cite the text, explain what you cited, restate your answer.) 

 Students are divided into groups of four and told to choose the following jobs: topic 

sentence and concluding sentence finder, concrete details finder, commentary finder, 

organizer/gluer. Each group is given three copies of the paragraph sort sheet 

(Attachment 27), one blank sheet of paper, scissors, and a glue stick. The directions are 

explained (each group member, following his or her job title, will work together as an 

assembly line to put together a complete paragraph from the scrambled sentences on the 

sheet). 

 Students are given three minutes to put together the first paragraph. Class reviews the 

correct paragraph order. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6LUg-siJVs
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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 The teacher announces that the class will now enter the competition phase: each group 

will unscramble the remaining paragraphs from the paragraph sort sheet, and will race 

against each other to see which group can complete the entire sheet first. The additional 

direction is announced that, after each paragraph, the job duties must switch. 

 The groups work together to unscramble the remaining paragraphs (Paragraph #4 is 

significantly harder than the others. However, students should still be able to recognize 

the function of each sentence and successfully place each sentence in the correct order). 

When the first group declares that they are finished, the teacher checks their paragraph 

and announces the winner. All other groups continue working until everyone is finished. 

 The class reviews each of the remaining paragraphs. 

 The class returns to last class’s Achieve3000 article and, continuing in their assembly line 

groups, begins writing a two-paragraph Thought Question response (these article’s 

Thought Question prompts require two paragraphs). Each group member is responsible 

for dictating their job duty’s respective sentences, while the organizer/gluer will be the 

typer.  

 The students will continue their work, and will share with the class, the next day. 

  

Summary:  

 Why is organization so important for paragraph writing?  

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. A New Space Plan: NASA says it has found the perfect space capsule to take astronauts far 

away from Earth. Luckily, it's one NASA has already built.    
2. Freeing the Slaves: On January 1, 1863, Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation 

Proclamation, which declared that hundreds of thousands of slaves should be freed.   
3. Sunshine State Shows the Way: Florida and other states have built solar energy plants as an 

alternative energy source. Some people say all of our energy should come from renewable 

sources. Others say there are too many problems with this. What do you think?   
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Attachment 27: 

 

Name: ____________________________                                          Period: __________ 

 

Aim: How can we compete to write the best paragraph? 

 

 

Paragraph 1: 

 

These chores keep her isolated and friendless.   

 

This is why she feels taken advantage of by her selfish stepmother and stepsisters.  

 

In the fairy tale “Cinderella,” the main character feels mistreated.   

 

Therefore, Cinderella feels abused by the very people who are supposed to love her. 

 

Another reason why Cinderella feels mistreated is that her family never thanks her for any of the 

work that she does.  

 

For example, Cinderella must do all of the cooking and cleaning for her family.   

 

 

 

 

Paragraph 2: 

 

This shows that the third pig is smarter than his brothers, who were both eaten by the wolf.  

 

For example, remembering his mother’s warning about a wolf, he builds his house out of sturdy 

brick, and the wolf is unable to blow down the brick house.  

 

In conclusion, the third pig outsmarts not only his brothers but the “big, bad” wolf as well. 

 

In addition, when the wolf tries to get the third pig to leave his house and meet him at different 

locations, the third pig outwits the wolf every time.  

 

This shows that the third pig not only was wise to build his house out of brick, but can think 

wisely “in the moment,” too.  

 

In the fairy tale “The Three Little Pigs,” the third pig is very wise.  
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Paragraph 3: 

 

Therefore, global warming is top priority and cannot be ignored. 

 

This is because the Earth can become negatively and drastically affected worldwide. 

 

These weather patterns are not only damaging land, but can pose a huge threat to people’s safety.  

 

In addition, global warming is causing our weather to become increasingly unpredictable and 

dangerous - monsoons and hurricanes are happening much more frequently than ever before.  

 

If it is not stopped, statistics show that the world will be drastically hurt.  

 

Global warming is a world problem and needs to be stopped.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paragraph 4: 

 

Digital piracy is both a boon and a bane depending on who benefits and who loses from it.  

 

This has been great for his career and shows that digital piracy can help popularize his music.  

 

On the other hand, recording labels such as Warner Music have been dealing with unrealized 

profit -- about $1 billion in 2010 -- due to the pervasive digital reproduction and unauthorized 

online distribution of the company's records.  

 

For example, John Doe, an independent musician whose career started early in 2012, has been 

able to make his music available to a wider audience at minimal costs.  

 

Clearly, one side stands to benefit from digital piracy while another side has to suffer the ill 

consequences. 

 

A group with purely business or money-making interests will find digital piracy a dangerous 

technology.  
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READING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 2   Evaluating quotations                                                  One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we evaluate our evidence to best support our argument? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 6 

         W                             8                              1, 10 

         SL                            8                               1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                           1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

 The students are asked the following questions: “Who has been to Waldbaum’s, King 

Kullen or Trader Joes in the past six months?” “What decisions do shoppers have to 

make every time they go to these places?” 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 NBC News clip about paper vs. plastic; 

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/18538484/ns/nbc_nightly_news_with_brian_williams/t/paper-

or-plastic-whats-greener-choice/#.VYLnvvlViko 
 “Both Sides” graphic organizer;  

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyPDFFor

mat/BothSidesMatrix/ 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “What food 

shopping decision that we make do you feel has the biggest effect on the entire 

planet?” 

 The teacher presents the first 47 seconds of an NBC News video segment about 

the paper vs. plastic debate. Students make predictions about which option 

(paper or plastic) they believe is better for the environment.  

 The teacher presents the article, “No More Plastic Bags?” and the class looks at 

and clarifies the “Thought Question.” 

 Individually or in pairs, the students read the article, go through the Five Step 

Literacy Routine, and highlight relevant evidence, following this format: 

highlight in green evidence that explains why California passed the plastic bag 

ban, and highlight in blue evidence that explains why some people are opposed 

to the ban. 

 The teacher explains that good readers use only the best evidence to support their 

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/18538484/ns/nbc_nightly_news_with_brian_williams/t/paper-or-plastic-whats-greener-choice/#.VYLnvvlViko
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/18538484/ns/nbc_nightly_news_with_brian_williams/t/paper-or-plastic-whats-greener-choice/#.VYLnvvlViko
http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyPDFFormat/BothSidesMatrix/
http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyPDFFormat/BothSidesMatrix/
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argument, just like how a courtroom lawyer may have many pieces of evidence 

to argue her point, but she will carefully select only the strongest evidence to 

present to the jury. 

 In pairs, the students reread their evidence, evaluate each piece of evidence’s 

strength, determine which two pieces of evidence on each side are the strongest, 

and write down this information on the “Both Sides” graphic organizer.  

 The students read the “Updated!” section below the article and decide whether 

any information from this section is worth adding to the “Both Sides” graphic 

organizer.  

 The students join together and discuss the strongest evidence for both sides of 

the issue as the teacher writes these pieces of evidence on the SMART Board.  

 After all of the evidence is collected, the students discuss which two pieces of 

evidence on either side are, in fact, the strongest. 

 Summary:  

 Which is better: ten pieces of decent text evidence or two pieces of great text evidence? 

Why?   

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. No More Plastic Bags?: In 2014, California Governor Jerry Brown signed a law banning 

single-use plastic bags in large grocery and convenience stores. Was this a good idea? 
2. Abuzz over Bees: Lawmakers in one U.S. city are considering a policy change that would 

allow backyard beekeeping in residential areas. Not everyone, however, likes the idea.   
3. Hey, That’s My Picture!: Some monkeys in an Indonesian jungle took pictures of 

themselves. Who owns the photos?   
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READING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 3   Using Transitions                                                            One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do transitions make our writing sound better? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 5  

         W                             8                               1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

         SL                            8                              1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are presented with following competition: “You have 60 seconds to draw a 

bridge from one side of your paper to the other side of your paper. You are competing 

against the other students in your group to draw the best, most creative, most sturdy-

looking bridge.” 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Transition Word/Phrase Worksheet: 

https://www.sinclair.edu/centers/tlc/pub/handouts_worksheets/english/transitions.pdf 

 Transitions Kahoot game (teacher must sign up for an account): 

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/44a7d11b-412b-435e-8116-9395426c5979 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will connect the Motivation activity 

to today’s instructional focus by explaining that a bridge, which brings people from one 

side of something to another, is much like a writing transition, which brings readers from 

one idea to another. Transition words link sentences and paragraphs together in a way 

that lets the reader flow from one idea to another without getting confused. Writing with 

transitions makes your writing sound more smooth and complete. 

 The students are given the Transition Word/Phrase Worksheet , and the class reviews the 

list of transitions. In pairs, students complete the worksheet. 

 As a class, review the worksheet. 

 Students return to their paragraphs and insert transitions where they are necessary, using 

the list of words and phrases from the worksheet. While they are working, the teacher 

circulates around the room and reviews the students’ use of transition words. 

  

  

https://www.sinclair.edu/centers/tlc/pub/handouts_worksheets/english/transitions.pdf
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/44a7d11b-412b-435e-8116-9395426c5979
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/44a7d11b-412b-435e-8116-9395426c5979
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Summary:  

 Play “transitions” Kahoot game.  As an alternative, have partners create original 

sentences or pairs of sentences that include the following transitions: for example, 

furthermore, nevertheless, meanwhile, however, as a result 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. A New Space Plan: NASA says it has found the perfect space capsule to take astronauts far 

away from Earth. Luckily, it's one NASA has already built.    
2. Freeing the Slaves: On January 1, 1863, Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation 

Proclamation, which declared that hundreds of thousands of slaves should be freed.   
3. Sunshine State Shows the Way: Florida and other states have built solar energy plants as an 

alternative energy source. Some people say all of our energy should come from renewable 

sources. Others say there are too many problems with this. What do you think? 
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READING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 4   Improving Vocabulary                                                  One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we replace “dry” words with “juicy” words in our writing? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 5  

         W                             8                               1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

         SL                            8                              1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 Students will watch a video about the overuse of the word “um”, and then discuss how 

they, too, overuse this word (and perhaps the word “like”). 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 “Um” video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16hxDzyRhmI 

 “Replacing Dry Words with Juicy Words” graphic organizer (Attachment 28) 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “What is the problem with 

using the words “um” and “like” too often when we speak?” 

 The teacher will transition to today’s instructional focus by explaining that, even though 

we don’t use the words “um” and “like” when we write, we do overuse some words when 

we write that make our writing sound less polished. Whenever we use a word like “bad” 

or “things” in our writing, that is the equivalent of saying aloud “um” and “like.” 

 The teacher tells the class that today will be a revising day during which time we will 

identify dry, overused words in our writing (the “ums” and “likes”) and replace them 

with more “juicy” words and phrases. (The teacher asks the students what they think a 

“juicy” word is.) The teacher provides a caveat that when we replace a dry word with a 

juicy word, that does not mean replacing a word like “good” with a word like 

“extraordinary” - these two words do not mean the same thing, and we don’t want our 

writing to be exaggerative by, for example, calling every “big” house a “humongous” 

house. 

 The class brainstorms a list of dry words that they feel are overused in their writing, and 

the teacher writes the responses on the board. (Words may include thing, stuff, good, bad, 

is, was, said, big, get, a lot, interesting.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16hxDzyRhmI
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 Students exchange their previously written, printed Thought Question with a partner and 

circle the dry words. Students then return the Thought Question to the original writer and 

the original writer checks the paragraph over; any other dry words are circled. 

 The teacher introduces students to thesaurus.com and dictionary.com, and models for 

students how to replace a dry word with a juicy word using these websites. 

 As a warm-up, the students take out their mobile device and use thesaurus.com and 

dictionary.com to find jucier ways of saying the word “things.” These words are written 

on the board. 

 Students continue revising their Thought Question’s dry words, using thesaurus.com and 

dictionary.com on their mobile devices; they should aim to replace at least 4 words. 

Students should be reminded not to change the meaning of what they are trying to say; 

for example, “big” should not be replaced with “humongous.” 

 For each replaced word, the student should complete the “Replacing Dry Words with 

Juicy Words” graphic organizer (Attachment 28). This graphic organizer will be 

submitted with the final Thought Question in a later class period. 

 Review some revisions as a class. 

  

Summary:  

● If your friend came up to you and asked for advice on making his or her writing 

vocabulary better, what would you tell your friend? (Discuss this with a partner, and then 

with the class.) 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. A New Space Plan: NASA says it has found the perfect space capsule to take astronauts far 

away from Earth. Luckily, it's one NASA has already built.    
2. Freeing the Slaves: On January 1, 1863, Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation 

Proclamation, which declared that hundreds of thousands of slaves should be freed.   
3. Sunshine State Shows the Way: Florida and other states have built solar energy plants as an 

alternative energy source. Some people say all of our energy should come from renewable 

sources. Others say there are too many problems with this. What do you think? 
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Attachment 28 

 

 

Name: _____________________________                                          Period: _______________ 

 

Replacing “Dry” Words with “Juicy” Words!  

 

Original “Dry” 

Word 

New “Juicy” Word Kid-Friendly 

Definition of Juicy 

Word 

Another Sentence 

with Juicy Word 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture/Sketch of Juicy Word 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Original “Dry” 

Word 

New “Juicy” Word Kid-Friendly 

Definition of Juicy 

Word 

Another Sentence 

with Juicy Word 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture/Sketch of Juicy Word 
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READING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 1   Self-assessments                                        One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we explore our reading identities? (This lesson can be used in the beginning, 

middle, and end of the year as a progress monitoring tool.) 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         W                             7                                 1, 3, 4, 10 

         L                               7                                 1, 2, 3 

          

Motivation:  

 The teacher chooses two school subjects that represent opposite ends of the teacher’s 

enjoyment and ease-of-doing spectrum (e.g., the teacher may have had a difficult time in 

math when he/she was a student in school, but was a “natural” in music class). Written on 

the board is the question, “How does this subject make you feel?” The teacher proceeds 

to share with the class an honest response to the question, discussing both the easy class 

(e.g., music) and the class that was a bigger personal challenge (e.g., math) class. In an 

effort to get the students comfortable writing honestly about their feelings about reading 

and writing, the teacher should be clear and honest about how he/she had difficulty in, 

and consequentially did not enjoy, one of the two subjects (e.g., math). 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Reading Lab Self-Reflection Google form***: http://goo.gl/forms/UJWTcnBts4 
  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 The teacher announces to the class that today they will be completing a self-reflection 

about their honest feelings about, likes and dislikes of, and goals for reading and writing. 

The teacher explains to the class that this self-reflection will not be shared with the class; 

it is rather a way for the teacher to learn more about the “person behind the reader.” 

While spelling “doesn’t count” (i.e., this is not a graded assignment), the student is 

expected to write as much as they can and be as honest and introspective as they can in 

order for the teacher to learn about and help the student as much as possible. 

 The teacher provides a model of a quality written response, using math as an example 

(“How does math make you feel?”). This response is left on the board for students to 

reference: Math makes me feel soooo nervous. Sometimes, when I’m doing a math 

problem, I get a headache, my eyes blur a little bit, and my neck gets sore. The reason 

why math makes me nervous is that I never did well in it, since as far back as I can 

remember. I even remember getting a 28% on a math assignment in first grade because I 

added double-digit numbers incorrectly, and that made me feel terrible. Math is so exact, 

http://goo.gl/forms/UJWTcnBts4
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like if you make one tiny mistake, it throws off everything and your answer is totally 

wrong. I wish I never had to do math again - it’s too scary. 

 The students login to their Google accounts and open up the Reading Lab Self-Reflection 

form. Students work independently to complete the form. If a student finishes before the 

end of the period, he/she should start a new Achieve3000 article or finish an incomplete 

article. 

  

Summary:  

 How did you feel about completing the Google form? Do you have any suggestions for 

other questions that I can use next time?  

  

 

*** This survey is linked to a curriculum writer’s BMCHSD Google account, so if it were given 

to students as is, the responses would go to the teacher.  In order for another teacher to copy this 

form for his/her own class, he/she should login to his/her BMCHSD Google account, open up a 

new Google Form, and copy each question.  For each question, the question type is either 

“paragraph text” or “choose from a list,” and each question has the “required question” box 

checked off. Also, make sure to check off the following two options from the top (above the 

form): “Require BMCHSD login to view this form” and “Automatically collect respondent’s 

BMCHSD username.” Nothing should be checked on the bottom (below the form). Creating the 

form will take about 30 minutes. 
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READING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 2   Research Project                                        Seven Class Periods 

 

Aim: How can we solve a problem in the world? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               5, 8 

         W                             8                               1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

         SL                            8                               1, 2, 4, 5, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

● Students are presented with a list of problems (Attachment 29), and in groups, are asked 

to rank them from least important to most important. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

● List of problems (Attachment 29) 

● List of year’s articles (to be created by teacher) 

● Project direction sheet (Attachment 30) 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; in addition, discuss that while some problems are 

bigger (i.e., affect more people) than others, this does not mean that we have to ignore 

small problems (e.g., “My shoelaces keep getting untied!”). Every problem, big or small, 

provides us an opportunity to creatively solve it. The teacher explains that, in this class, 

we are not just readers, we are doers. For our 4th quarter project, we are going to use our 

reading and writing skills, as well as our creativity, and apply them toward solving a real 

problem. 

 The teacher gives groups of 2-4 students a list of all of the articles read in class this year 

that discuss some type of problem (teacher created). (Note: the teacher will have to look 

through the year’s articles and identify the “problem” articles in advance.) In groups, 

students will review the list and try to classify them based on the particular problem 

being addressed. Before the students begin, the teacher gives an example of a problem 

category: articles about pollution, global warming, and cutting down the rainforest all fall 

under the category of “environment.”  

 The class reviews the problem categories that the groups determined, and the teacher 

writes them on the board. Assuming that many groups will classify the articles similarly 

yet phrase the problems categories slightly differently, the teacher will help to combine 

the answers. 
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 Students will brainstorm any other problem categories (i.e., “real-world issues”) that are 

not already written on the board; these are added. 

 Independently, students will review the list and choose the one problem category about 

which they feel the most passionate. With this criteria, the teacher will place the students 

into groups of 2-4. 

 The teacher explains the project, reading off of the project direction sheet (Attachment 

30). The teacher also explains the pacing of the project: Day 1 (today) - introduction; Day 

2 - research; Day 3 - write; Day 4 - write; Day 5 - edit; Day 6 - create the 

invention/business; Day 7 - share. 

 In their assigned groups, students begin exploring the Achieve3000 “search” database 

and collecting potential articles for their research. 

 

Summary:  

 Each group tells the class their group’s problem, and discusses whether that problem is 

“big” or “small” and why they feel that way. 
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Attachment 29 

Rank these problems from least important (1) to most important (7): 

 

_____  Pens/pencils are uncomfortable to write with for extended periods of time 

_____  Many people around the world are suffering from starvation 

_____  Some kids get bored in school 

_____  Many animals in our country are abused 

_____  Merrick and Bellmore’s restaurants can get boring 

_____  The environment is being destroyed, leading to global warming 

_____  Many children hate getting shots at the doctor’s office 
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Attachment 30 

 

4th Quarter Project: How Can We Solve a Problem In the World? 

 

1. Research 

a. Find and print two articles from Achieve3000’s “search” database that are related 

to your problem. At least one of the articles must have not already been read 

earlier in the year. For each article, highlight the most important information. 

i. Important information (i.e., specific facts, examples, and quotes from 

experts) should (1) explain what caused, or is causing, the problem to 

occur; and (2) describe what the problem really looks like. 

 

 

 

2. Write 

a. Write a 4-paragraph essay that clearly demonstrates your research. Your essay 

must include: 

i. Introduction: TAG + thesis statement 

ii. Body Paragraph 1: Explain what caused, or is causing, the problem to 

occur. Your concrete details should come directly from your research 

texts. 

iii. Body Paragraph 2: Describe what the problem really looks like (the 

effect of the problem). Your concrete details should come directly from 

your research texts. 

iv. Conclusion: Wrap up your essay and restate your thesis statement. 

 

 

 

3. Create 

a. Imagine that your group has been given an unlimited budget to create an 

invention or business that will solve your problem. Create a poster that visually 

explains your plan. In addition, write a short (3- to 5-sentence) explanation of 

how your invention or business will work. 
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READING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 3   Multiple-choice specifics/analysis                                One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we conduct an Achieve3000 post-game analysis? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             7                                2, 7 

         W                             7                                1, 3, 4, 10 

         SL                            7                                   1, 6 

         L                               7                                1, 2, 3 

          

Motivation:  

 Students view a fictional “Don O'Neill’s Hitting Percentage for Different Pitch Types” 

chart (Attachment 1). The teacher asks, “Which pitch type does Don have the most 

trouble with?” (The correct answer is the change-up.) The teacher also asks, “Why would 

viewing this chart be helpful for Don?” (The correct answer is that, by viewing the chart, 

Don can recognize his weakness with change-ups and work to improve in this area.) 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 “Don O'Neill’s Hitting Percentage for Different Pitch Types” chart (Attachment 31) 

 Question Types and Examples chart (Attachment 32)  

 Achieve3000 Question Type Analysis chart (Attachment 33) 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “While we don’t have 

different types of baseball pitches being thrown at us in Reading Lab, what are we getting 

thrown different types of right after every article we read?” (The correct answer is 

multiple-choice question types.) 

 As a class, use the Question Types and Examples chart to review the different types of 

multiple-choice questions covered this year (Attachment 32). 

 Once students are comfortable identifying examples of each question type, the students 

go to “My Lessons, Activities” and review all of their completed Activities for the year. 

While they are reviewing, students fill in the Achieve3000 Question Type Analysis chart, 

which asks them to keep a tally going of how many times they got each question type 

right (Attachment 33). As a reference, the Question Types and Examples chart is still 

displayed on the board. 

 When students have finished completing the chart, they are asked to “tell the story behind 

their data” by writing a two paragraph letter to themselves (“Dear Myself”) in which the 

first paragraph explains which question type was the hardest (had the least number of 
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“hits”) and why the student thinks that this question was the hardest, and the second 

paragraph discusses strategies that the student can use next time to do better on this 

particular question type. 

 Student volunteers share their letter with the class. 

  

Summary:  

● Why is it important to recognize different question types? How can today’s activity help 

you in other classes? 
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Attachment 31 

“Don O'Neill’s Hitting Percentage for Different Pitch Types”  

 

 2015 season 2014 season 2013 season 2012 season 

Fastball 68% 67% 63% 66% 

Curveball 51% 55% 53% 52% 

Change-up 21% 19% 18% 22% 

Slider 54% 52% 56% 61% 
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Attachment 32 

 

Question Type Examples 

Main idea 

 

● “What is this article mainly about?” 

● “The best alternate title for this article would be...” 

● “What is the first/second/third paragraph mainly about?” 

Summary  

 

● “Which one of these would be most important to include in a 

summary about the article?” 

● “Which one of these would not be important to include in a 

summary about the article?” 

Vocabulary  

 

● “Which would be the closest synonym for the word...?” 

● “Which would be the closest antonym for the word...?” 

Fact vs. Opinion  

 

● “Which of these is a fact?” 

● “Which of these is an opinion?” 

Prediction 

 

● “Based on the article, which is most likely to happen?” 

● “The reader can predict that…” 

Sequence ● “Which one of these happened first/second/last?” 

Cause and Effect  ● “According to the article, why did…?” 

Drawing Conclusions  

 

● “The author probably included these sentences to help the 

reader…” 

● “The article says all of the following except…” 

● “Which question is not answered by the article?” 

Inference 

 

● “The reader can tell from the news story that…” 

● “According to the article, the reader can infer that…” 

Compare and 

Contrast  

 

● “How are ____ and ____ similar?” 

● “How are ____ and ____ different?”  
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Attachment 33 

 

Times that I got each question type right (times that I “got a hit”) 

I = 1, II = 2, III = 3, IIII = 4, IIII = 5, IIII I = 6, etc. 
 

Main idea 

 
 

Summary  

 
 

Vocabulary  

 
 

Fact vs. Opinion  

 

 

Prediction 

 
 

Sequence 

 

 

Cause and Effect  

 

 

Drawing Conclusions  

 
 

Inference 

 
 

Compare and Contrast  
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READING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 4   Editing                                                                         One Class Period 

 

Aim: What is the best way to revise and edit our work? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 5  

         W                             8                              1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 

         SL                            8                              1, 2, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2, 3, 6 

          

Motivation:  

 Students are shown an image that describes students’ typical feelings about revising and 

editing. Students turn-and-talk and answer the following question: why do students hate 

revising and editing so much? 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Students’ previously written, printed out Thought Question drafts 

 70% of Editing image (Attachment 34) 

 Frozen computer image (Attachment 35) 

 Assembly line image (Attachment 36) 

 Lice check image (Attachment 37) 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will suggest another reason why 

students tend to dislike revising and editing: the teacher will display an image of a frozen 

computer with too many windows open (Attachment 35), and explain that when writers 

try to revise and edit every part of their writing at once (spelling, punctuation, 

organization, etc.), their brain gets overwhelmed. Instead, the best way to revise and edit 

is to attack your writing one focus at a time (first spelling, then punctuation, etc.). 

 The teacher will show an image of an assembly line (Attachment 36), and explain that 

when we divide large tasks (assembling a car, revising and editing a paragraph) into 

smaller jobs (adding a screw to the wheel, focusing on spelling only), we can do a better, 

more thorough job. 

 Students will take their previously-written Thought Question paragraphs, place them at 

their tables, and push their chair in. 

 Before beginning the assembly line revising process, the students are shown an image of 

a nurse looking through a magnifying glass (Attachment 37). Students are told that we 
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must revise these paragraphs the same way that the nurse checks our hair on lice check 

day. Mistakes are the lice of our writing! 

 Students will rotate one paragraph/skill at a time. For the first rotation, everyone will 

rotate one paragraph to the right and revise their peer’s work solely for spelling and 

capitalization. (If they see, for example, a punctuation error, they should not fix it.) The 

students are given three minutes to revise the paragraph for spelling and punctuation. 

 Students continue rotating, at the teacher’s prompting, and edit the subsequent paragraphs 

for punctuation, transitions, clear topic sentence, concrete details, commentary, and clear 

concluding sentence. 

 When students return to their own paragraph, they read through the suggestions and type 

their final version in the Achieve3000 Thought Question text box.  

 

Summary:  

 Students are presented with a list of the skills checked today (spelling, capitalization, 

punctuation, transition, clear topic sentence, concrete details, commentary, and clear 

concluding sentence). On an exit ticket, students identify which skill/s they feel they are 

the most comfortable with, and which they are the least comfortable with.   
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Attachment 34 

 
 

 

Attachment 35 
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Attachment 36 

 

 
 

Attachment 37 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 1 

 

Aim: How do we navigate the Achieve3000 website? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2     

    W              7              1,6           

    SL              7             1,2          

    L              7             1,3          

     

Motivation: 
Students should receive their network ID and password. Students should locate this (or it should 

be distributed to them).  Students will also be told their Achieve3000 ID and password. 
 

Instructional Materials: 

 User ID and password handout (to be collected and kept in classroom!) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Once students have received their login information for both the network and the Achieve 

3000 website, each student should fill out the user ID and password handout. These should 

be collected at the end of the period. 

 Students should sign on to the Chrome Books using their @bmcshd.org email as the ID and 

then entering their network password. 

 Ask students, “What icon will bring us to a website? Where is it located?” 

 Once the chrome browser is located, students should go to www.Achieve3000.com 

 Ask students, “Where on the website do you enter your username and password?” 

 Once students are in the site, students can, in pairs, work on the following Scavenger Hunt. 

 Students need to locate:     

o E-mail - what is the title of the e-mail I sent on __________? 

o Career Center - Where is it located? What does it do? 

o Find the article entitled “Are These Words?” 

o What are the five dark green tabs that go along with this article? 

 If time permits, allow students to read the article and try and answer the multiple choice 

questions. 
 

Summary: 
What username do we use to sign on to the Chrome Books? 

Where is the user login located at the Achieve3000 website? 

What are the five dark colored tabs for each article? 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.achieve3000.com/
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 2    Determining Main/Central Idea                             One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine the main/central idea? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7                 1, 2, 5, 7, 9 

    W              7                       10 

    SL              7                     1, 6 

    L              7                     1, 2 

     

Motivation:  

 Discussion - What is the most important invention you use on a daily basis?  Why is this the 

most important?  How does it help people live their lives?  Who is a famous inventor that 

you know?  What did he/she invent? 
 

Instructional Materials: 

 Introductory video: 

http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1399191810?bctid=644170785001 

 Main Idea Graphic Organizer: http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/clusterGOedited.pdf 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “How are new ideas for 

inventions thought of and eventually made?” 

 Students will watch 

http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1399191810?bctid=644170785001 

(link is provided in the “Teacher Recommendations” sidebar for the article, “The Dean of 

Invention.”) 

 After watching the clip, together the class will discuss the Main Idea of the video.  Ask: 

“What was the main idea of the video? What does Dean Kamen say that proves this is the 

main idea? How can Kamen and his show influence students?” 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “The Dean of Invention.”  Do an 

analysis of the title - be sure to explain how the title is a play on the word “Dean.”  

(At this point in the year, and given the scope of the lesson, it is recommended that the Five 

Step Literacy Routine is introduced but ultimately given time to be completed during the next 

class.) 

 In pairs, students will be asked to fill out the Main Idea Chart Graphic Organizer.  

 Students should focus on topic sentences of each paragraph first and then add supporting 

details.  Teacher should ask prompting questions such as, “What is the topic of the 

paragraph?  What does the paragraph discuss the most?  What do you think the author is 

trying to present in this paragraph?” 

 Students will share responses. Teacher can create a master list on the Smartboard or has the 

option to pull up the graphic organizer that the students used. 
 

http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1399191810?bctid=644170785001
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/clusterGOedited.pdf
http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1399191810?bctid=644170785001
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Summary:  

 What do we look for when determining the main/central idea of a piece of writing?   Where 

do we look?  How do we tell the difference between a main idea and a supporting detail? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
 

1. “Looking for Water” - Some cities in California are looking beyond water conservation as 

the state faces historic drought conditions. 
 

2. “Working at the White House” - African Americans have a long history in the White House. 
 

3. “The Beagle Has Landed” - A European spacecraft went missing in 2003 during a mission to 

Mars. The craft has finally been found - right where it was supposed to be. 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 1, Lesson 3    Taking Notes                              One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we take notes to assist in answering the Thought Question? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7                1, 2, 4, 6 

    W              7                 1, 2, 4           

    SL              7                1, 2    

    L              7                1, 2, 3, 6      

     

Motivation:  

 Students will listen to a one minute biography of professional skateboarder Tony Hawk. 

 During this reading, students will be told to take notes of any information they feel is 

important. 
 

Instructional Materials: 

 Mini-biography of Tony Hawk (Attachment 38) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask for volunteers to share notes they 

took. A list will be compiled on the board. 

 Ask the class - how did you determine what was “note-worthy?”   

 Direct students to the article entitled “The Good Germ.”   

 Before reading the article, students should read the Thought Question. The Thought Question 

asks students to identify what the disease dengue is and what scientists are doing to try and 

prevent the disease from spreading.  How does the question that is being asked for the 

Thought Question help you figure out what to take notes on? 

 Students should then be directed to click on the article. At this time, students should be 

shown how to take notes by using the “Setting the Purpose” option.  Under each paragraph, 

there are two circular arrows.  When you click on them, you have three options for note 

taking. Using the Setting the Purpose option will bring all notes that students take to the 

Thought Question tab. 

 Students will take notes as they read.  Their notes should all be in relation to the Thought 

Question.  (For this lesson ask students to write a one-paragraph summary). 

 Students will be asked to volunteer their notes.  Student notes can be projected on the 

Smartboard.  In the Admin tab, teachers can select Student Work and then choose Thought 

Question.  Here, teachers can select student work to show.  Additionally, teachers can 

preview student work as they take notes to look for a strong response. 

 Review notes as a class. 
 

Summary:  
Why do we take notes as we read?  How does it save time when we begin to write our 

Thought Question?  How do we take notes in the Achieve program? 
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Attachment 38 
 

Mini-biography of Tony Hawk: 
 

    When Tony Hawk was born in 1968, the sport he was known for, skateboarding, barely 

existed.  Skateboarding only started to become popular in the 1970’s.  Conveniently, this rising 

popularity occurred when Tony Hawk was growing up.  Hawk went through some difficulties 

when he was a child.  Hawk was very hard on himself as a child and had an excessive amount of 

energy.  This combination, along with his very high IQ of 144, led his parents to help find Hawk 

an outlet for his energy and something that could inspire him creatively.  This led Hawk to 

discovering skateboarding, still in its relative infancy.  Hawk was incredibly successful at 

skateboarding right away, which led him to becoming a professional skateboarder at the age of 

14.  Hawk’s skill, invention of tricks, youth, and determination made Hawk a very popular 

athlete in this new sport.  Hawk’s popularity led to skateboarding’s popularity to increase every 

year.  The X-Games can thank Hawk for bringing attention to skateboarding as well as other 

extreme sports. Hawk’s fame led to the creation of a series of popular video games.  Most 

recently, Hawk can be seen in a car commercial for the Mini.  Tony Hawk still has an impact on 

skateboarding today and is, by far, its most well-known and important representative.  
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 1 Lesson 4 Structuring a Written Response 

 

Aim: How does the Thought Question give us clues on how to structure and write our response? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,4,5,6,8     

    W              7              1,2,3,4,5,6            

    SL              7             1,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
Class activity - What is a paragraph?  Have students work in pairs to answer this question. 

Students should not only try and define the term but to also address the parts of a standard 

paragraph.  
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Students will share responses.  Class should come to a consensus consisting of: 

o Introduction sentence and what it should contain 

o Details  

o Commentary Sentences 

o Conclusion Sentence 

 All students will now revisit their notes from Lesson Two for the article entitled “The Good 

Germ.” 

 Ask students, “What should a topic sentence do?”  

 Students will write their own topic sentence for the Thought Question. 

 Volunteers will share their topic sentence with the class.  The class should come to a 

consensus on a topic sentence and every student should use the same topic sentence.  

o Example topic sentence: “Scientists are taking many steps to prevent the spread of 

dengue, which is a disease spread by mosquitos.” 

 Ask students, “Why is this an effective topic sentence?” 

o The topic sentence clearly states the topic as well as builds anticipation - what steps 

are they taking? 

 Ask students, “What needs to follow this topic sentence?” 

 Students should look for details that help explain what scientists did to help fight this disease. 

 Students should continue to work on writing a paragraph which should be a minimum of six 

sentences: 

o Intro 

o Concrete details and commentary sentences x2 

o Conclusion 

 

Summary: 
How can we use the question to help construct our response?  What makes a good introductory 

sentence? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Wasps to the Rescue!” - Indonesia is employing a new strategy to protect its crops from 

mealybugs. 
 

2. “House of Dreams Offers Hope” -  A program in Brazil provides young girls from 

disadvantaged neighborhoods an opportunity to learn ballet. 
 

3. “Anyone Home?” - The South Pacific island of Niue is steadily losing its population. Can it 

make a comeback? 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 2 Lesson 1  

 

Aim: How can we use various strategies to correctly answer multiple choice questions? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard        Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             2,4,5,6      

    W              7              1            

    SL              7             1,2,3           

    L              7             3,4,6           

     

Motivation: 
Students should answer the following questions: 

 What is the best meal to have for dinner? 

 Who is the most talented musician you can think of? 

 What is the best movie you have seen? 

 What class is the most difficult for you? 
 

Instructional Materials: 
Handout - Types of Multiple Choice Questions  

 http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/QuestionStems/QuestionStems.pdf  
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Ask students to share responses for each question. After responses are shared, ask students, 

“What decisions did you need to make in order to come to an answer?” “Was one question 

more difficult than another one?  Which one?  Why?” 

 “What words in these questions made you realize you needed to consider different choices 

and then come to one answer?” - best and most 

 Distribute the handout entitled “Commonly Used Question Stems.” This handout identifies 

the types of multiple choice questions students have been and will continue to encounter.  

o Main Idea 

o Drawing Conclusions 

o Reference Sources 

o Fact and Opinion 

o Prediction 

o Summarization 

o Word or Phrase Meaning (synonym and antonym)  

o Sequencing 

o Cause and Effect 

o Inferences 

o Supporting Evidence 

o Compare and Contrast 

 Once handout is discussed, have students find the article entitled “Lionfish, Go Home!” 

 All students should FIRST click on the Activity Tab. Here, all students should click the 

option entitled “Print This Step.”  Students should then click “This Step Only.”  Doing this 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/QuestionStems/QuestionStems.pdf
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allows students to preview all eight multiple choice question before they have to select an 

answer. 

 Using the handout, students should identify what types of questions each of the eight 

questions are. (Remember, students will have a variety of questions.) 

 Take volunteers to read their question and correctly identify the type of question that it is. 

 After students have identified the types of questions, have students read the article and 

complete the activity questions. 

 Below are eight questions taken from the 880 Lexile level. Fix below:  
    1 - Which best replaces the question mark in the box above? (cause and effect) 

Look at the passage above and think about the article. Which would be the closest synonym for the word intruders? 
(word or phrase meaning) 
 

The author included the sentences above in the article in order to __________. (main idea) 
 

 

 

 
How can knowing the twelve types of multiple choice questions help us be even more successful with the Activity Questions? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Save the Beach” - A shoreline in Negril, Jamaica—a tourism hotspot—is receding. Can 

constructing a wall of boulders help slow the erosion? 
 

2. “Yes It’s Real!” - A painting was long thought to be an imitation of a work by Dutch artist 

Vincent van Gogh. A museum now says that it's the real thing. 
 

3. “The Quest for the Cup” - In the summer of 2014, millions of fans across the globe watched 

as the world's best men's soccer teams competed for the FIFA World Cup. 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 2 Lesson 2  

 

Aim: How do we construct a response for a cause and effect style article? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,4,5,6,8      

    W              7              1,2,4,5            

    SL              7            1,2,3,4           

    L             7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
What is the Nobel Peace Prize?  What must one do to win this award?  Can you name anyone 

who has won this award? 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses (Common responses to winners of the Nobel Peace Prize - 

Malaha Yousafzai, Barack Obama, Al Gore, Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, MLK) 

 Ask students, “What qualities must someone have in order to receive the Nobel Peace 

Prize?”  A list should be compiled on the Smartboard.  This list should be saved for analysis 

after students read today’s article.  

 Tell students that today we are looking at an article that can be described as a cause and 

effect article.  What does that mean? 

 Direct students to the article entitled “A Little Help Goes a Long Way.”  While students are 

reading, they should take notes by using the Setting the Purpose tab. 

o Any notes that are a “cause” (what made this person do what he/she did), should begin 

with a capital letter C 

o Any notes that are an “effect” (what happened because of this person’s actions), should 

begin with a capital letter E 

o After reading, students should have a collection of notes that begin with a capital letter C 

and a capital letter E 

 First, to summarize the main idea of the article, ask students, “How does Muhammad Yunus 

demonstrate traits of a Nobel Peace Prize winner?”  Revisit the list created for step two.  

 Next, student volunteers and students who are called upon should share examples of their 

notes for causes and effects.  

 The Thought Question asks a variation of the following: “What was the series of events that 

led the poor people of Bangladesh to move from poverty to being self-supporting?  How did 

microcredit change the lives of the people mentioned in text?” 

 Ask students, “How do our Cause and Effect notes help us answer this question?” 

 If time permits, students can begin to write a response to the Thought Question. 
 

Summary: 
What is a Cause and Effect article? What events caused Muhammad Yunus to start his bank in 

Bangladesh? What happened because of his choices? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “The Cats Are Coming Back” - The lynx, a type of wildcat, disappeared from Colorado. 

Now, an effort to reintroduce the cats to the state seems to be working.  
 

2. “Saving Peter Rabbit” - Environmental groups are working to keep the New England 

cottontail from becoming extinct. 
 

3. “No Fair!” - Recent studies show that dogs might have a sense of what's fair and what's not. 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 2 Lesson 3  

 

Aim: How does the article “Eat Right, Spend More?” present problems and solutions about the 

food that people eat? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             2,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           
 

Motivation: 
What would you rather eat: a salad with grilled chicken from Panera that costs $9.95 or a combo 

meal from McDonald’s that costs $6.95? Why? 
 

Instructional Materials: 
Graphic Organizer - http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/ProblemSolutionChart.pdf 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Ask students, “What would you rather eat?  What factors contributed to making your 

choice?”  

- Taste, cost, location, nutrition. 

 Ask students, “What are some known dangers of fast food?  If these dangers are known, why 

do so many people continue to eat it?” 

 Tell students that today’s article will explore the problems and solutions for helping all 

people eat well. Distribute the handout found at: 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/ProblemSolutionChart.pdf 

 Students should read the article, fill out the graphic organizer, and complete the activity 

questions. 

 Ask for student volunteers to provide a summary of the article. 

 As a class, students should provide responses and fill out the graphic organizer projected on 

the SmartBoard to keep track of problems and solutions. 

 What signal words indicate that this might be a problem/solution text?  

- What is the problem?  

- Who is trying to solve the problem?  

- How did that person try to solve that problem?  

- What are the results of these solutions?  

- Is the problem solved? 

- Do any new problems develop because of the solutions?  
 

Summary: 
What is the main problem in today’s article?  Are the solutions realistic?  Will this work?  Why 

or why not? 

 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/ProblemSolutionChart.pdf
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Saving the Eels” - The American eel is in decline because dams are blocking its natural 

migration. Can scientists save these slithery but essential creatures of the sea? 

 

2. “No Land? No Problem!” - Scientists are exploring hydroponics, a method of growing 

plants in water instead of soil. 
 

3. “Clearing the Air” - Beijing, China, will host the 2008 Olympics. The city has been 

taking steps to reduce the amount of air pollution in the city. 
 

4. “Stopping the Bullies” - Marvin Nash faces bulls that outweigh him by more than 1,000 

pounds—it's his job. In his spare time, he's helping kids face school bullies. 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 2 Lesson 4  

 

Aim: How do we write a persuasive paragraph?  
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,4,6,8      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
How would you try and persuade your math teacher to not give you homework over the 

weekend?  With a partner, brainstorm and write down at least two things you would say to try 

and not have math homework over the weekend.  
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses. Create a list of the SmartBoard. 

 Once a list is created, ask students, “What is the strongest reason on our list?  If you were to 

write a paragraph, when would you write your strongest point - the beginning, the middle, or 

the end? Why?” 

- End - Last thing read is what the reader will best remember.  Go from weakest point 

to strongest. 

 This strategy is best used when writing a persuasive paragraph - Ask students for a synonym 

for the word persuade. 

 Tell students that they will read an article that discusses a topic and will address both sides of 

the topic (for it and against it). 

 Using the Setting the Purpose tab, students should take notes; when they find a reason that is 

in favor of the topic, their note should start with a capital F.  When they find a reason that is 

against the topic, they should start their note with a capital A. 

 Students should find the article entitled “No More Snow Days?”  They should read the 

article, take notes, and then complete the activity. 

 Students should share reasons for getting rid of snow days and reasons against getting rid of 

snow days. 

 Ask students, “If you had to write a paragraph that was either for or against the elimination of 

snow days, what side would you write about?  Why?” 

 Students will likely state they would write about being against the elimination of snow days 

based on their personal feelings. 

 Ask students, “If you were getting graded on this paragraph, does your decision change? 

Why or why not?” 

 Students should always write the best paragraph.  Remind students that personal feelings 

should not matter – their task is to make the strongest argument. The side with the stronger 

reasons is the side they should write about. 

 Revisit your notes (Thought Question tab) - what side has stronger arguments? 
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 Students may begin writing the paragraph if there is time during this period.  Students should 

have a topic sentence and make sure that they are writing their reasons in order of weakest to 

strongest reason. 
 

Summary: 
How do we decide what side to take when it comes to writing a persuasive paragraph? 

Why do we save our strongest reason for last in a persuasive paragraph? 
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Clean Enough to Drink?” - Officials in Texas have a plan to recycle wastewater into 

clean drinking water—but not everyone in the state likes the idea.  
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 3 Lesson 1  

 

Aim: How do we write a multiple-paragraph response? (Day 1) 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             2,4,5,6      

    W              7              1            

    SL              7             1,2,3           

    L              7             1,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
How would education change if learning was done online?  Would this be a good idea or a bad 

idea?  Explain. 

 Students may use the “Before Reading Poll” box to type a response - this opening 

question is a derivative of the question but does not ask students to “take a side.” The 

article that will be used for today’s lesson is “Small Town, Big Company.” 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses.  A pros and cons list will be written on the board. 

 Ask students, “If you needed to take this pros and cons chart and make it into a written 

response, how many paragraphs would you write?  Why?” 

 Tell students that we can plan for a multi-paragraph response as we take notes.  In order to do 

this, we must understand what the thought question is asking us to write about. 

 Have students go to the thought question for “Small Town, Big Company.” 

 Different reading levels will have different Thought Questions - below is the standard 

example of the Thought Question that should be used by all students: 

 Explain what Eleutian Technology does. What are some of the benefits of Eleutian's program 

for both students and teachers? What are some of the drawbacks? 

 Ask students, “How many paragraphs should we provide to successfully answer this 

question?  How do you divide it up into paragraphs?  How did the phrasing of the question 

lead you to make this decision? 

 Students should read the article with the Thought Question in mind. Students should take 

notes for the Thought Question as they read by using the Setting the Purpose option. 

 After students have read and have taken notes, students should complete the Activity 

questions. 

 Review Activity questions as a class. 
 

Summary: 
After reading this article, is learning a language online in this fashion a good idea or a bad idea? 

Why?  How would your experience of learning a foreign language change if this was the way it 

was done at school?  
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 3 Lesson 2  

 

Aim: How do we write a multiple-paragraph response? (Day 2) 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4,5            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
Review - According to the article from last class, what is Eleutian Technology’s plan? With a 

neighbor, and without referencing the article, list three details you recall from the article. 
 

Materials: 
Peer Editing Handout (Attachment 39) 

Sample Response Handout (Attachment 40) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions:  
 Students will share responses. 

 Have students revisit the article from last class entitled “Small Town, Big Company.” 

Students should go to the Thought Question to examine their notes.  The Thought Question 

for the class should be projected on the SmartBoard.  

- Explain what Eleutian Technology does. What are some of the benefits of Eleutian's 

program for both students and teachers? What are some of the drawbacks? 

 Students should take time to organize their notes by paragraph - the first paragraph will 

highlight benefits, the second will highlight drawbacks. 

 Students should also be given time to revisit the article for additional information.  

 Students will be asked to share notes for each paragraph; there should be a consensus on 

what information belongs in each paragraph.  

 Students should write each paragraph, focusing on a clear topic sentence for each paragraph. 

 As students finish, they will be instructed to take a peer review sheet and work with a student 

of your choice.  Since everyone answered the same question, it will be possible for all 

students to work with any other student. 

 After students have completed a peer review sheet, they will exchange sheets with their 

partner.  Students can now take these suggestions and make revisions to their initial 

paragraphs. 

 If students finish their revisions, they should take the sample response and compare their 

writing to the sample. 
 

Summary: 
What changes did you make to either of your own paragraphs? 

How did these changes improve your paragraphs? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Farmer Bot?” - Companies are working to develop robots that can do farm work. Is it a 

good idea to replace farm workers with machines? 
 

2. “Can Trees Keep Air Clean?” - Officials in Texas are looking into the idea of planting 

trees to clean the air. Is this a good idea? 
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Attachment 39 

 

Name:                                             Date: 

Reading and Writing                                    Peer Review Sheet 
 

Directions: As you read your partner’s paragraphs, place a check next to the parts of each 

paragraph that are correct.  If there are suggestions to be made, please write down your ideas and 

corrections in the space below each heading. 
 

Paragraph 1: Explain what Eleutian Technology does. 

    Topic Sentence: Sentence introduces the subject of the paragraph and does not contain any 

supporting details and commentary. 
 

 

 

    Details: All details support the topic of this first paragraph (explaining what Eleutian 

Technology does). 
 

 

 

 

 

    Commentary: All commentary sentences explain how the details support the topic of this 

paragraph. 
 

 

 

 

    Conclusion Sentence: Effectively “wraps up” the paragraph and allows the reader to 

understand the discussion of what Eleutian Technology does is over. 

     
 

 

Paragraph 2: Advantages and disadvantages of Eleutian Technology 

    Topic Sentence: Sentence introduces the subject of the paragraph and does not contain any 

supporting details and commentary. 
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    Details: All details support the topic of this first paragraph (advantages and disadvantages). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    Commentary: All commentary sentences explain how the details are either an advantage or 

disadvantage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    Conclusion Sentence: Effectively “wraps up” the paragraph and allows the reader to 

understand the discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of Eleutian Technology. 
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Attachment 40 

 

Name:                                     Date: 

Reading and Writing                            Sample Two-Paragraph Response 
 

    Eleutian Technology is a company that is located in a town called Ten Sleep in the state of 

Wyoming. This company is becoming very successful because they are using the internet to 

teach English to people in South Korea. Since they use the internet, the teachers do not have to 

travel at all. Eleutian Technology uses Skype to connect people in Wyoming to people in Korea. 

Since this technology is new, this business would not have been able to exist even a few years 

ago. Even though the town of Ten Sleep is small, many of the people who live there work for 

Eleutian Technology. The company hopes to continue to grow and can employ even more people 

who live in Ten Sleep. Eleutian Technology is an interesting company. 

 

    There are some advantages and disadvantages to learning the way that people in Korea are by 

using Eleutian Technology. One advantage to learning this way is that people can learn when 

they have free time. Students can schedule class for when they have the time. Another advantage 

to learning this way is that it can be fun. Learning on the computer and talking with someone in 

another country can be very interesting. There are also some disadvantages to learning a 

language this way. One disadvantage is that people can be more easily distracted when using a 

computer. A computer gives a person a lot of other things to do than learn a foreign language. 

Another disadvantage to learning this way is that it can be tough to learn when the teacher is not 

with you. A teacher being there with you can be more attentive to your needs as a learner. There 

are advantages and disadvantages to learning a language by using Eleutian Technology.  

 

 

 

1. What worked in this paragraph?  Why? 

 

2. What could be improved in this paragraph? 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 3 Lesson 3  

 

Aim: How can primary and secondary texts help us learn about the character of President 

Abraham Lincoln? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,5,6     

    W              7              1,5           

    SL              7             1,2,3,4          

    L              7             1,2,3,4,5,6          

     

Motivation: 
Either on your own or with a neighbor, write down as many facts as you know about President 

Abraham Lincoln. 
 

Materials: 
Handout of Primary Text (Attachment 41) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions:  
 Students will share responses.  Ask students, “How can having background knowledge on a 

topic help us as we read today’s article?” 

 Ask students, “Knowing the time that this letter was written, what might be some features of 

Lincoln’s writing? How might his writing style compare to the way people might write letters 

today?” 

 Direct students to an article entitled “The Bixby Letter.”  Have students read the Thought 

Question which asks, “Suppose you wanted to tell a friend about the Bixby Letter. What 

would you say?” 

- Let students know that not only will we be using the article to answer this question, but 

we will also be looking at what the letter actually says. 

 Have students read the article and complete the Activity Questions. 

 After all students have completed the activity, distribute copies of the Bixby Letter. 

- The short letter contains difficult vocabulary and troublesome phrasing.  The handout 

activity “decodes” it line by line like one might do for a Shakespearean sonnet.  

 A volunteer will read the letter. After the first reading, vocabulary will be addressed.  Read 

the letter a second time making sure to pause and define the numbered words. 

 After the letter is read twice, students should work with a partner to “decode” the letter. 

 Answers will be shared. 
 

Summary: How does reading about and seeing the letter help us understand who Lincoln was as 

a person? After today, what adjectives would you use to describe him? Why? 

 

Additional Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “New States, New Troubles” - The Missouri Compromise of 1820 was the first attempt 

prior to the Civil War to produce a resolution to the debate over slavery. 
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Attachment 41 

Name:                                             Date: 

Reading and Writing                                    The Bixby Letter 

 

Executive Mansion, 

Washington, Nov. 21, 1864. 

 

Dear Madam, 

I have been shown in the files of the War Department a statement of the Adjutant (1) General of 
Massachusetts that you are the mother of five sons who have died gloriously on the field of 
battle. I feel how weak and fruitless (2) must be any word of mine which should attempt to 
beguile (3) you from the grief (4) of a loss so overwhelming. But I cannot refrain from tendering 
you the consolation (5) that may be found in the thanks of the Republic they died to save. I pray 
that our Heavenly Father may assuage (6) the anguish (7) of your bereavement (8), and leave 
you only the cherished (9) memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn (10) pride that must be 
yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom. 

Yours, very sincerely and respectfully, 

A. Lincoln 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY: 
 

1. Adjutant - Commanding officer 

2. Fruitless - useless, without success  

3. Beguile - to trick or mislead; to divert 

4. Grief - suffering from loss; sorrow 

5. Consolation - to comfort 

6. Assuage - to make milder or less severe; to relieve  

7. Anguish - intense suffering or pain 

8. Bereavement - A period of mourning after a loss, especially after the death of a loved one 

9. Cherished - to cling fondly to; to hold or treat as dear 

10. Solemn - serious; impressive 
 

 

 

 

 

(OVER) 
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This letter contains a total of four sentences.  With a partner, “translate” the following 

sentences by using more simplistic vocabulary. 
 

Sentence One: I have been shown in the files of the War Department a statement of the 

Adjutant General of Massachusetts that you are the mother of five sons who have died 
gloriously on the field of battle. 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Sentence Two: I feel how weak and fruitless must be any word of mine which should attempt to 

beguile you from the grief of a loss so overwhelming.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sentence Three: But I cannot refrain from tendering you the consolation that may be found in 

the thanks of the Republic they died to save. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sentence Four: I pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your bereavement, 

and leave you only the cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride that must 
be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom. 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 3 Lesson 4  

 

Aim: What are transition words and how do we use them? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4,5           

     

Motivation: 
On your own or with one other person, write a small paragraph that tells someone how to grow 

tomatoes (get seeds, plant in dirt, water and sunlight). 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses by reading what they wrote. 

 Have students undermine the first word of every sentence that is not the introductory or 

concluding sentence. 

 Inform students that some of these words are what are known as transitional words. 

 Definition - Words that connect one idea to the next.  They can also show the 

relationship between the main idea and the supporting ideas. 

 Have students copy down examples of common transition words: 

- also 

- and  

- as well (as)  

- for example  

- however 

- as a result 

- therefore 

- to start 

- secondly 

- next 

- then 

- finally 

- overall 

There are many variations of the words above. These are just some simple examples. 

 Inform students that today we will be reading an article and practice using transition words in 

our Thought Question. 

 Direct students to an article entitled “Make Some Noise!” 

 Students should read the article and complete the Activity. 

 After completing the Activity, students should work on the Thought Question and should use 

at least three of the transition words listed earlier in class.  

 Students can be directed to https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/transw.html for a complete 

list of transition words if they are having difficulty. 

 Students should volunteer to share a sentence that starts with a transition word.  These 

sentences can be shown on the board by using the Admin option to project their writing on 

the SmartBoard. 
 

Summary: 
Why do we use transition words?  How do they help strengthen our writing? 
 

 

https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/transw.html
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “What Will Happen to This Ship?” - The Navy ship USS Olympia, which played an 

important role in two wars, is in danger of wasting away. 
 

2. “Building a New Heart” - Scientists have created a functional rat heart in a laboratory, 

leading them to believe that the same might be possible for humans.  
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 4 Lesson 1  

 

Aim: How can context clues help us to successfully understand a Stretch Article? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,6      

    W              7              1,2            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,3,4,5,6           

     

Motivation: 
What are context clues?  Today we are going to start by working on a handout that helps us use 

and understand context clues. 
 

Materials:  
 Context Clues Handout - http://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/analyzing-words-with-

context-clues/view/ (Attachment 42) 

 Printout of Stretch Article  
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students may work on Part 2 of the Context Clues handout with a partner. 

1. If stuck on any words, students may use dictionary.com to assist them in getting the 

correct answer. 

 Answers will be shared.  

 Ask students, “How did the words in each sentence help you determine what word to go into 

the blank space?” 

 Ask students, “How can this context clues exercise help us understand the text in a Stretch 

Article?” 

 Distribute the handout with the Stretch Article and questions. Explain to students that it is up 

to them to just use the text to try and define the vocabulary words by using context clues. 

 After students have completed reading the article and defining the vocabulary in their own 

words, 

1. Discuss the main idea of the article  

2. Have students share their answers for the vocabulary, making sure that students 

explain their thought process when they used context clues.  
 

Summary: 
What are context clues?  How do we use context clues to define vocabulary?  How do context 

clues help us understand the main idea of a Stretch Article? 

 

Additional Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Treasures in the Sea” - Archaeologists have discovered three shipwrecks dating back to 

a time when nations were warring over land and sea rights. 
 

http://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/analyzing-words-with-context-clues/view/
http://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/analyzing-words-with-context-clues/view/
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2. “These Girls Can Play!” - In 2014, two girls competed in the Little League Baseball 

World Series for just the third time in the tournament's history. 
 

3. “A Hero Has His Day” - After a decades-long delay, a World War II hero has finally 

received honors from the U.S. military. 
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Attachment 42  

Name:                                              Date: 

Reading and Writing                                     Context Clues 
 

CAPE CANAVERAL, Florida (Achieve3000, March 22, 2010). NASA has a celestial mystery 

on its hands. The agency's new planet-hunting telescope has found two previously unknown 

objects that are too hot to be planets and too small to be stars. The discoveries were made during 

the Kepler Mission, a three-year NASA endeavor designed to find out how common other 

planets—especially Earth-like planets—are in the universe. 

          The telescope that is being used to carry out the NASA mission, launched in March 2009, 

discovered the two new heavenly bodies, each circling its own star. Astronomers have 

determined that both objects are bigger and hotter than planets in our solar system. How hot are 

they? Try 26,000 degrees Fahrenheit, a temperature that's hot enough to melt lead or iron. 

Telescope chief scientist Bill Borucki of NASA said the objects are also thousands of degrees 

hotter than the stars they circle. That means, NASA said, they probably aren't planets. 

          So what are they? Thus far, officials have not assigned the two objects a classification of 

their own. In fact, the new discoveries don't quite fit into NASA's standard nomenclature of 

known astronomical objects. 

          "The universe keeps making strange things stranger than we can think of in our 

imagination," said Jon Morse, head of astrophysics for NASA. 

          For now, NASA researcher Jason Rowe, who found the two objects, has named them "hot 

companions." 

          Astronomers have proposed two main theories about what the mystery objects are. These 

theories cover both ends of the cosmic life cycle. Rowe suggests that the two objects might be 

newly born planets, as new planets are known to have extremely high temperatures. Ronald 

Gilliland of the Space Telescope Science Institute suggests they might be white dwarf stars that 

are dying and stripping off their outer shells and shrinking. 

          While scientists continue to decipher the mystery of the two discoveries, the Kepler 

telescope, which is concentrating on surveying our region of the Milky Way galaxy, will 

continue its search for possible planet signatures—signs of planets that may not be visible but 

give indications of their presence. To do that, the telescope scans a small portion of the sky, one 

that is equivalent to about 1/400 of the night sky and contains more than 150,000 stars. The 

telescope measures the brightness of stars and records any dips in light intensity. This could 

signal that a planet has traveled in front of the star during its orbit and blocked the starlight. The 

degree of dimming allows scientists to extrapolate the size of the planet. The time that elapses 

between the dips in stars' light intensity tells scientists how long the planet's orbit is, and 

therefore how far away the planet is from its sun. 

          Although NASA has yet to verify that the Kepler's two recent discoveries are in fact 

planets, the telescope has proven successful in the early stages of its mission. The Kepler found 

its first five confirmed planets in just the first six weeks after its launch, slightly more than 

astronomers expected in such a short time. But the five planets, known as exoplanets because 

they exist outside our solar system, lack similarities to Earth. All are much larger than Earth and 

are much closer to their stars than Earth is to the sun, making them way too hot to sustain life. A 

couple of the newly discovered exoplanets have temperatures that reach close to 3,000 degrees. 

          "Looking at them is like looking at a blast furnace," Borucki said. "Certainly, no place to 

look for life." 
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          The Kepler mission will continue looking for other Earth-like planets until at least 

November 2012. Astronomers at NASA speculate it could take at least three years to locate and 

verify a planet of Earth's size. But the Kepler's recent discoveries have scientists optimistic that 

the mission will yield some new and exciting finds. 

          "There's going to be all kinds of weird stuff out there," said Alan Boss of the Carnegie 

Institute of Washington, adding, "This is an unparalleled data set. The universe really is a weird 

place. It's fantastic." 

 

Directions: Using context clues, define the following words from the article. 

1 - Celestial - 

 

 

2 - Classification - 

 

 

3 - Nomenclature - 

 

 

4 - Cosmic -  

 

 

5 - Dwarf - 

 

 

6 - Decipher - 

 

 

7 - Indication - 

 

 

8 - Intensity - 

 

 

9 - Extrapolate - 

 

 

10 - Elapses - 

 

 

11 - Sustain - 

 

 

12 - Speculate - 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 4 Lesson 2 

 

Aim: How can we successfully peer edit? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4      

    W              7              1,2,4,5            

    SL              7             1,2,4,6           

    L              7             1,2,3,4,6           

     

Motivation: 
When you are told to peer edit, what are things you look for? 
 

Materials:  
Peer editing handout (Attachment 43) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses.  A list will be composed on the SmartBoard. 

 Students typically focus on issues such as spelling, capitalization, and punctuation as they are 

things that can be seen without having to read, comprehend, and react to an entire text. 

 Ask students, “Of all the answers on the board, which one is the most important? Why?” 

 Ask students when they write a paragraph for a class, what is their goal? 

 Explain to students that there are two categories of changes that could be required -  

- Big Picture - supporting the main idea, clarity of ideas, strength of ideas 

- Small Picture - spelling, capitalization, punctuation 

 Ask students, “Why does peer editing sometimes not work?  How can we ensure that peer 

editing is productive?” 

 Direct students to the article entitled “The Search for New Planets.”  This is the article from 

the previous lesson; students should be given the option to re-read before proceeding. 

 All students should write a one-paragraph response to the following question: 

According to this article, what mystery do scientists currently have on their hands? What are 

they doing to try and “solve” this mystery? Use the article to support your response. 

 After students have written a paragraph, they should begin the peer editing process. Each 

student should be given a handout to complete as they read another student’s work. 

 Students should share helpful suggestions they received. 
 

Summary: 
What are the important things to look for when peer editing? 
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Attachment 43 
Name:                                             Date: 

Reading and Writing                                    Peer Editing 

 

Name of writer: 

Name of editor: 

 

Topic Sentence - What should a topic sentence do?  

   Does this sentence accomplish these goals?  

   Write down any recommendations. 

 

 

 

 

 

Details - How many details does this paragraph contain?  

     Are all of these details related to the main idea? 

     Write down any recommendations. 

 

 

 

 

 

Commentary - Do the commentary sentences explain the details? 

        Do the commentary sentences relate the details to the main idea? 

        Write down any recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion Sentence - What should a conclusion sentence do? 

            Does this sentence accomplish those goals? 

            Write down any recommendations.  
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 4 Lesson 3 

 

Aim: How do we determine the author’s purpose?  
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
If you found out tomorrow you had to move, explain your reaction. 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share responses. 

- Why can moving be difficult?  Can moving be a good thing?  How? 

 Inform students that today we will be reading an article that has to do with people having to 

move not because they wanted to, but because they had to. 

 Students should be directed to the article entitled “ 

 Before reading, ask students if they know what the term “bias” means. 

 Inform students that the news should try to write an unbiased piece, but ultimately avoiding 

bias in some way is impossible.  What topics a writer chooses to cover and how they cover it 

are dictated by either conscious or subconscious choices.  

 Inform students that today we will be writing about what the author’s purpose was by 

focusing on the following questions:  

- What did they want to inform us about? 

- What is their position on this topic? What clues in the article make you think this? 

 Students should take notes using the Setting the Purpose tab as they read. 

 After students read and take notes, students should complete the Activity.  After this, 

students should use the Thought Question spot to answer the questions above. 

- Students SHOULD NOT answer the Thought Question on their screen. 

 Students should share responses. Students should cite specific passages within the article that 

prove the position of the author. 
 

Summary: What does the term “author’s purpose” mean? How do we determine what the 

author’s purpose is?  
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “Walking on Air” - A Native American tribe is hoping to attract tourists with a glass 

observation deck that will sit over the Grand Canyon. 

2. “Will Amazon Change the World...Again?” - Amazon hopes to use self-guided drones to 

deliver products within 30 minutes after customers order them.  

3. “The Cold, Cold Moon” - Scientists have found the coldest known spots in our solar 

system, and they're not too far away. They're on the moon! 
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READING & WRITING 7 

Quarter 4 Lesson 4 

 

Aim: What skills and terms have we learned throughout the year? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4          

    L              7             1,2,3,4,5,6           

     

Motivation: 
Today, you are going to choose the article that you are going to work on.  You can search for a 

topic of your choice.  The article MUST have the five-step routine; it cannot be just the article. 

Also, it MUST be an article that you have not done before.  In a couple of minutes, I will ask you 

to share the article that you chose and read the one-sentence summary that appears on the search 

page. 
 

Materials:  
Review Handout (Attachment 44) 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 
 Students will share articles that they chose.  Ask students what motivated them to search for 

an eventually choose this article. 

 Inform students that today they will use the article they chose as the foundation for reviewing 

various skills and terms throughout the year. 

 Distribute the handout for today’s lesson. 

 After students read the article, they should complete the Activity. 

 Once the activity is completed, students should complete the handout. 

 Students should share responses to the handout. 

 As vocabulary words are shared, examples of vocabulary words and their definitions can be 

written on the SmartBoard. Students may write these examples at the bottom of the reverse 

side of the handout. 
 

Summary: 
How can our analytical skills help us be active readers? 

How will these skills be applied in the future, both in and out of classrooms? 
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Attachment 44 

 

Name:                                              Date: 

Reading and Writing                                     Review 

 

Article Title: 
 

Main Idea (1-2 sentence summary): 
 

 

 

 

Define the term “author’s purpose” 
 

 

 

What is the author’s purpose of your article? 
 

 

 

Define the term “context clues” 
 

 

 

Write down a minimum of two vocabulary words that were either new to you or you were unsure 

of what they meant: 
 

 

 

Define the term “transition words” 
 

 

 

 

(OVER) 
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If this article contains transition words or phrases, write down at least two examples: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the area below, write a brief paragraph that convinces a friend to read this article. Your 

response should contain two references to the article as proof that this article should be read. 
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READING & WRITING 8 
Quarter 1, Lesson 1    Determining Main/Central Idea                             One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine the main/central idea? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7                 1, 2, 5, 7, 9 

    W              7                      10 

    SL              7                      1, 6 

    L              7                      1, 2 

     

Motivation:  
Review from last year.  Students may work with a partner to define these terms: Define the 

following terms: 

 Main Idea 

 Introductory Sentence  

 Details 

 Commentary 

 Conclusion Sentence  
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the definitions for these terms.  Inform students that these terms are the 

foundation for the reading and writing that we will do this year. 

 Inform students that today we will be working on understanding the main idea of an article. 

We will also re-familiarize ourselves with the Achieve 3000 website. 

 Students should go to www.Achieve3000.com.  Assist any students who do not remember 

their User ID and password. 

 Ask for students to recall the five steps in the Achieve3000 Five-step literacy routine. 

 Before Reading Poll, Article, Activity, After Reading Poll, Thought Question 

 Ask students to find the article entitled “Big Gorillas in Big Trouble.”  Students should 

complete the Before Reading Poll. 

 Responses to the Before Reading Poll can be discussed. After this discussion, students should 

be informed that they are not answering the question that appears on the Thought Question 

tab. Instead, they will write a 1-2 sentence summary of the article (the main idea). 

 Students should read the Article and complete the Activity. 

 If time permits, sample Activity questions can be shown on the SmartBoard. 

 Students should be asked to share with the class their main idea sentences. 

 Teachers can preview student responses as they work by going to the Admin tab, selecting 

Student Work, choosing Thought Questions from the “My Lessons” dropdown menu, and 

selecting the current class.  
 

Summary: 
How do we determine the main idea of an article?   
 

http://www.achieve3000.com/
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Additional Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “The Lives They Lived” - The U.S. government recently released information from the 

1940 census. Now, anyone can go online to learn about how Americans lived during that 

time. 

2. “The Magic of Oz” - The Wizard of Oz is over 70 years old, but it's still popular to this 

day. 

3. “Use Your Voice” - Although most Americans can vote, many do not. Some feel that 

their vote doesn't count. Others say it's important to vote. Read more about voting in 

today's news article.     
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READING & WRITING 8 
Quarter 1, Lesson 2    Taking Notes                               One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we take notes to assist in answering the Thought Question? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7                 1, 2, 4, 6 

    W              7                  1, 2, 4           

    SL              7                 1, 2    

    L              7                 1, 2, 3, 6      

     

Motivation:  
How do you take notes in your classes?  Think about what you find important to copy down 

and what things you don’t write down.  Is there anything you can think about or use that 

determines what are important notes to take? 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; students can be asked to share note-taking experiences in 

different classes. 

o Does your note-taking process change when the class changes? Why or why not? 

 Ask the class - how do you determine what was “note-worthy?”  How can the question that is 

being asked for the Thought Question of you help you figure out what to take notes on? 

 Direct students to the article entitled “An American Hero.”  

 Before reading the article, students should read the Thought Question. The Thought Question 

asks,  

o “Describe the experiences of the Little Rock Nine at Central High School.  What did 

these students do, and why?  What happened when they tried to enter the school? 

What happened after that?  Support your response with information from the lesson.” 

 Students should then be directed to click on the article.  

 Ask students to recall the Achieve3000 Program last year. How can you take notes for the 

Thought Question? 

 Demonstrate the “Setting the Purpose” technique on the SmartBoard.  Under each paragraph, 

there are two circular arrows.  Remind students when they click on them, they have three 

options for note taking.  Using the Setting the Purpose option will bring all notes that 

students take to the Thought Question tab. 

 Students will take notes as they read.  Their notes should all be in relation to the Thought 

Question. 

 Students will be asked to volunteer their notes.  Student notes can be projected on the 

Smartboard.  In the Admin tab, you can select Student Work and then choose Thought 

Question.  Here, you can select student work to show.  You can also preview their work as 

they take notes to look for a strong response. 

 Review notes as a class. All notes should demonstrate that they connect to the Thought 

Question that asked who the Little Rock Nine were. 
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Summary:  
Why do we take notes as we read?  

How does it save time when we begin to write our Thought Question? 

How do we take notes in the Achieve program? 
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READING & WRITING 8 
Quarter 1 Lesson 3 Structuring a Written Response 

 

Aim: How does the Thought Question help us structure and write our response? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
With a partner, define the following terms in your own words: 

 Paragraph 

 Introductory Sentence 

 Details 

 Commentary 

 Conclusion Sentence 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Students will share responses.  

 At this time, students should be instructed to revisit the article entitled “An American Hero.” 

Students have previously taken notes on this article.  They should go to the Thought Question 

tab. 

 Ask students, “According to this Thought Question, how many paragraphs should this 

response be?  Why do you think that?” 

 Even though there are multiple questions, all it is asking is for a step-by-step process of what 

happened, so the response can be a one-paragraph summary of the chain of events involving 

the Little Rock Nine. 

 Ask students, “What is the job of a topic sentence?” 

 Have students write their own topic sentence. 

 Share topic sentences. 

o Example: “In 1957, an Arkansas resident, teenager Jefferson Thomas, went from 

being an ordinary kid to becoming part of a group now known as the Little Rock 

Nine.” 

 Ask students, “Why is this an effective topic sentence?  What does it do?  Why does it lead 

the reader to want to keep reading?” 

 Have students continue to write the paragraph on their own.  Students should be reminded 

that their details should be told in a logical order and their information should come from the 

article. 

 Student paragraphs can be previewed by using the Admin option. 

 Depending on time, completed paragraph can be previewed or the class can share work in 

progress. 
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Summary: 
How can we use the question to help construct our response?  

What makes a good introductory sentence? 
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
 

1. “A New House on the Block” - A mobile home manufacturer has unveiled a modern-

looking, energy-efficient mobile home. 
 

2. “Music-Making Machines” - College students have created an orchestra of robots that 

play music the machines improvise on their own. 
 

3. “Going Green in New Orleans” - In 2005, much of the city of New Orleans was 

destroyed by Hurricane Katrina. Now, it is being rebuilt in an environmentally friendly 

way.  
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READING & WRITING 8 

Quarter 1 Lesson 4  

 

Aim: How do we construct a response for a cause and effect style article? 
 

Common Core Learning Standards: 
    Standard         Grade            Standard Number 

    RI              7             1,2,3,4,5,6      

    W              7              1,2,4            

    SL              7             1,2,3,4           

    L              7             1,2,3,4           

     

Motivation: 
Write a follow-up sentence for the following events: 

    The student studied for the Social Studies test. 

    Marissa stayed up until very late playing video games. 

    Jason took many steps to prepare for the party he was hosting. 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 Students will share responses.   

 Explain to students that these are examples of cause and effect relationships.  If one thing 

happens, then another event will take place. 

 Tell students that today we are looking at an article that can be described as a cause and 

effect article.  What does that mean?  Direct students to the article entitled “As Earth Warms, 

Birds Move North.”  

o Give students the opportunity to share any prior knowledge in regards to what 

migration is and if there are any animals locally that we can identify as a migrating 

species. 

 Today students will read and take notes using the Setting the Purpose option. 

o Any notes that are a “cause” (what made this person do what they did), should begin 

with a capital letter C 

o Any notes that are an “effect” (what happened because of this person’s actions), 

should begin with a capital letter E 

o After reading, students should have a collection of notes that begin with a capital 

letter C and a capital letter E 

 After reading and taking notes, students should complete the Activity.  

 First, to summarize the main idea of the article, ask students, “Why are these birds going 

north?"  You can also ask students if we have any migratory birds in our area that don't seem 

to migrate that much (Canadian geese). 

 Next, student volunteers and students who are called upon should share examples of their 

notes for causes and effects.  A list may be compiled on the Smartboard  

 The Thought Question asks a variation of the following: “Describe cause and effect 

relationships from the readings that are related to how bird populations are affected by 

changes in the environment.  Explain how the relationships might be helpful or harmful to 

the birds.  Make connections among the facts to show these relationships.  Cite facts from the 

texts in your response.  Also cite what you may already know about birds.” 
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 Ask students, “How do our Cause and Effect notes help us answer this question?” 

 If time permits, students can begin to write a response to the Thought Question. 
 

Summary: 
What is a Cause and Effect article? Why are these birds travelling north? What has been and can 

happen because of this change in climate when it comes to birds and the environment in general? 
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 
1. “From Farm to Fork” - A food bank in California started distributing more fruits and 

vegetables in an effort to help people improve their health 
 

2. “Fire or No, We Won’t Go!” - Residents filed papers to remain in their condemned 

homes, despite a coal mine fire that has been burning beneath their town since 1962. 
 

3. “A Small Country Does Something Big” - A tiny island nation is working to protect the 

wildlife that depends on its waters. 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 1   Sequencing                                                             One Class Period 

 

Aim: How does sequencing the events help us better understand a text? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               2 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 3, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

 The teacher tells the class that he or she would like to show the class the major events of 

his or her life. After rousing the students’ curiosity, the teacher displays the Out-of-Order 

Timeline (Attachment 45).  

 Provide the students time to process the timeline and express confusion and/or 

skepticism.  

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Out-of-order timeline (Attachment 45) 

 “The Emperor's New Clothes” read-aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QET-

h9JgjQ 

 Sequence sheet (Attachment 46) 

 Sequence of Events graphic organizer: 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/SequenceOfEventsChart.pdf 

  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “How could this timeline 

have been made better?” and “Why is it a problem to give events out of order?” 

 The teacher explains that people naturally want to hear events in the order in which they 

happen - when things are out of order, we naturally want to put them back in the correct 

order. Great readers keep this in mind when they read, because they know that by putting 

the events of a text in the correct order, or sequence, they can best understand the entire 

text. Paying attention to the sequence of events will help you follow what is happening, 

predict what might happen next, and make sense of the text.  

 The teacher explains that looking for signal words that put the events of a story in order 

will help you understand what you read. We can use signal words (which are also 

transition words, as students should recall from previous transition word lessons!) like 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QET-h9JgjQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QET-h9JgjQ
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/SequenceOfEventsChart.pdf
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first, then, before dinner, and later that evening to help us know the order of events in the 

text. 

 The teacher tells the class that they will now listen to a recorded read-aloud of a 

children’s fairy tale, “The Emperor's New Clothes” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QET-h9JgjQ).  After they listen, the students will 

sort the events listed on the sequence sheet (Attachment 46) by cutting or ripping out 

each event and, in pairs, sorting them into the correct order on their desk. 

 Review as a class 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “A New Space Plan.”  Have them 

fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 In pairs, ask students to fill out the Sequence of Events graphic organizer 

(http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/SequenceOfEventsChart.pdf).  

 Review as a class. 

  

Summary:  

 How does putting the events of a text in the correct order, or sequence, help us better 

understand the text? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. A New Space Plan: NASA says it has found the perfect space capsule to take astronauts far 

away from Earth. Luckily, it's one NASA has already built. 
2. Dispatches From the Civil War, August 1862: Bull Run, Again: It's August 1862, and the 

Union and Confederate armies are clashing in the Second Battle of Bull Run. Meanwhile, 

both sides are preparing for what now appears to be a years-long war. 

3. What Will Happen to This Ship?: The Navy ship USS Olympia, which played an important 

role in two wars, is in danger of wasting away. 

4. The Show of a Lifetime: For the first time, astronomers witnessed the beginning of a star's 

death.  

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QET-h9JgjQ
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/SequenceOfEventsChart.pdf
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Attachment 45 

 

Your Teacher’s Life 

 

Born 

 

Graduated Middle School 
 

Learned to Read 

 

Earned Master’s Degree (Graduate School) 
 

Wrote first poem (4 lines long!) 
 

Started working in Bellmore-Merrick Central High School District  
 

Finished college with a BA degree 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 46 

 

There was a parade. 
 

The king got many compliments about his new clothes. 
 

The king asked the two brothers to come in. 
 

The people worried about the king not being a good king. 
 

The king’s face turned red. 
 

The two brothers spoke loudly. 
 

A boy shouted. 
 

The servant told the king that the new clothes are great. 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 2   Comparison/Contrast                                  One to Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we compare and contrast multiple items? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

 RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                              1, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

● The teacher distributes a triple Venn diagram and tells students to only focus on the top 

two circles. The teacher plays the movie trailers for the movies The Mighty Ducks and 

Little Giants.  In pairs, students complete the top portion of the Venn diagram, 

identifying the similarities and differences between the trailers. 

  

Instructional Materials: 

 Triple Venn diagram 

(http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/printouts/Venn3Circles.pdf) 
 The Mighty Ducks trailer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJ6hYk9BprQ 
 Little Giants trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MN5aY9Fq2Nk 
 Angels in the Outfield trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wok7pG9_vX8 
 Brief supplementary article (http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/17/news/companies/ben-

jerry-dairy-free-ice-cream/) 
  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

● As a class, discuss the motivation and record the responses on the board; next, the teacher 

explains that, as we advance in our reading skills, sometimes we are asked to compare 

and contrast not just two, but three or more items. The teacher asks the class what 

difficulties one might face when comparing multiple items. (Possible answers may 

include that it becomes confusing, there is too much information, etc.). 

● The teacher plays the movie trailer for Angels in the Outfield. In pairs, students revise 

their Venn diagram so that all three movies are compared and contrasted. 

● The class discusses this final step of the Venn diagram, and the responses are recorded on 

the board. 

● Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “As Good as Ice Cream?”  Have 

them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

● Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/printouts/Venn3Circles.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJ6hYk9BprQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MN5aY9Fq2Nk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wok7pG9_vX8
http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/17/news/companies/ben-jerry-dairy-free-ice-cream/
http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/17/news/companies/ben-jerry-dairy-free-ice-cream/
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● After students have completed the Five Step Literacy Routine, the students will 

individually compare ice cream and soft-serve fruit by completing the top two circles on 

another triple Venn diagram. 

● The class discusses the Venn diagram, and responses are recorded on the board. 

● The teacher distributes the brief article, “Ben & Jerry's grants fans dairy-free wish,” 

which describes another type of dessert 

(http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/17/news/companies/ben-jerry-dairy-free-ice-cream/). 

● In pairs, students read the brief article and revise their triple Venn diagram so that all 

three desserts are compared and contrasted. 

● The class discusses the final step of the Venn diagram, and the responses are recorded on 

the board. 

  

Summary:  

● When do we compare and contrast items in our English class? When do we compare and 

contrast items in our social studies class? When do we compare and contrast items in our 

science class? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. As Good as Ice Cream? Soft serve fruit is the latest food craze. It's made from frozen fruit, 

and fans say it's delicious and healthy. 
2. New Fence for New York Mets: The New York Mets are putting up a new fence at Citi 

Field in an effort to boost scoring. 
3. Dog-bot: Our New Best Friend?: Scientists think robot dogs could help people just like real 

dogs do.  
4. Got (the Right) Milk?:Some people want a different kind of milk. Will this milk help them 

or hurt them? 
 

 

  

http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/17/news/companies/ben-jerry-dairy-free-ice-cream/
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 3   Cause and Effect                                                One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we determine the causes and effects in an article? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 3, 5, 7 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 6 

         L                               8                               1, 2 

          

Motivation:  

 Prior to the motivation activity, students are shown an image of someone receiving an F on a 

test (http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg). Using this image, 

the teacher explains to the class that an effect is what happens in a text (i.e., receiving an F), 

and the cause is the reason why the effect happened (i.e., the student did not study). 

Sometimes, the effect is immediate (e.g., “I dropped my pencil, so I picked it up”) and other 

times, the effect is long-term (e.g., “People do not take care of the environment, and as a 

result, global warming is occurring”). In a text, effects often have clue/transition words such 

as therefore, as a result, and so. Causes often have clue words such as because, caused, or 

since. The class is reminded that cause and effect can often get extraordinarily confusing, 

because causes may have more than one effect, effects may have more than one cause, and, 

like dominoes 

(http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falli

ng.jpg), what was once an effect becomes the cause of something else. 
 Students are presented with a Cause and Effect practice worksheet 

(http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson965/tiered.pdf). (The 

teacher may use some or all of these sentences.) For each sentence, students should underline 

the cause and draw a box around the effect. 
 

Instructional Materials: 

 Cause and effect cartoon (http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg) 

 Dominoes picture 

(http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falli

ng.jpg) 
 Cause and effect practice worksheet 

(http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson965/tiered.pdf) 

 Cause and effect graphic organizer (Attachment 47)  

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, review Cause and Effect worksheet by having different students come up to the 

SMART Board and underline and box the sentences. Discuss each sentence so that each 

student understands the difference between causes and effects. 

http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson965/tiered.pdf
http://modernreject.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/failure1.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/rapgenius/1371163080_ca4iJdHOTQCYdKrJvzUt_Dominos_falling.jpg
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson965/tiered.pdf
http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
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 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Counting Rats from Space.”  Have 

them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.”  

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 In pairs, ask students to fill out one of the Cause and Effect Graphic Organizers (whichever 

one the teacher prefers) (Attachment 47). Students should focus on clue words that suggest 

cause and effect relationships (a list of these words - including therefore, as a result, so, 

because, caused, and since - can be displayed on the board for student reference).  

 Review as a class. 
  

Summary:  

 What hints does the author give to help us determine cause and effect relationships? What are 

the challenges of identifying causes and effects in a piece of writing? How can we overcome 

these challenges?  
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Counting Rats From Space: Scientists are planning to monitor rat populations via 

satellite.  

2. Let Them Eat Leaves: Scientists recently found out just how much some kinds of 

animals and trees depend on one another.  

3. A Real Cold Fish: A recent study discovered genetic changes that enable certain types of 

fish to survive the extremely cold waters off Antarctica. 

4. As Earth Warms, Birds Move North: A study has found that the ranges of many bird 

species are shifting farther north, a finding that experts credit to global warming.  
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Attachment 47: 
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READING & WRITING WORKSHOP 8 

Quarter 2, Lesson 4   Inferencing                                                   One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we use text evidence to make great inferences? 

  

Common Core Learning Standards: 

         Standard                  Grade                       Standard Number 

         RI                             8                               1, 2, 5 

         W                             8                               10 

         SL                            8                                  1, 2, 4, 6 

         L                               8                               1 

          

Motivation:  

 Students independently try to come up with the most important factor that makes a great 

detective. Next, students share their answer with a partner, and together revise their answer. 

Finally, two pairs join together into a group of four, and again revise to come up with a group 

response to the question of what makes a great detective. 
  

Instructional Materials: 

 Inference practice sheet 

(http://www.k12reader.com/inference/grms_%20inference_practice_2_where_am_i.pdf) 
  

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “How are great readers similar 

to great detectives?” 

 After the class concludes that great readers and great detectives pick up clues that help them 

figure out what is happening, the teacher displays the word “inference” on the board. 

Students share their background knowledge of the word. 

 Students will watch a brief informational video about inferences: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=to30AJm2epQ 

 In pairs, have students complete a few, or all, of the “warm up” text-based inference passages 

on the inference practice sheet 

(http://www.k12reader.com/inference/grms_%20inference_practice_2_where_am_i.pdf).Do 

Question 1 as a class so that students understand how to complete the passages. 

 Next, ask students to pull up the Achieve3000 article, “Got a Problem? Send a Tweet.”  Have 

them fill in the sentence, “We think the text will be about_______because________.” 

Emphasize the importance of the title and the first and last paragraphs of the article.  

 Have students read the first two paragraphs. After completing these paragraphs, display the 

following question on the board: “Imagine a fire department in San Francisco, California.  

Do you think that they might start using Twitter? Why or why not?”  Independently, students 

should open up the “summarize” reading connection tool and write their inference, using 

evidence from the text.  The teacher should emphasize to students that they are making an 

inference, because the answer is not directly stated in the text.  After writing their inference, 

the class will go over the responses. 

http://www.k12reader.com/inference/grms_%20inference_practice_2_where_am_i.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=to30AJm2epQ
http://www.k12reader.com/inference/grms_%20inference_practice_2_where_am_i.pdf
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 After students have completed the article, display the following quote from the article on the 

board, and have students make an inference about what it means: "[Twitter is] a bombshell 

waiting to explode," said Mitnick.  Review the students’ responses. 

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 
  

Summary:  

 Have students team up in pairs or groups and compete to be the first to infer what is going on 

in this story: “He put down $10 at the window.  The woman behind the window gave $4.  

The person next to him gave $3, but he gave it back to her. So, when they went inside, she 

bought him a large bag of popcorn.”  
 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

1. Great Ideas, Made Easy: Imagine a backpack that can play your favorite songs, or a dog coat 

that lights up. Alison Lewis says it's easy to add technology to everyday items.  

2. Center Shows Latino History: San Antonio, Texas, has a museum that highlights Latino 

culture through a variety of exhibits. 

3. Dressed-Up Junk Food? Manufacturers are adding nutrients to foods and drinks, but are 

these products really good for you?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=6543&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=5596&c=1&origin=search&asn=1
http://portal.achieve3000.com/kb/lesson/?lid=16107&c=79&origin=search&asn=1
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 1 Multiple Choice Specifics                    One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine exactly what a multiple choice question is asking? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7     1, 2, 4 

 W   7       3, 4, 5, 9 

 SL   7     1, 4 

 L   7     1, 2, 6    

 

Motivation:   

 We will review basic Multiple Choice question types, and the specific words that help us 

assess what the question is asking of us.  Teacher will ask the students to explain the 

difference between Synonyms and Antonyms (A synonym is a word that means the SAME 

and an antonym is a word that means the OPPOSITE).   We will complete the Synonym 

Matching Worksheet (Attachment 48) on the Smartboard, together. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Synonym Matching Worksheet (Attachment 48) 

 Which of These is NOT….. worksheet (Attachment 49) 

 MC Strategies/ Tips (Attachment 50) 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, we will discuss what a question is asking us to look for when it is worded, 

“Which of these is NOT….?”  It means that one of the choices is NOT what the topic is 

about, or an example of the topic.  We will review a few sample MC questions of this type 

(Attachment 49) 

 We will review the MC questions asking “Which of these is the BEST….”  These questions 

have more than 1 correct answer, but 1 is the better choice because it fits most appropriately 

and fills most answer requirements. We will discuss strategies to use when answering 

questions of this nature (Attachment 50) 

 I will instruct the students to open up the Achieve3000 article, “MRAs: Getting to Know 

You.”  We will read the article together as a whole class, and discuss the main ideas 

presented in the article. 

 Students will break into groups of 3 and will be instructed to create 3 MC questions about 

their assigned question type (Synonym/antonym, Which of these is NOT…? And Which of 

these is the BEST…..?) 

 The groups will present their MC questions to the class, and we will answer them together. 
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Summary:   

 What words can be important clues to understanding what a multiple choice question is 

asking?      

 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Were you Born to be a Sports Star? 

2. Should these Players be Paid? 

3. Mickey Mouse, Meet Hulu 
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Attachment 48 

 

Name __________________      Reading 

Date ___________________      Period ________ 

 

Do Now- Synonym Review 
Directions:  Match the word on the left with its synonym. 

 
____1.  tardy      a.  act 

        b.  astonish 

____2.  fragrance     c.  rough 

        d.  defend 

____3.  concentrate     e.  vanish 

f. think 

____4.  amaze      g.  smell 

        h.  late 

____5.  confess      i.  puzzled 

        j.  admit 

____6.  tidy      k. cozy 

        l.  incorrect 

____7.  fierce      m.  neat 

         

____8.  surface       

 

____9.  confused 

 

____10.  disappear 

 

____11.  protect 

 

____12.  comfortable 

 

____13.  perform 

 
** Remember—synonyms are words that can be substituted for each other because 

they have the same meaning!!** 
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Attachment 49 

 

Which of these is NOT………? MC Strategy Practice 
 

1. Which of these is NOT a fruit? 

a.  Apple b.  seven c.  banana d.  pear 

 

2.  Which of these is NOT a color? 

a.  Car b.  blue c.  yellow d.  red 

 

3.  Which of these is NOT a fact? 

a.  The sun shines b.  A car can be driven c.  There are no oceans in the USA 

 

4.  Which is these is NOT an opinion? 

a.  Red is a pretty color b.  Hamburgers are meat c.  Ice cream is delicious 

 

5.  Which of these are NOT part of Middle School daily life? 

a.  You change classes when the bell rings 

b. You stay in one classroom all day 

c. You eat lunch in a cafeteria 
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Attachment 50 

Multiple Choice Strategies and Tips 
 

What To Do If More Than One Answer Seems Correct  
If you're utterly stumped by a question, here are some strategies to help you narrow the field and 

select the correct answer: 

1. Ask yourself whether the answer you're considering completely addresses the question. If 

the test answer is only partly true or is true only under certain narrow conditions, then it's 

probably not the right answer. If you have to make a significant assumption in order for 

the answer to be true, ask yourself whether this assumption is obvious enough that the 

instructor would expect everyone to make it. If not, dump the answer overboard. 

2. If you think an item is a trick question, think again. Very few instructors would ever write 

a question intended to be deceptive. If you suspect that a question is a trick item, make 

sure you're not reading too much into the question, and try to avoid imagining detailed 

scenarios in which the answer could be true. In most cases, "trick questions" are only 

tricky because they're not taken at face value. 

3. If, after your very best effort, you cannot choose between two alternatives, try vividly 

imagining each one as the correct answer. If you are like most people, you will often 

"feel" that one of the answers is wrong. Trust this feeling -- research suggests that 

feelings are frequently accessible even when recall is poor (e.g., we can still know how 

we feel about a person even if we can't remember the person's name). Although this tip is 

not infallible, many students find it useful. 

Choosing the Best Answer  

 Think of multiple choice as a series of true/false statements.  

 Read all of the choices and keep an open mind. Even when the first or second choice looks 

correct, don't simply read the other choices with the intent of dismissing them. Consider them 

carefully.  

 As you proceed through the choices , use the process of elimination and c ross off any 

choices that are clearly false. Then re-read any choices you are still considering.  

 Use caution with questions in which you're looking for a false statement (the question 

stem may contain words such as not, except, false , etc.) To avoid a careless error with this 

kind of question, mark each choice with a T or F. Remind yourself that you are looking for a 

false statement (usually you are looking for a true statement).  

 If two choices overlap or mean essentially the same thing, both are probably incorrect (unless 

there is a choice of all of the above or both B & C ).  

 Notice partner choices ( two choices that are opposites or have a difference of one or two 

words.) Often, the correct answer will be one of these options.  

 Be alert for grammatical inconsistencies between the stem and the choice (read the stem 

with the choice to see if the two "fit together."  

 Don't worry about the following choices: all of the above, none of the above, both B & C . 

Use the process of elimination and simply look at what you've already eliminated among the 

previous choices. Sometimes these final options are correct (especially all of the above ), but 

sometimes they are simply filler because the person writing the test ran out of ideas. 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 2 Using Transitions                   Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we effectively use transition words in our writing? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7    3, 5, 10  

 W   7      2, 3, 4, 9, 10 

 SL   7    1, 4 

 L   7    1, 2, 3, 6 

  

Motivation:   

 We will review transition words to be used in the beginning (To begin with, First, To start,) 

middle (Next, Also, In addition), and end (In Conclusion, So, To summarize) of our writing.  

Students will come up to the Smartboard to add their own examples to this list.   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Goldilocks and the Three Bears (Attachment 51)  

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1: 

 

 Teacher will explain to the class that they will be working with partners to read an 

incomplete children’s story, which they are very familiar with.  The story is Goldilocks and 

the Three Bears.  They will add their own transition words into the blank spaces of the story.  

They must use appropriate beginning/ middle/ end transitions in the correct part of the story.  

I will have a blank copy of the story up on the Smartboard.  After the pairs have finished 

completing their copy, we will read the story together as a class, and students will tell me 

which transition word to add into each blank. 

 Next, I will instruct the students to open up the Achieve3000 article, “105 Years of 

Greatness.”  We will read the article together, and discuss the order of events. 

 

Day2: 

 Students will write a 2-3 paragraph summary of the article, using 2 transition words per 

paragraph (in their Thought Question box). 

 Teacher will show the responses on the Smartboard (hiding each student’s name), and we 

will grade them together, based on use of transition words and order of events. 

 

Summary:   

 Which transition words connect events in our writing effectively? 
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Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Breaking Balloon Records 

2. The City that Wants to Get Smaller 

3. A Piece of History 
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Attachment 51 
 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
(Practice with Transitions) 

 

Once upon a time there were three bears: Papa Bear, Mama Bear, and Baby Bear. 

They lived in a quaint little cottage in the middle of the forest. 

One beautiful spring morning, the bears sat down to eat their porridge. “It's too hot!” 

squealed Baby Bear. 

“Ouch! This porridge needs to cool off a bit,” agreed Papa Bear. 

________________, the three bears decided to go for a stroll in the woods while their 

porridge cooled. 

________________, a curious little girl named Goldilocks was out walking in the woods. 

She saw the bears' cute little house and couldn't resist meeting its occupants. She went 

straight to the door and knocked. No one answered. 

So Goldilocks went right in! 

Goldilocks saw the three bowls of porridge and decided to have a taste. 

__________________, she took a taste from the great big bowl. “ 

“Too hot,” she cried. 

Next, she tried the middle-sized bowl. “Too cold!”, she said. 

_____________, she had a taste from the wee little bowl. “Yum! Just right!” she said, 

and ate every last bit of Baby Bear's porridge. 

After she had eaten, Goldilocks saw three chairs. She sat down in the great big Papa 

Bear chair. “Too hard!” she thought. 

___________, she tried the middle sized chair. “Too soft!” she said, sinking into the 

chair. 

Finally, she tried the little chair. ______________, when Goldilocks sat down, the chair 

collapsed into pieces. 

_____________________, Goldilocks was starting to get very sleepy. She climbed up 

the stairs and found three beds. First, she tried the great big Papa Bear bed. “Too 

hard!” 

Next, she tried the middle-sized bed. “Too soft!” 

Then, she tried the little Baby Bear bed. “Just right!” She fell fast asleep. 
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When the three bears came back from their walk in the woods, they were in for a big 

surprise. Papa Bear said in his great big voice, “Someone's been eating my porridge!” 

Mama Bear said in her middle-sized voice, “Someone's been eating my porridge!” 

Then Baby Bear said in his tiny little voice, “Someone's been eating my porridge—and 

now it's all gone!” 

Papa Bear went into the living room. He said in his great big voice, “Someone's been 

sitting in my chair! 

Mama Bear said, in her middle-sized voice, “Someone's been sitting in my chair!” 

Baby Bear said in his tiny little voice, “Someone's been sitting my chair—and broke 

it to pieces!” 

Then they went upstairs. 

“Someone's been sleeping in my bed!” said Papa Bear in his great big voice. 

“Someone's been sleeping in my bed!” said Mama Bear in her middle-sized voice. 

“Someone's been sleeping in my bed, and there she is!” cried Baby Bear in his tiny little 

voice. 

________________________, Goldilocks woke up. She ran out of the cute little house 

as fast as she could, never to return. 

 

The End! 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 3 Writing Types- Persuasive Writing                Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we write to persuade the audience effectively? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7     1, 2, 6, 8, 10 

 W   7       1, 2, 4, 5, 9 

 SL   7     1, 3, 4, 6 

 L   7     1, 2, 3, 6 

 

Motivation:   

 Teacher will explain to students that sometimes authors write passages because they want to 

persuade us that their opinion is true or that we should agree with what they say. 

 

 Students will brainstorm ice cream toppings, and we will make a list on the board together.  I 

will read the students my sample speech on which desserts are the best to indulge in 

(Attachment 52).   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Dessert Sample Persuasive Speech (Attachment 52)  

 Key Points Graphic Organizer 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWord

Version/KeyPoints/ 
 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

Day 1: 

 Students will be instructed to select 2 toppings which they feel are the best, and write their 

own 2 paragraph persuasive speech about why these choices are the best ones.   

 Student volunteers will share their persuasive speeches with the class. 

 Next, teacher will instruct the students to open up the Achieve3000 article, “Keeping Watch: 

A Good Thing?”   

 We will preview the Thought Question, and then read the article together.  While reading, we 

will take notes in the Setting the Purpose section of Achieve, to save for our TQ writing later 

on.  Students will label their notes F for FOR and A for AGAINST, as the TQ poses an 

argumentative/ persuasive writing assignment. 

 

Day2: 

 Students will be asked to select a side (FOR or AGAINST), and answer the TQ to persuade 

the reader to agree with their side/ position.  Students may also use the Key Points Graphic 

Organizer (Attachment #2) to organize their thoughts and notes, before writing their actual 

TQ. 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersion/KeyPoints/
http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersion/KeyPoints/
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 Students will share their TQ responses with a partner to help edit and get feedback from, 

before submitting their responses to me. 

 

Summary:   

 What kind of wording can I use in my writing to help me when writing to persuade? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Hawaii is Losing its Beaches 
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Attachment 52 

 

Sample Speech- Desserts 
 

 Have you ever had a craving for something sweet, but you couldn’t decide 

what you wanted?  Have you ever walked into the kitchen, searched through the 

refrigerator and cabinets, seen too many choices, and didn’t know what to eat?  

Have you ever wanted a snack, but since you are trying to eat healthy, you just 

didn’t know what you should be eating?  Or, have you ever walked into a 

supermarket or bakery, saw dozens of exotic treats, and had no idea what they 

even were?  Well if any of these situations apply to you, I can help!  I am going to 

tell you everything you need to know about desserts, so that you can make 

decisions on your own, and you can have tons of delicious knowledge! 

 If you are in the mood for something sweet and don’t know what will satisfy 

your sweet tooth, there are tons of great choices to indulge in.  A favorite dessert 

for kids is an ice cream sundae.  These are especially refreshing during the warm 

evenings in summer.  Ice cream sundaes are great because they are creamy, can 

have many different flavors, and you can choose which toppings you want to add on.  

Ice cream gives you a variety of options with how you want to eat it, and it can 

taste different every time.  Another great choice is a piece of cake.  Cake is great 

because it can be baked at home, is usually chocolaty and has icing on top- who 

doesn’t like icing?!  If you don’t like cake, then pie is a similar alternative.  Pie is 

baked as well, and can have different flavored fillings, many of which are fruit.  It 

is a great option.   

 Some desserts are easier for younger kids to eat, because they don’t require 

a utensil, and they are chocolaty.  One example is a cookie.  Little kids love cookies 

because many have chocolate chips in them, and they come out of the oven hot and 
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gooey!  Also, little kids love to eat brownies.  They just cool off out of the oven for 

about 10 minutes, and you instantly have a chocolaty treat to eat with your hands!  

Little kids also love to eat fudge and any kind of sugary candy, because those don’t 

require a utensil either.   

 If you are trying to be healthy, you still have dessert options to fill you up.  

Low-fat pudding is a great choice.  It comes in many flavors, like, chocolate, vanilla, 

and butterscotch, and it has a creamy texture.  It also needs a spoon.  Another 

choice to snack on is fruit salad.  You cut up a bunch of your favorite fruits and put 

them all in a bowl, to be eaten with a fork.  Both pudding and fruit salad can be 

made a little more interesting by adding a low-fat whip cream topping.   

 As you can see, even if you have a slight idea about what you’re in the mood 

for, you still have a variety of delicious choices that you can eat.  There are many 

desserts that are similar, and many that are totally different- it just depends on 

what YOU are craving.  Dessert is something that everyone enjoys, and after a long 

day at school, you definitely deserve a yummy treat! 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 3, Lesson 4 Writing Types- Writing to Inform                 Two Class Periods 

 

Aim: How do we effectively write to give information? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   7     1, 2, 8, 10 

 W   7       2, 3, 4, 9, 10 

 SL   7     1, 4, 6 

 L   7     1, 2, 3, 6 

 

Motivation:   

 We will discuss how many authors write with the purpose of informing us about a topic.  

They give real-life examples, facts and many supporting details, in order for us to learn more 

about what they have written about. 

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Scholastic Magazine: “When Fear takes Over Your Life” 

http://action.scholastic.com/issues/05_05_14/book#/8 

 5W’s Graphic Organizer 

http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersi

on/The5Ws/ 

 

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 

Day 1: 

 We will read the Scholastic Magazine article, “When Fear takes Over Your Life”.  We will 

discuss the topic, and state some facts and corresponding details which we learned about in 

the article.  As a class, we will complete the 5W’s Graphic Organizer on the Smartboard, 

using information from the article. 

 Students will be instructed to write a summary letter to a friend, informing them of what the 

article was about.  Students will share their letters in pairs. 

 Next, have the students open up the Achieve3000 article, “Problem Solving.”  Students will 

read independently and use the Highlighting feature on Achieve, to highlight key points and 

details.  Students will copy and paste their highlights into their Thought Question box for 

later use. 

 

Day2: 

 Students will fill in the 5W’s GO for the Achieve article from last class.  This will help them 

to organize their highlighted notes as well. 

 Students will complete their TQ and submit. 

http://action.scholastic.com/issues/05_05_14/book#/8
http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersion/The5Ws/
http://doc.achieve3000.com/learningcenter/resources/GraphicOrganizers/LiteracyWordVersion/The5Ws/
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 Once finished with their TQ, students will write a letter to a classmate, informing them about 

how to solve a problem easily and effectively (using their highlighted notes and 5W’s GO for 

information). 

 Students will share their letters with a partner, if time allows. 

 

Summary:   

 What do I need to include in my writing when writing to inform? 

 

Suggested Achieve3000 Articles: 

 

1. Starting a New Job 

2. This Won’t Hurt a Bit- Really! 

3. Using Workplace Technology 
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 1 Determining Main/Central Idea           One Class Period 

 

Aim: How do we determine the main/central idea for our self-selected articles? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   8        1, 2, 5, 7, 9 

 W   8          10 

 SL   8        1, 6 

 L   8         1, 2 

  

Motivation:   

 Motivational Marathon Posters (Attachment 53) Students will analyze motivational posters 

that people hold up while runners complete a marathon.  They will make inferences as to the 

purpose of these posters. (Who are they for? What are they for?)   

 

Instructional Materials: 

 Motivational Marathon Posters (Attachment 53) 

 Boston Marathon Inspiration: Marathon Strong Video 

 Main Idea Chart Graphic Organizer http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf  

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next, the teacher will ask, “What’s the main idea of these 

posters?  How do you know?”  

 Students will watch the inspirational Boston Marathon video entitled “Boston Marathon 

Inspiration: Marathon Strong:” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSlO3stiSPI 

 After watching the clip, together the class will discuss the Main Idea of the video.  Ask: 

“What are some details that help prove the main idea?” “Were there any quotes or images 

that represented the central idea?” Explain how it is important to pick up on patterns and 

repeated phrases/images. 

 Next, ask students to search for an article of their choosing.  Have them fill in the sentence, 

“We think the text will be about_______because________.”  Emphasize the importance of 

the title and the first and last paragraphs of the article.   

 Go through the Five Step Literacy Routine. 

 Individually, ask students to fill out the Main Idea Chart Graphic Organizer.  Again, focus on 

repetition & patterns.  Also have students notice long details set off by punctuation, 

questions, sub headings, italicized information, or information set off in parentheses. 

 Review as a class. 

 

Summary:   

 What do we look for when determining the main/central idea of a piece of writing?      

  

http://doc.achieve3000.com/article/main_idea.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSlO3stiSPI
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Attachment 53 

 

 

 
 

 

https://bestracesigns.wordpress.com/tag/disney/
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://running.about.com/od/motivation/ig/Photo-Gallery-of-Inspiring-Marathon-Signs/&ei=LVhnVaW0GdP-yQTVkIOgDg&bvm=bv.93990622,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNG_Nbk_wYd3iqpODHInUjL4P8zbHw&ust=1432922532319253
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://bestracesigns.wordpress.com/tag/spectator-signs/&ei=plhnVfjwGoujyAT8roHACA&bvm=bv.93990622,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNG_Nbk_wYd3iqpODHInUjL4P8zbHw&ust=1432922532319253
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READING and WRITING 8 

Quarter 4, Lesson 2 Achieve3000 self selected articles          One Class Period 

 

Aim: How can we select interesting articles that relate to other content areas for our self-selected 

Achieve3000 project? 

 

Common Core Learning Standards: 

 Standard  Grade   Standard Number 

 RI   8        1, 2, 5, 7, 9 

 W   8          10 

 SL   8        1, 6 

 L   8         1, 2 

  

Motivation:   

 What are your most important subjects in school?  Why do you think that is?  What are your 

favorite subjects in school?  

 

Procedures and Pivotal Questions: 

 As a class, discuss the motivation; next the teacher will explain that the next assignment in 

RW8 will ask students to find articles that connect to subject matter they are studying in 

other classes.  

 Ask students to make a list of all their subjects.  Write down their current units of study in 

each of their classes.  If students are just about to start a new unit in a class, their homework 

should be to ask their teacher about the next unit of study. 

 The rest of the class should be given to students to do keyword searches to find at least two 

articles for each of their classes.  Model how to effectively use keyword searches for topics 

in their other classes. 

 Students should be encouraged to go through the Five Step Literacy Routine for at least one 

article per discipline.  Students should be asked to submit for grading at least 3 Thought 

Questions.  

 Throughout the course of the project, students should be asked to self-edit and peer edit 

thought questions on two different days while working on this project. 

 

Summary:   

 Why do you think it’s important to research and read about topics in multiple subjects?  How 

can this self-selected project help you in your other classes?      

 

 

 

 


